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THEORY OE CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS, OR ALGEBRAIC 
COUPLES; WITH A PRELIMINARY AND ELEMENTARY 
ESSAY ON ALGEBRA AS THE SCIENCE OF PURE TIME 

[Trans. Roy. Irish Acad. vol. xvπ (1837), pp. 293-422.]Read 4 November 1833, and 1 June 1835.
General Introductory RemarksThe Study of Algebra may be pursued in three very different schools, the Practical, the Philological, or the Theoretical, according as Algebra itself is accounted an Instrument, or a Language, or a Contemplation; according as ease of operation, or symmetry of expression, or clearness of thought, (the agere, ↑hefari, or the sa∕pere,) is eminently prized and sought for. The Practical person seeks a Rule which he may apply, the Philological person seeks a Formula which he may write, the Theoretical person seeks a Theorem on which he may meditate. The felt imperfections of Algebra are of three answering kinds. The Practical Algebraist complains of imperfection when he finds his Instrument limited in power; when a rule, which he could happily apply to many cases, can be hardly or not at all applied by him to some new case; when it fails to enable him to do or to discover something else, in some other Art, or in some other Science, to which Algebra with him was but subordinate, and for the sake of which and not for its own sake, he studied Algebra. The Philological Algebraist complains of imperfection, when his Language presents him with an Anomaly; when he finds an Exception disturb the simplicity of his Notation, or the symmetrical structure of his Syntax; when a Formula must be written with precaution, and a Symbolism is not universal. The Theoretical Algebraist complains of imperfection, when the clearness of his Contemplation is obscured; when the Reasonings of his Science seem anywhere to oppose each other, or become in any part too complex or too little valid for his belief to rest firmly upon them; or when, though trial may have taught him that a rule is useful, or that a formula gives true results, he cannot prove that rule, nor understand that formula: when he cannot rise to intuition from induction, or cannot look beyond the signs to the things signified.It is not here asserted that every or any Algebraist belongs exclusively to any one of these three schools, so as to be only Practical, or only Philological, or only Theoretical. Language and Thought react, and Theory and Practice help each other. No man can be so merely practical as to use frequently the rules of Algebra, and never to admire the beauty of the language which expresses those rules, nor care to know the reasoning which deduces them. No man can be so merely philological an Algebraist but that things or thoughts will at some times intrude upon signs; and occupied as he may habitually be with the logical building up of his expressions, he will feel sometimes a desire to know what they mean, or to apply them. And no man can be so merely theoretical or so exclusively devoted to thoughts, and to the contemplation of theorems in Algebra, as not to feel an interest in its notation and language,
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4 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSits symmetrical system of signs, and the logical forms of their combinations; or not to prize those practical aids, and especially those methods of research, which the discoveries and contemplations of Algebra have given to other sciences. But, distinguishing without dividing, it is perhaps correct to say that every Algebraical Student and every Algebraical Composition may be referred upon the whole to one or other of these three schools, according as one or other of these three views habitually actuates the man, and eminently marks the work.These remarks have been premised, that the reader may more easily and distinctly perceive what the design of the following communication is, and what the Author hopes or at least desires to accomplish. That design is Theoretical, in the sense already explained, as distinguished from what is Practical on the one hand, and from what is Philological upon the other. The thing aimed at, is to improve the Science, not the Art nor the Language of Algebra. The imperfections sought to be removed, are confusions of thought, and obscurities or errors of reasoning; not difficulties of application of an instrument, nor failures of symmetry in expression. And that confusions of thought, and errors of reasoning, still darken the beginnings of Algebra, is the earnest and just complaint of sober and thoughtful men, who in a spirit of love and honour have studied Algebraic Science, admiring, extending, and applying what has been already brought to light, and feeling all the beauty and consistence of many a remote deduction, from principles which yet remain obscure, and doubtful.For it has not fared with the principles of Algebra as with the principles of Geometry. No candid and intelligent person can doubt the truth of the chief properties of Parallel Lines, as set forth by Euclid in his Elements, two thousand years ago; though he may well desire to see them treated in a clearer and better method. The doctrine involves no obscurity nor confusion of thought, and leaves in the mind no reasonable ground for doubt, although ingenuity may usefully be exercised in improving the plan of the argument. But it requires no peculiar scepticism to doubt, or even to disbelieve, the doctrine of Negatives and Imaginaries, when set forth (as it has commonly been) with principles like these: that a greater magnitude may 
be subtracted from a less, and that the remainder is less than nothing; that two negative numbers, or numbers denoting magnitudes each less than nothing, may be multiplied the one by the other, and that the product will be a positive number, or a number denoting a magnitude greater than nothing; and that although the square of a number, or the product obtained by multiplying that number by itself, is therefore always positive, whether the number be positive or negative, yet that numbers, called imaginary, can be found or conceived or determined, and operated on by all the rules of positive and negative numbers, as if they were subject to those rules, although they have negative squares, and must therefore be supposed to be themselves neither positive nor negative, nor yet null numbers, so that the magnitudes which they are supposed to denote can neither be greater than nothing, nor less than nothing, nor even equal to nothing. It must be hard to found a science on such grounds as these, though the forms of logic may build up from them a symmetrical system of expressions, and a practical art may be learned of rightly applying useful rules which seem to depend upon them.So useful are those rules, so symmetrical those expressions, and yet so unsatisfactory those principles from which they are supposed to be derived, that a growing tendency may be perceived to the rejection of that view which regarded Algebra as a science, in some sense 
analogous to Geometry, and to the adoption of one or other of those two different views, which regard Algebra as an Art, or as a Language·, as a System of Rules, or else as a System of Expressions, but not as a System of Truths, or Results having any other validity than what they may derive from their practical usefulness, or their logical or philological coherence. Opinions thus
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I. ON CONJUGATE FONCTIONS 5are tending to substitute for the Theoretical question,—‘Is a Theorem of Algebra true?, the Practical question,—‘Can it be applied as an Instrument, to do or to discover something else, in some research which is not Algebraical?’ or else the Philological question,—‘Does its 
expression harmonise, according to the Laws of Language, with other Algebraical expressions? ’Yet a natural regret might be felt, if such were the destiny of Algebra; if a study, which is continually engaging mathematicians more and more, and has almost superseded the Study of Geometrical Science, were found at last to be not, in any strict and proper sense, the Study of a Science at all : and if, in thus exchanging the ancient for the modern Mathesis, there were a gain only of Skill or Elegance, at the expense of Contemplation and Intuition. Indulgence, therefore, may be hoped for, by any one who would inquire, whether existing Algebra, in the state to which it has been already unfolded by the masters of its rules and of its language, offers indeed no rudiment which may encourage a hope of developing a science of Algebra: a Science properly so called; strict, pure, and independent; deduced by valid reasonings from its own intuitive principles; and thus not less an object of priori contemplation than Geometry, nor less distinct, in its own essence, from the Rules which it may teach or use, and from the Signs by which it may express its meaning.The Author of this paper has been led to the belief, that the Intuition of time is such a rudiment.This belief involves the three following as components: First, that the notion of Time is connected with existing Algebra; Second, that this notion or intuition of Time may be unfolded into an independent Pure Science; and Third, that the Science of Pure Time, thus unfolded, is co-extensive and identical with Algebra, so far as Algebra itself is a Science. The first component judgment is the result of an induction; the second of a deduction; the third is a joint result of the deductive and inductive processes.1. The argument for the conclusion that the notion of Time is connected with existing Algebra, is an induction of the following kind. The History of Algebraic Science shows that the most remarkable discoveries in it have been made, either expressly through the medium of that notion of Time, or through the closely connected (and in some sort coincident) notion of 
Continuous Progression. It is the genius of Algebra to consider what it reasons on flowing, as it was the genius of Geometry to consider what it reasoned on as fixed. Euclid* defined a tangent to a circle, Apollonius↑ conceived a tangent to an ellipse, as an indefinite straight line which had only one point in common with the curve; they looked upon the line and curve not as nascent or growing, but as already constructed and existing in space; they studied them as formed and fixed, they compared the one with the other, and the proved exclusion of any second common point was to them the essential property, the constitutive character of the tangent. The Newtonian Method of Tangents rests on another principle; it regards the curve and line not as already formed and fixed, but rather as nascent, or in process of generation: and employs, as its primary conception, the thought of a flowing point. And, generally, the revolution which NewtonJ made in the higher parts of both pure and applied Algebra, was founded mainly on the notion of fluxion, which involves the notion of Time.

* Ei>θeιa κύκλου έφάτττεσθαι. λζγeτat, ητtς άπτομένη του κύκλου κal έκβαλλομένη ού τέμνει. τον κύκλον. —Euclid, Book in. Def. 2. Oxford Edition, 1703.f Eàv έν κώνου τoμη άττο της κορυφής της τομής άχθη eυ0∈ια παρά τεταγμένως κατηγμένην έκτος 
πεσεΐταί της τομής.—έκτος άρα πεσεΐται, δtoπ∈p έφάπτεται της τομής.—Apollonius, Book I. Prop. 17. Oxford Edition, 1710.f Considerando igitur quod quantitates aequalibus temporibus crescentes et crescendo genitae, pro velocitate majori vel minori qua crescunt ac generantur evadunt majores vel minores; methodum
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6 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSBefore the age of Newton, another great revolution, in Algebra as well as in Arithmetic, had been made by the invention of Logarithms·, and the ‘Canon Mirificus’ attests that Napier* deduced that invention, not (as it is commonly said) from the arithmetical properties of powers of numbers, but from the contemplation of a Continuous Progression·, in describing which, he speaks expressly of Fluxions, Velocities and Times.In a more modern age, Lagrange, in the Philological spirit, sought to reduce the Theory of Fluxions to a system of operations upon symbols, analogous to the earliest symbolic operations of Algebra, and professed to reject the notion of time as foreign to such a system ; yet admittedγ that fluxions might be considered only as the velocities with which magnitudes vary, and that in so considering them, abstraction might be made of every mechanical idea. And in one of his own most important researches in pure Algebra, (the investigation of limits between which the sum of any number of terms in Taylor’s Series is comprised,) Lagrange J employs the conception of continuous progression to show that a certain variable quantity may be made as small as can be desired. And not to dwell on the beautiful discoveries made by the same great mathematician, in the theory of singular primitives of equations, and in the algebraical dynamics of the heavens, through an extension of the conception of variability, (that is, in fact, of floιvingness,) to quantities which had before been viewed as fixed or constant, it may suffice for the present to observe that Lagrange considered Algebra to be the Science of 
Functions, § and that it is not easy to conceive a clearer or juster idea of a Function in this Science, than by regarding its essence as consisting in a Law connecting Change with Change. But where Change and Progression are, there is time. The notion of Time is, therefore, inductively found to be connected with existing Algebra.∣∣2. The argument for the conclusion that the notion of time may be unfolded into an independent 
Pure Science, or that a Science of Pure Time is possible, rests chiefly on the existence of certain a priori intuitions, connected with that notion of time, and fitted to become the sources of a pure Science; and on the actual deduction of such a Science from those principles, which the author conceives that he has begun. Whether he has at all succeeded in actually effecting this deduction, will be judged after the Essay has been read; but that such a deduction is possible, may be concluded in an easier way, by an appeal to those intuitions to which allusion has been made.quaerebam determinandi quantitates ex velocitatibus motuum vel incrementorum quibus generantur ; et has motuum vel incrementorum velocitates nominando Fluxiones, εύ quantitates genitas nominando 
Fluentes, incidi paulatim annis 1665 et 1666 in Methodum Fluxionum qua hie usus sum in Quadratura Curvarum—Tractatus de Quad. Curv., Introd., published at the end of Sir I. Newton’s Opticks, London 1704.* Logarithmus ergo eujusque sinus, est numéros quam proxime definiens lineam, quae aequaliter crevit interea dum sinus totius linea proportionaliter in sinum ilium decrevit, existente utroque motu synchrono, atque initio aequiveloce. Baron Napier’s Mirifici Logarithmorum Canonis Descriptio, Def. 6, Edinburgh 1614.—Also in the explanation of Def. 1, the words fluxu and fluat occur.f Calcul des Fonctions, Leçon Premiere, page 2. Paris 1806.f Donc puisque V devient nul lorsque i devient nul, il est clair qu’ en faisant croître i par degrés insensibles depuis zéro, la valeur de V croîtra aussi insensiblement depuis zéro, soit en plus ou en moins, jusqu’ à un certain point, après quoi elle pourra diminuer.—Calcul des Fonctions, Leçon Neuvième, page 90. Paris 1806. An instance still more strong may be found in the First Note to Lagrange’s Eqrιations 
Numériques. Paris, 1808.§ On doit regarder l’algèbre comme la science des fonctions.—Cale, des Fonct., Leçon Premiere.Il The word ‘Algebra’ is used throughout this whole paper, in the sense which is commonly but improperly given by modem mathematical writers to the name ‘Analysis,’ and not with that narrow signification to which the unphilosophical use of the latter term (Analysis) has caused the former term (Algebra) to be too commonly confined. The author confesses that he has often deserved the censure which he has here so freely expressed.
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 7That a moment of time respecting which we inquire, as compared with a moment which we know, must either coincide with or precede or follow it, is an intuitive truth, as certain, as clear, and as unempirical as this, that no two straight lines can comprehend an area. The notion or intuition of order in time is not less but more deep-seated in the human mind, than the notion or intuition of order in space; and a mathematical Science may be founded on the former, as pure and as demonstrative as the science founded on the latter. There is something mysterious and transcendent involved in the idea of Time; but there is also something definite and clear: and while Metaphysicians meditate on the one, Mathematicians may reason from the other.3. That the Mathematical Science of Time, when sufficiently unfolded, and distinguished on the one hand from all actual Outward Chronology (or collections of recorded events and phenomenal marks and measures), and on the other hand from all Dynamical Science (or reasonings and results from the notion of cause and effect), will ultimately be found to be co-extensive and identical with Algebra, so far as Algebra itself is a Science: is a conclusion to which the author has been led by all his attempts, whether to analyse what is Scientific in 
Algebra, or to construct a Science of Pure Time. It is a joint result of the inductive and deductive processes, and the grounds on which it rests could not be stated in a few general remarks. The author hopes to explain them more fully in a future paper; meanwhile he refers to the present one, as removing (in his opinion) the difficulties of the usual theory of Negative and Imaginary Quantities, or rather substituting a new Theory of Contrapositives and Couples, which he considers free from those old difficulties, and which is deduced from the Intuition or Original Mental Form of Time: the opposition of the (so-called) Negatives and Positives being referred by him, not to the opposition of the operations of increasing and diminishing a magnitude, but to the simpler and more extensive contrast between the relations of Before and After,* or between the directions of Forward and Backward·, and Pairs of Moments being used to suggest a Theory of Conjugate Functions,↑ which gives reality and meaning to conceptions that were before Imaginary,J Impossible, or Contradictory, because Mathematicians had derived them from that bounded notion of Magnitude, instead of the original and comprehensive thought of ORDER IN PROGRESSION.* It is, indeed, very common, in Elementary works upon Algebra, to allude to past and future time, as one among many illustrations of the doctrine of negative quantities ; but this avails little for Science, so long as magnitude instead of progression is attempted to be made the basis of the doctrine.↑ The author was conducted to this Theory many years ago, in reflecting on the important symbolic results of Mr Graves respecting Imaginary Logarithms, and in attempting to explain to himself the theoretical meaning of those remarkable symbolisms. The Preliminary and Elementary Essay on Algebra as the Science of Pure Time, is a much more recent development of an Idea against which the author struggled long, and which he still longer forbore to make public, on account of its departing so far from views now commonly received. The novelty, however, is in the view and method, not in the results and details : in which the reader is warned to expect little addition, if any, to what is already known. [See footnote to p. 96.] ∖J The author acknowledges with pleasure that he agrees with M. Cauchy, in considering every (so-called) Imaginary Equation as a symbolic representation of two separate Real Equations: but he differs from that excellent mathematician in his method generally, and especially in not introducing the sign λ∕ — 1 until he has provided for it, by his Theory of Couples, a possible and real meaning, as a symbol of the couple (0, 1). [See VI, p. 123.]
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8 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS
CONTENTS OF THE PRELIMINARY AND ELEMENTARY ESSAY ON ALGEBRA AS THE SCIENCE OF PURE TIME
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 9
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PRELIMINARY AND ELEMENTARY ESSAY 
ON ALGEBRA AS THE SCIENCE OF PURE TIME

Comparison of any two moments with respect to identity or diversity, 
subsequence or precedence1. If we have formed the thought of any one moment of time, we may afterwards either 

repeat that thought, or else think of a different moment. And if any two spoken or written 
names, such as the letters A and B, be dates, or answers to the question When, denoting each a known moment of time, they must either be names of one and the same known moment, or else of two different moments. In each case, we may speak of the pair of dates as denoting a pair of moments·, but in the first case, the two moments are coincident, while in the second case they are distinct from each other. To express concisely the former case of relation, that is, the case of identity between the moment named B and the moment named A, or of equivalence between the date B and the date A, it is usual to write

B = A∙, (1)a written sentence or assertion, which is commonly called an equation·, and to express concisely the latter case of relation, that is, the case of diversity between the two moments, or of non
equivalence between the two dates, we may write

B*A∙, (2)annexing, here and afterwards, to these concise written expressions, the side-marks (1) (2), &c., merely to facilitate the subsequent reference in this essay to any such assertion or result, whenever such reference may become necessary or convenient. The latter case of relation, namely, the case (2) of diversity between two moments, or of non-equivalence between two dates, subdivides itself into the two cases of subsequence and of precedence, according as the moment B is later or earlier than A. To express concisely the former sort of diversity, in which the moment B is later than A, we may write
B>A∙, (3)and the latter sort of diversity, m which the moment B is earlier than A, may be expressed concisely in this other way, B <A (4)It is evident that . z, _ ι , t _if jB = ∠4, then A=B∙, (5)if B⅜A, then A⅛B∙, (6)if B>A, then A<B∙, (7)if B<A, then A>B. (8)
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10 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS
Comparison of two pairs of moments, with respect to their analogy or non-analogy

2. Considering now any two other dates C and D, we perceive that they may and must represent either the same pair of moments as that denoted by the former pair of dates A and B, or else a different pair, according as the two conditions,
C = A, and D = B, (9)are, or are not, both satisfied. If the new pair of moments be the same with the old, then the connecting relation of identity or diversity between the moments of the one pair is necessarily the same with the relation which connects in like manner the moments of the other pair, because the pairs themselves are the same. But even if the pairs be different, the relations may still be the same; that is, the moments C and D, even if not both respectively coincident with the moments A and B, may still be related to each other exactly as those moments, (D to C as B to A ;) and thus the two pairs, A, B and C, D may be analogous, even if they be 

not coincident with each other. An analogy of this sort (whether between coincident or different pairs) may be expressed in writing as follows,
D-C = B-A, or B-A = D-C∙, (10)the interposed mark =, which before denoted identity of moments, denoting now identity of relations : and the written assertion of this identity being called (as before) an equation. The conditions of this exact identity between the relation of the moment D to C, and that of 

B to A, may be stated more fully as follows: that if the moment B be identical with A, then 
D must be identical with C; if B be later than A, then D must be later than C, and exactly so much later; and if B be earlier than A, then D must be earlier than C, and exactly so much earlier. It is evident, that whatever the moments A B and C may be, there is always one, and only one, connected moment D, which is thus related to C, exactly as B is to A ; and it is not difficult to perceive that the same moment D is also related to B, exactly as C is to A : since, in the case of coincident pairs, D is identical with B, and C with A ; while, in the case of pairs analogous but not coincident, the moment D is later or earlier than B, according as C is later or earlier than A, and exactly so much later or so much earlier. If then the pairs A,B, and 
C, D, be analogous, the pairs A C and B D, which may be said to be alternate to the former, are also analogous pairs; that is,if D-C = B-A, then D-B = C-A∙ (11)a change of statement of the relation between these four moments ABCD, which may be called alternation of an analogy. It is still more easy to perceive, that if any two pairs AB and 
CD be analogous, then the inverse pairs BA and DC are analogous also, and therefore thatif D-C = B-A, then C — D — A — B, (12)a change in the manner of expressing the relation between the four moments ABC D, which may be called inversion of an analogy. Combining inversion with alternation, we find thatif D-C = B-A, then B — D = A- C; (13)and thus that all the eight following written sentences expresses only one and the same relation between the four moments ABCD:
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 11
D-C = B-A, B-A=D-C,'
D-B = C-A, C-A = D-B, J (14)
C-D = A-B, A-B = C-D,
B-D = A-C, A-C = B-D,tany one of these eight written sentences or equations being equivalent to any other.3. When the foregoing relation between four moments ABGD does not exist, that is, when the pairs AB and CD are not analogous pairs, we may mark this non-analogy by writing D-C + B-A; (15)and the two possible cases into which this general conception of non-analogy or diversity of relation subdivides itself, namely, the case when the analogy fails on account of the moment D being too late, and the case when it fails because that moment D is too early, may be denoted, respectively, by writing in the first case,

D-C>B-A, (16)and in the second case, D — C<B-A; (17)while the two cases themselves may be called, respectively, a non-analogy of subsequence, and a non-analogy of precedence. We may also say that the relation of D to C, as compared with that of £ to A, is in the first case a relation of comparative lateness, and in the second case a relation of comparative earliness.Alternations and inversions may be applied to these expressions of non-analogy, and the case of D too late may be expressed in any one of the eight following ways, which are all equivalent to each other, p C > B —A B A < D C '

D-B>C-A, C-A<D-B, (18)
C-D<A-B, A-B>C-D, v ,
B-D<A-C, A-C>B-D∙,while the other case, when the analogy fails because the moment D is too early, may be expressed in any of the eight ways following,
D-C<B-A, B-A>D-C,'
D-B<C-A, C-A>D-B, (19)
C-D>A-B, A-B<C-D, v ,
B-D>A-C, A-C<B-D.In general, if we have any analogy or non-analogy between two pairs of moments, A B and 

C D, of which we may call the first and fourth mentioned moments, A and D, the extremes, and the second and third mentioned moments, namely, B and C, the means, and may call A and C the antecedents, and B and D theλ consequents', we do not disturb this analogy or non-analogy by interchanging the means among themselves, or the extremes among themselves; or by altering equally, in direction and in degree, the two consequents, or the two antecedents, of the analogy or of the non-analogy, or the two moments of either pair; or, finally, by altering oppositely in direction, and equally in degree, the two extremes, or the two means. In an analogy, we may also put, by inversion, extremes for means, and means for extremes; but if a non-analogy be thus inverted, it must afterwards be changed in kind, from subsequence to precedence, or from precedence to subsequence.
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12 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS

(20)
Combinations of two different analogies, or non-analogies, of pairs 

of moments, with each other

4. From the remarks last made, it is manifest thatif D-C = B-A, ' and D'-D = B'-B, then D,-C = B,-A∙,because the second of these three analogies shews, that in passing from the first to the third, we have either made no change, or only altered equally in direction and in degree the two consequent moments B and D of the first analogy. In like manner,if D-C = B-A, 'and C'-C = A,-A, > then Z>-C" = jB-A'l (21)
because now, in passing from the first to the third analogy, the second analogy shews that we have either made no change, or else have only altered equally, in direction and degree, the antecedents A and C. Again, if D-C = B-A,and D'-D = C'-C,then Z>'-C" = jB-AJ (22)
because here we have only altered equally, if at all, the two moments C and D of one common pair, in passing from the first analogy to the third. Again,if D-C = B-A, ' and C-C' = B,-B, then D-C, = B'-A,.

(23)
because now we either do not alter the means B and C at all, or else alter them oppositely in direction and equally in degree. And similarly,if D-C = B-A, ∣and D, — D = A- A,, 1 (24)then D'-C = B-A',)because here we only alter equally, if at all, in degree, and oppositely in direction, the extremes, 
A and D, of the first analogy. It is still more evident that if two pairs be analogous to the same third pair, they are analogous to each other; that isif D-C = B-A, ∙and B-A = D,-C,, ∙ then D-C = D,-C".. (25)
And each of the foregoing conclusions will still be true, if we change the first supposed analogy 
D-C = B-A, to a non-analogy of subsequence D-C>B-A, or to a non-analogy of precedence D — C < B — A, provided that we change, in like manner, the last or concluded analogy to a non-analogy of subsequence in the one case, or of precedence in the other.
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 13It is easy also to see, that if we still suppose the first analogy D-C=B-A to remain, we cannot conclude the third analogy, and are not even at liberty to suppose that it exists, in any one of the foregoing combinations, unless we suppose the second also to remain: that is, if two analogies have the same antecedents, they must have analogous consequents; if the consequents be the same in two analogies, the antecedents must themselves form two analogous pairs; if the extremes of one analogy be the same with the extremes of another, the means of either may be combined as extremes with the means of the other as means, to form a new analogy; if the means of one analogy be the same with the means of another, then the extremes of either may be combined as means with the extremes of the other as extremes, and the resulting analogy will be true; from which the principle of inversion enables us farther to infer, that if the extremes of one analogy be the same with the means of another, then the means of the former may be combined as means with the extremes of the latter as extremes, and will thus generate another true analogy.
On continued Analogies, or Equidistant Series of Moments5. It is clear from the foregoing remarks, that in any analogy

B'-A'--B-A, (26)the two moments of either pair A B or A' B' cannot coincide, and so reduce themselves to one single moment, without the two moments of the other pair A' B' or AB being also identical with each other; nor can the two antecedents A A' coincide, without the two consequents BB' coinciding also, nor can the consequents without the antecedents. The only way, therefore, in which two of the four moments A B A' B' of an analogy can coincide, without the two others coinciding also, that is, the only way in which an analogy can be constructed with three distinct moments of time, is either by the two extremes A B' coinciding, or else by the two means B A' coinciding; and the principle of inversion permits us to reduce the former of these two cases to the latter. We may then take as a sufficient type of every analogy which can be constructed with three distinct moments, the following:
B'-B = B-A∖ (27)that is, the case when an extreme moment B, is related to a mean moment B, as that mean moment B is related to another extreme moment A ; in which case we shall say that the three moments ABB' compose a continued analogy. In such an analogy, it is manifest that the three moments ABB' compose also an equidistant series, B' being exactly so much later or so much earlier than B, as B is later or earlier than A. The moment B is evidently, in this case, exactly intermediate between the two other moments A and B,, and may be therefore called the middle 

moment, or the bisector, of the interval of time between them. It is clear that whatever two distinct moments A and B, may be, there is always one and only one such bisector moment 73; and that thus a continued analogy between three moments can always be constructed in one but in only one way, by inserting a mean, when the extremes are given. And it is still more evident, from what was shewn before, that the middle moment B, along with either of the extremes, determines the other extreme, so that it is always possible to complete the analogy in one but in only one way, when an extreme and the middle are given.6. If, besides the continued analogy (27) between the three moments ABB', we have also a continued analogy between the two last B B' of these three and a fourth moment B", then
www.rcin.org.pl



14 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSthe four moments ABB' B" may themselves also be said to form another continued analogy, and an equidistant series, and we may express their relations as follows :
B"— B'= B'-B = B-A. (28)In this case, the interval between the two extreme moments A and B" is trisected by the two intermediate moments B and B', and we may call B the first trisector, and B' the second trisector of that interval. If the first extreme moment A and the first trisector moment B be given, it is evidently possible to complete the continued analogy or equidistant series in one and in only one way, by supplying the second trisector B' and the second extreme B" ; and it is not much less easy to perceive that any two of the four moments being given, (together with their names of position in the series, as such particular extremes, or such particular trisectors,) the two other moments can be determined, as necessarily connected with the given ones. Thus, if the extremes be given, we must conceive their interval as capable of being trisected by two means, in one and in only one way; if the first extreme and second trisector be given, we can bisect the interval between them, and so determine (in thought) the first trisector, and afterwards the second extreme; if the two trisectors be given, we can continue their interval equally in opposite directions, and thus determine (in thought) the two extremes; and if either of these two trisectors along with the last extreme be given, we can determine, by processes of the same kind, the two other moments of the series.7. In general, we can imagine a continued analogy and an equidistant series, comprising any number of moments, and having the interval between the extreme moments of the series divided into the next lesser number of portions equal to each other, by a number of intermediate moments which is itself the next less number to the number of those equal portions of the whole interval. For example, we may imagine an equidistant series of five moments, with the interval between the two extremes divided into four partial and mutually equal intervals, by three intermediate moments, which may be called the first, second, and third 

quadrisectors or quarterers of the total interval. And it is easy to perceive, that when any two moments of an equidistant series are given, (as such or such known moments of time,) together with their places in that series, (as such particular extremes, or such particular intermediate moments,) the other moments of the series can then be all determined; and farther, that the series itself may be continued forward and backward, so as to include an unlimited number of new moments, without losing its character of equidistance. Thus, if we know the first extreme moment A, and the third quadrisector B" of the total interval (from A to B,") in any equidistant series of five moments, ABB’ B" B",, we can determine by trisection the two first quadrisectors B and B', and afterwards the last extreme moment B"'∙, and may then continue the series, forward and backward, so as to embrace other moments J9lv, Bv, &c., beyond the fifth of those originally conceived, and others also such as E, E,, E", &c., behind the first of the original five moments, that is, preceding it in the order of progression of the series; these new moments forming with the old an equidistant series of moments, (which comprehends as a part of itself the original series of five,) namely, the following unlimited series,
...E"E,EABB, B"B," Blv jBv..., (29)constructed so as to satisfy the conditions of a continued analogy,

...Bn-B1n=En-B", = B"-B" = B"-B'
= B'-B = B-A=A-E = E-E' = E'-E".... (30)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 158. By thus constructing and continuing an equidistant series, of which any two moments are given, we can arrive at other moments, as far from those two, and as near to each other, as we desire. For no moment B can be so distant from a given moment A, (on either side of it, whether as later or as earlier,) that we cannot find others still more distant, (and on the same side of A, still later or still earlier,) by continuing (in both directions) any given analogy, or given equidistant series; and, therefore, no two given moments, C and D, if not entirely coincident, can possibly be so near to each other, that we cannot find two moments still more near by treating any two given distinct moments (A and B), whatever, as extremes of an equidistant series of moments sufficiently many, and by inserting the appropriate means, or intermediate moments, between those two given extremes. Since, however far it may be necessary to continue the equidistant series CD...D", with C and D for its two first moments, in order to arrive at a moment D" more distant from C than B is from A, it is only necessary to insert as many intermediate moments between A and B as between C and D,', in order to generate a new equidistant series of moments, each nearer to the one next it than D to C. Three or more moments ABC «fee. may be said to be uniserial with each other, when they all belong to one common continued analogy, or equidistant series; and though we have not proved (and shall find it not to be true) that any three moments whatever are thus uniserial moments, yet we see that if any two moments be given, such as A and B, we can always find a third moment B" uniserial with these two, and differing (in either given direction) by less than any interval proposed from any given third moment C, whatever that may be. This possibility of indefinitely approaching (on either side) to any given moment C, by moments uniserial with any two given ones A and B, increases greatly the importance which would otherwise belong to the theory of continued analogies, or equidistant series of moments. Thus if any two given dates, C and D, denote two distinct moments of time, (G≠D,) however near to each other they may be, we can always conceive their diversity detected by inserting means sufficiently numerous between any two other given distinct moments A and B, as the extremes of an equidistant series, and then, if necessary, extending this series in both directions beyond those given extremes, until some one of the moments B" of the equidistant series thus generated is found to fall between the two mean moments C and D, being later than the earlier, and earlier than the later of those two. And, therefore, reciprocally, if in any case of two given dates 
C and D, we can prove that no moment B'' whatever, of all that can be imagined as uniserial with two given distinct moments A and B, falls thus between the moments C and D, we shall then have a sufficient proof that those two moments C andD are identical, or, in other words, that the two dates C and D represent only one common moment of time, (C = D,) and not two different moments, however little asunder.And even in those cases in which we have not yet succeeded in discovering a rigorous proof of this sort, identifying a sought moment with a known one, or distinguishing the former from the latter, the conception of continued analogies offers always a method of research, and of nomenclature, for investigating and expressing, or, at least, conceiving as investigated and expressed, with any proposed degree of approximation if not with perfect accuracy, the situation of the sought moment in the general progression of time, by its relation to a known equidistant series of moments sufficiently close. This might, perhaps, be a proper place, in a complete treatise on the Science of Pure Time, to introduce a regular system of integer ordinals, such as the words first, second, third, «fee., with the written marks 1,2,3, «fee., which answer both to them and to the cardinal or quotitative numbers, one, two, three, «fee.; but it is permitted and required, by the plan of the present essay, that we should treat these spoken and written
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16 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSnames of the integer ordinals and cardinals, together with the elementary laws of their combinations, as already known and familiar. It is the more admissible in point of method to suppose this previous acquaintance with the chief properties of integer numbers, as set forth in elementary arithmetic, because these properties, although belonging to the Science of Pure Time, as involving the conception of succession, may all be deduced from the unfolding of that mere conception of succession, (among things or thoughts as counted,) without requiring any notion of measurable intervals, equal or unequal, between successive moments of time. Arithmetic, or the science of counting, is, therefore, a part, indeed, of the Science of Pure Time, but a part so simple and familiar that it may be presumed to have been previously and separately studied, to some extent, by any one who is entering on Algebra.
On steps in the progression of time; their application {direct or inverse) to moments, 

so as to generate other moments; and their combination with other steps, in the 
way of composition or decomposition9. The foregoing remarks may have sufficiently shewn the importance, in the general study of pure time, of the conception of a continued analogy or equidistant series of moments. This conception involves and depends on the conception of the repeated transference of one common ordinal relation, or the continued application of one common mental step, by which we pass, in thought, from any moment of such a series to the moment immediately following. For this, and for other reasons, it is desirable to study, generally, the properties and laws of the transference, or application, direct or inverse, and of the composition or decomposition, of ordinal relations between moments, or of steps in the progression of time; and to form a convenient system of written signs, for concisely expressing and reasoning on such applications and such combinations of steps.In the foregoing articles, we have denoted, by the complex symbol B — A, the ordinal relation of the moment B to the moment A, whether that relation were one of identity or of diversity; and if of diversity, then whether it were one of subsequence or of precedence, and in whatever degree. Thus, having previously interposed the mark = between two equivalent signs for one common moment of time, we came to interpose the same sign of equivalence between any two marks of one ordinal relation, and to write

D-C = B-A,when we designed to express that the relations of D to C and of B to A were coincident, beingboth relations of identity, or both relations of diversity; and if the latter, then both relationsof subsequence, or both relations of precedence, and both in the same degree. In like manner,having agreed to interpose the mark ψ between the two signs of two moments essentiallydifferent from each other, we wrote ∏ rγ , r> λ D — C — A,when we wished to express that the ordinal relation of D to C (as identical, or subsequent, or precedent) did not coincide with the ordinal relation of the moment B to A ; and, more particularly, when we desired to distinguish between the two principal cases of this non-coincidence of relations, namely the case when the relation of D to C (as compared with that of B to A ) was comparatively a relation of lateness, and the case when the same relation (of D to C) was comparatively a relation of earliness, we wrote, in the first case,
D-C>B-A,
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 17and in the second case, D — C < B — A,having previously agreed to write B > Aif the moment B were later than the moment A, or 
B<Aif B were earlier than A.Now, without yet altering at all the foregoing conception of B — A, as the symbol of an 

ordinal relation discovered by the comparison of two moments, we may in some degree abridge and so far simplify all these foregoing expressions, by using a simpler symbol of relation, such as a single letter a or b &c. or in some cases the character 0, or other simple signs, instead of a complex symbol such as B — A, or D —G, &c. Thus, if we agree to use the symbol 0 to denote the relation of identity between two moments, writingA-A = 0, (31)we may express the equivalence of any two dates B and A, by writing
B-A = Q, (32)and may express the non-equivalence of two dates by writingΒ-ΑΦΟ; (33)distinguishing the two cases when the moment B is later and when it is earlier than A, by writing, in the first case, B-A>Q (34)and in the second case, B — A < 0, (35)to express, that as compared with the relation of identity 0, the relation B — A is in the one case a relation of comparative lateness, and in the other case a relation of comparative earliness : or, more concisely, by writing, in these four last cases respectively, which were the cases before
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18 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSmay be abridged in the following manner, b>a, (44)and b < a. (45)Again, to denote a relation which shall be exactly the inverse or opposite of any proposedordinal relation a or b, we may agree to employ a complex symbol such as 0 a or 0 b, formedby prefixing the mark 0, (namely, the initial letter 0 of the Latin word Oppositio, distinguishedby a bar across it, from the same letter used for other purposes,) to the mark a or b of thproposed ordinal relation; that is, we may agree to use θ a to denote the ordinal relation of themoment A to B, or θ b to denote the ordinal relation of C to D, when the symbol a has beenalready chosen to denote the relation of B to A, or b to denote that of D to C: considering thetwo assertions τ> a j λ τ> γ∖ ιta∖B-A=α, and A— B = Qa, (46)as equivalent each to the other, and in like manner the two assertionsZ)-C = b, and C-P = θb, (47)and similarly in other cases. In this notation, the theorems (5) (6) (7) (8) may be thus respectively written: θa = 0, ,f & = θ. (48)θa≠0, if a + 0; (49)θa<0, if a>0; (50)θa>0, if u<0; (51)and the theorem of inversion (12) may be written thus:θb = θa, if b = a. (52)The corresponding rules for inverting a non-analogy shew that, in general,θbφθa, if b + a; (53)and more particularly, that θ b < θ a, if b > a, (54)and θ b > θ a, if b < a. (55)It is evident also that if a' = θa, then a=0a'; (56)that is, the opposite of the opposite of any proposed relation a is that proposed relation itself; a theorem which may be concisely expressed as follows :0(0a) = a; (57)for, as a general rule of notation, when a complex symbol (as here θ a) is substituted in any written sentence (such as here the sentence a = θa') instead of a simple symbol (which the symbol a', notwithstanding its accent, is here considered to be), it is expedient, and in most cases necessary, for distinctness, to record and mark this using of a complex as a simple symbol, by some such written warning as the enclosing of the complex symbol in parentheses, or in brackets, or the drawing of a bar across it. However, in the present case, no confusion would be likely to ensue from the omission of such a warning; and we might write at pleasure θ(θa) = a, θ{θa} = a, θ[θa] = a, Θθa = a, or simply θθa = a. (58)10. For the purpose of expressing, in a somewhat similar notation, the properties of alternations and combinations of analogies, set forth in the foregoing articles, with some other connected results, and generally for the illustration and development of the conception
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I. ON CONJUGATE JUNCTIONS 19of ordinal relations between moments, it is advantageous to introduce that other connected conception, already alluded to, of steps in the progression of time; and to establish this other symbolic definition, or conventional manner of writing, namely,
B = (B-A} + A, or B = ⅛ + A if B-A=a; (59)this notation a + √4, or (B — A) + A, corresponding to the above-mentioned conception of a certain mental step or act of transition, which is determined in direction and degree by the ordinal relation a or B — A, and may, therefore, be called ‘the step a,’ or the step B — A, and which is such that by making this mental step, or performing this act of transition, we pass, in thought, from the moment A to the moment B, and thus suggest or generate (in thought) the latter from the former, as a mental product or result B of the act a and of the object A. We may also express the same relation between B and A by writingd = (θa) + B, or more simply A = Q ά + B, (60)if we agree to write the sign θ a without parentheses, as if it were a simple or single symbol, because there is no danger of causing confusion thereby; and if we observe that the notation A=θa÷B corresponds to the conception of another step, or mental act of transition, θa, exactly opposite to the former step a, and such that by it we may return (in thought) from the moment B to the moment A, and thus may generate A as a result of the act θ a and of the object B. The mark + , in this sort of notation, is interposed, as a mark of combination, between the signs of the act and the object, so as to form a complex sign of the result·, or, in other words, between the sign of the transition (a or θ a) and the sign of the moment (A or B) from which that transition is made, so as to express, by a complex sign, (recording the suggestion or generation of the thought,) that other moment (B or A) to which this mental transition conducts. And in any transition of this sort, such as that expressed by the equation B = a + A, we may call (as before) the moment A, from which we pass, the antecedent, and the moment B, 

to which we pass, the consequent, of the ordinal relation a, or B — A, which suggests and determines the transition. In the particular case when this ordinal relation is one of identity, (a = 0,) the mental transition or act (a or 0) makes no change in the object of that act, namely in the moment A, but only leads us to repeat the thought of that antecedent moment A, perhaps with a new name B; in this case, therefore, the transition may be said to be null, or a null step, as producing no real alteration in the moment from which it is made. A step not null, (a≠ 0,) corresponds to a relation of diversity, and may be called, by contrast, an effective step, because it is an act of thought which really alters its object, namely the moment to which it is applied. An effective step a must be either a late-making or an early-making step, according as the resultant moment a -fc- A is later or earlier than A ; but even a null step 0 may be regarded as 
relatively late-making, when compared with an early-making step a, (0 + √4 > a + A, if a < 0, ) or as relatively early-making if compared with a late-making step b; (0 + A < b + A, if b > 0;) and, in like manner, of two unequal early-making steps, the lesser may be regarded as relatively late-making, while of two unequal late-making steps the lesser step may be considered as relatively early-making. With these conceptions of the relative effects of any two steps a and b, we may enunciate in words the non-analogy (44), (b>a, that is, b + ∠4 >a + ∠4,) by saying that the step b as compared with the step a is relatively late-making·, and the opposite nonanalogy (45), (b<a, that is, b + A <a + A,) by saying that the step b as compared with a is 
relatively early -making.

2-2
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20 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS11. After having made any one step a from a proposed moment A to a resulting moment represented (as before) by a + A, we may conceive that we next make from this new moment a + A a new step b, and may denote the new result by the new complex symbol b + (a + A); enclosing in parentheses the sign a + d of the object of this new act of mental transition, or (in other words) the sign of the new antecedent moment, to mark that it is a complex used as a simple symbol; so that, in this notation,if B-A = a>, and C — B=b, then G = b + (a + A). (61)It is evident that the total change or total step, effective or null, from the first moment A to the last moment C, in this successive transition from A to B and from B to C, may be considered as compounded of the two successive or partial steps a and b, namely the step a from A to B, and the step b from B to G; and that the ultimate ordinal relation of C to A may likewise be considered as compounded of the two intermediate (or suggesting) ordinal relations b and a, namely, the relation b of C to B, and the relation a of B to A ; a composition of steps or of relations which may conveniently be denoted, by interposing, as a mark of combination, between the signs of the component steps or of the component ordinal relations, the same mark + which was before employed to combine an act of transition with its object, or an ordinal relation with its antecedent. We shall therefore denote the compound transition from 
A to C, or the compound relation of G to A, by the complex symbol b + a, writing,

G — A = b + a, if B-A = a, and C-B=b, (62)that is, c = b + a, if B = a + A, C=b + B, C = c + A. (63)For example, the case of coincidence between the moments A and C, that is, the case when the resulting relation of G to A is the relation of identity, and when therefore the total or compound transition from A to G is null, because the two component or successive steps a and b have been exactly opposite to each other, conducts to the relations,Ga + a = 0; b + θb = 0. (64)In general, the establishment of this new complex mark b + a, for the compound mental transition from A through B to G, permits us to regard the two written assertions or equations G=(b + a) + A and G = b + (a + A), (65)as expressing the same thing, or as each involving the other; for which reason we are at liberty to omit the parentheses, and may write, more simply, without fear of causing confusion,G = b + a + A, if G = b + B, and B = a + A; (66)because the complex symbol b + a + A denotes only the one determined moment G, whether it be interpreted by first applying the step a to the moment A, so as to generate another moment denoted by the complex mark a + A, and afterwards applying to this moment the step denoted by b, or by first combining the steps a and b into one compound step b + a, and afterwards applying this compound step to the original moment A.In like manner, if three successive steps abc have conducted successively (in thought) from A to B, from B to G, and from G to D, and therefore ultimately and upon the whole from A to D, we may consider this total transition from A to D as compounded of the three steps a b c; we may also regard the resulting ordinal relation of D to A as compounded of the three relations c, b, a, namely of the relation c of D to G, the relation b of G to B, and the relation a of 
B to A ; and may denote this compound step or compound relation by the complex symbol
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 21c + b + a, and the last resulting moment D by the connected symbol c+b+a+A; in sucha manner that rλ . 1 1 tλ 1 λ λD — A = c + b + a, and D = c + b + a + A,∣? (67)if B — A = a,, C-B = b, and D-C = c.)For example, c+θa + a = c, c + b + θb=c,l l· (θ8)θb+b + a = a, c + θc + a = a.JRemarks of the same kind apply to the composition of more successive steps than three. And we see that in any complex symbol suggested by this sort of composition, such as c+b+a+A, we are at liberty to enclose any two or more successive component symbols, such as c or b or a or A, in parentheses, with their proper combining marks +, and to treat the enclosed set as if they formed only one single symbol; thus,c + b + a + A = c + b + (a + A) = c + (b + a) 4- A ) (69)= (c + b + a) + A, &c.Jthe notation c + (b + a) + A, for example, directing us to begin by combining (in thought) the two steps a and b into one compound step b + a, and then to apply successively this compound step and the remaining step c to the original moment A; while the notation (c + b + a) + A suggests a previous composition (in thought) of all the three proposed steps a, b, c, into one compound step c + b + a, and then the application of this one step to the same original moment. It is clear that all these different processes must conduct to one common result; and generally, that as, by the very meaning and conception of a compound step, it may be applied to any 
moment by applying in their proper order its component steps successively, so also may these components be compounded successively with any other step, as a mode of compounding with that other step the whole original compound.We may also consider decomposition as well as composition of steps, and may propose to deduce either of two components a and b from the other component and from the compound b + a. For this purpose, it appears from (68) that we have the relationsa=θb + c, and b = c+Θa, if c = b + a; (70)observing that a problem of decomposition is plainly a determinate problem, in the sense that if any one component step, such as here the step denoted by θ b + c, or that denoted by c + θa, has been found to conduct to a given compound c, when combined in a given order with a given component b or a, then no other component a or b, essentially different from the one thus found, can conduct by the same process of composition to the same given compound step. We see then that each of the two components a and b may be deduced from the other, and from the compound c, by compounding with that given compound the opposite of the given component, in a suitable order of composition, which order itself we shall shortly find to be indifferent.Meanwhile it is important to observe, that though we have agreed, for the sake of conciseness, to omit the parentheses about a complex symbol of the kind θ a, when combined with other written signs by the interposed mark + , yet it is in general necessary, if we would avoid confusion, to retain the parentheses, or some such connecting mark or marks, for any complex symbol of a step, when we wish to form, by prefixing the mark of opposition θ, a symbol for the opposite of that step: for example, the opposite of a compound step b + a must be denoted
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22 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSin some such manner as θ(b + a), and not merely by writing 0 b + a. Attending to this remark,we may write „ .1 , „ ^1 .γ,1.j θ(b + a) = θa + θb, (71)because, in order to destroy or undo the effect of the compound step b + a, it is sufficient firstto apply the step θ b which destroys the effect of the last component step b, and afterwards to destroy the effect of the first component step a by applying its opposite θ a, whatever thetwo steps denoted by a and b may be. In like manner,0 (c + b + a) = 0 a +0 b +0 c; (72)and similarly for more steps than three.12. We can now express, in the language of steps, several other general theorems, for the most part contained under a different form in the early articles of this Essay.Thus, the propositions (20) and (21), with their reciprocals, may be expressed by saying that if equivalent steps be similarly combined with equivalent steps, whether in the way of composition or of decomposition, they generate equivalent steps; an assertion which may be written thus. .£ a'-a, then b + a' = b + a, a' + b = a + b,b + θa' = b + θa, θa' + b = θa + b, ∙ (73)θb + a' = θb + a, a' + θb = a+θb, &c.The proposition (25) may be considered as expressing, that if two steps be equivalent to the same third step, they are also equivalent to each other; or, thatif a" = a' and a' = a, then a" = a. (74)The theorem of alternation of an analogy (11) may be included in the assertion that in the composition of any two steps, the order of those two components may be changed, without altering the compound step ; or that a + b = b + a. ( 75)For, whatever the four moments ABCD may be, which construct any proposed analogy or non-analogy, we may denote the step from A to B by a symbol such as a, and the step from 
B to D by another symbol b, denoting also the step from A to C by b', and that from C to D by a' ; in such a manner that

B — A —a,, D-B = b, C-A=b', B — C — a,'; (76)and then the total step from A to D may be denoted either by b -t- a or by a' + b', according as we conceive the transition performed by passing through B or through C; we have therefore the relation a' + b' = b + a, (77)which becomes a + b' = b + a, (78)when we establish the analogy
D-C = B-A, that is, a' = a; (79)we see then that if the theorem (75) be true, we cannot have the analogy (79) without having also its alternate analogy, namelyb = b', or D-B = C — A: (80)because the compound steps a + b' and a + b, with the common second component a, could not be equivalent, if the first components b' and b were not also equivalent to each other. The theorem (75) includes, therefore, the theorem of alternation.Reciprocally, from the theorem of alternation considered as known, we can infer the theorem (75), namely, the indifference of the order of any two successive components a, b, of a com-
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 23pound step: for, whatever these two component steps a and b may be, we can always apply them successively to any one moment A, so as to generate two other moments B and C, and may again apply the step a to C so as to generate a fourth moment D, the moments thus suggested having the properties
B = α + A, C, = b + √4, D = a + G, (81)and being therefore such thatZ>-A=a + b, D-C≈α=B-A∖ (82)by alternation of which last analogy, between the two pairs of moments A B and C D, we find this other analogy, D-B = C-A = b, D=b+B=b+a+A, (83)and finally, b + a = Z)-√4=a + b. (84)The propositions (22) (23) (24), respecting certain combinations of analogies, are included in the same assertion (75); which may also, by (71), be thus expressed,a + b = θ (θa+θb), or, b + a=θ (θb + θa)j (85)that is, by saying that it comes to the same thing, whether we compound any two steps a and b themselves, or first compound their opposites θa, θb, into one compound step θ b + θ a, and then take the opposite of this. Under this form, the theorem of the possibility of reversing the order of composition may be regarded as evident, whatever the number of the component steps may be; for example, in the case of any three component steps a,b,c, we may regard it as evident that by applying these three steps successively to any moment A, and generating thus three moments B, C, D, we generate moments related to A as A itself is related to those three other moments B', C', D', which are generated from it by applying successively, in the same order, the three respectively opposite steps, θ a, θ b, Θ c; that is, ifJ9 = a + Λ, B' = θa + √l,'C, = b + B, C, = θb + B', - (86)p=c+c, z),=θc÷σ,,then the sets B' A B,C A C, D' A D, containing each three moments, form so many continued analogies or equidistant series, such that

C-A = A-C' - (87)
D-A = A-D'.and therefore not only b + a = θ (θ b + θ a), as before, but alsoc + b + a = θ(θc + θb + θa), (88)that is, by (72) and (57), c + b + a = a + b + c; (89)and similarly for more steps than three.The theorem (89) was contained, indeed, in the reciprocal of the proposition (24), namely, in the assertion that » if D-C = B-A,'and D'-C = B-A', ■ (90)then D' -D = A-A',and, therefore, by alternation, D'-A=D-A'∙, (91)for, whatever the three steps a b c may be, we may always conceive them applied successively to any moment A, so as to generate three other moments B, C, D', such thatB = a + √4, C = b + B, D' = c-}-C, (92)
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24 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSand may also conceive two other moments A' and D such that BCD may be successively generated from A' by applying the same three steps in the order c, b, a, so thatB = c + A', C = b + £, D = a + C; (93)and then the two first analogies of the combination (90) will hold, and, therefore, also the last, together with its alternate (91); that is, the step from A to D', compounded of the three steps ab c, is equivalent to the step from A' to I), compounded of the same three steps in the reverse order c b a.Since we may thus reverse the order of any three successive steps, and also the order of any two which immediately follow each other, it is easy to see that we may interchange in any manner the order of three successive steps; thusc+b+a=c+a+b=b+c+a] (θ4)= a + b + c = a + c + b — b-)-a-(-c.JWe might also have proved this theorem (94), without previously establishing the less general proposition (89), and in a manner which would extend to any number of component steps; namely, by observing that when any arrangement of component steps is proposed, we may always reserve the first (and by still stronger reason any other) of those steps to be applied the last, and leave the order of the remaining steps unchanged, without altering the whole compound step; because the components which followed, in the proposed arrangement, that one which we now reserve for the last, may be conceived as themselves previously combined into one compound step, and this then interchanged in place with the reserved one, by the theorem respecting the arbitrary order of any two successive steps. In like manner, we might reserve any other step to be the last but one, and any other to be the last but two, and so on; by pursuing which reasoning it becomes manifest that when any number of component steps are applied to any original moment, or compounded with any primary step, their order may be altered at pleasure, without altering the resultant moment, or the whole compounded step: which is, perhaps, the most important and extensive property of the composition of ordinal relations, or steps in the progression of time.
On the Multiples of a given base, or unit-step; and on the Algebraic Addition,

Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division, of their determining or multipling
Whole Numbers, whether positive, or contra-positive, or null13. Let us now apply this general theory of successive and compound steps, from any one moment to any others, or of component and compound ordinal relations between the moments of any arbitrary set, to the case of an equidistant series of moments,

...E" E' E ABB' B"... (29)constructed so as to satisfy the conditions of a continued analogy,
...B"-B'≈B'-B = B-A=A-E = E-E' = E,-E", &c.; (30)and first, for distinctness of conception and of language, let some one moment A of this series be selected as a standard with which all the others are to be compared, and let it be called the 

zero-moment·, while the moments B, B', &c. which follow it, in the order of progression of the series, may be distinguished from those other moments E, E', &c., which precede it in that order of progression, by some two contrasted epithets, such as the words positive and contra-
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 25
positive·, the moment B being called the positive first, or the first moment of the series on the positive side of the zero; while in the same plan of nomenclature the moment B' is the positive 
second, B" the positive third, E the contra-positive first, E' the contra-positive second, and so forth. By the nature of the series, as composed of equi-distant moments, or by the conditions (30), all the positive or succeeding moments B B' «fee. may be conceived as generated from the zero-moment A, by the continual and successive application of one common step a, and all the contra-positive or preceding moments EE' «fee. may be conceived as generated from the same zero-moment A, by the continual and successive application of the opposite step θ a,so that we may write π j τ>, . τ> τ>∣> , τ>> a. ∕∏e∖j B = a + A, B =& + B, B =α + B, «fee., (95)and i7 = θa-t-∠4, E' = θ a + E, E" = Q α + E,, «fee.; (96)while the standard or zero-moment A itself may be denoted by the complex symbol 0 + A, because it may be conceived as generated from itself by applying the null step 0. Hence, by the theory of compound steps, we have expressions of the following sort for all the severalmoments of the equi-distant series (29): ∙,^" = θa + θa + θa + √4,

E = θa + θa + d, fl=θa+d,
A = 0 + A,
B = a + A,
B, = a + a + A,
B =a+a+a+A,with corresponding expressions for their several ordinal relations to the one standard moment A, or for the acts of transition which are made in passing from A to them, namely:.........

E" — d = θa + θ a + θ a,
E' — d = θa + θa,
E — A = θ a,A-A = 0, (98)
B — A =a,

B' — A =a + a,
, B" — A = a + a + a,' «fee.The simple or compound step, a, or a+a, «fee., from the zero-moment A to any positive moment 

B or B' &c. of the series, may be called a positive step·, and the opposite simple or compound step, θ a, or θ a + θ a, «fee., from the same zero-moment A to any contra-positive moment E or E', «fee., of the series, may be called a contra-positive step·, while the null step 0, from the zero-moment A to itself, may be called, by analogy of language, the zero-step. The original step a is supposed to be an effective step, and not a null one, since otherwise the whole series of moments (97) would reduce themselves to the one original moment A ; but it may be either
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26 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSa late-making or an early-making step, according as the (mental) order of progression of that series is from earlier to later, or from later to earlier moments. And the whole series or system of steps (98), simple or compound, positive or contra-positive, effective or null, which serve to generate the several moments of the equi-distant series (29) or (97) from the original or standard moment A, may be regarded as a system of steps generated from the original step a, by a system of acts of generation which are all of one common kind; each step having therefore a certain relation of its own to that original step, and these relations having all a general resemblance to each other, so that they may be conceived as composing a certain system of 
relations, having all one common character. To mark this common generation of the system of steps (98) from the one original step a, and their common relation thereto, we may call them all by the common name of multiples of that original step, and may say that they are or may be (mentally) formed by multiplying that common base, or unit-step, a; distinguishing, however, these several multiples among themselves by peculiar or special names, which shall serve to mark the peculiar relation of any one multiple to the base, or the special act of multiplying by which it may be conceived to be generated therefrom.Thus, the null step, or zero-step, 0, which conducts to the zero-moment A, may be called, according to this way of conceiving it, the zero multiple of the original step a; and the positive (effective) steps, simple or compound, a, a + a, a + a + a, &c., may be called by the general name of positive multiples of a, and may be distinguished by the special ordinal names of 
first, second, third, &c., so that the original step a is, in this view, its own first positive multiple; and finally, the contra-positive (but effective) steps, simple or compound, namely, θ a, θa+θa, θa + θa+θa, &c., may be called the first contra-positive multiple of a, the second 
contra-positive multiple of the same original step a, and so forth. Some particular multiples have particular and familiar names; for example, the second positive multiple of a step may also be called the double of that step, and the third positive multiple may be called familiarly the triple. In general, the original step a may be called (as we just now agreed) the common 
base (or unit) of all these several multiples; and the ordinal name or number, (such as zero, or positive first, or contra-positive second,) which serves as a special mark to distinguish some one of these multiples from every other, in the general series of such multiples (98), may be called the determining ordinal·, so that any one multiple step is sufficiently described, when we mention its base and its determining ordinal. In conformity with this conception of the series of steps (98), as a series of multiples of the base a, we may denote them by the following series of written symbols,...3θa, 2θa, lθa, 0a, la, 2a, 3a,... (99)and may denote the moments themselves of the equi-distant series (29) or (97) by the symbols,......... ∙s

E" = 3 θa + d,
E' = 2Qa + A,
E= lθa + d,A = 0a + A, (100)
B= 1 a + √4, jB' = 2a + A,jβ" = 3a + A,&c.;
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 27in which 0a = 0, (101)and la = a, lθa=θa,2a = a + a, 2θa=θa + θa, (102)3a = a + a + a, 3θa=θa + θa + θa,&c., &c.The written sign 0 in 0 a is here equivalent to the spoken name zero, as the determining ordinal of the null step from A to A, which step was itself also denoted before by the same character 0, and is here considered as the zero-multiple of the base a; while the written signs 1, 2, 3, &c., in the symbols of the positive multiples 1 a, 2 a, 3 a, &c., correspond to and denote the determining positive ordinals, or the spoken names first positive, second positive, third 
positive, «fee.; and, finally, the remaining written signs 10, 2 0, 3 0, «fee., which are combined with the written sign of the base a, in the symbols of the contra-positive multiples 1 θ a, 2 0 a, 3 0 a, «fee., correspond to and denote the determining ordinal names of those contra-positive multiples, that is, they correspond to the spoken names, first contra-positive, second contra
positive, third contra-positive, «fee.: so that the series of signs of multiple steps (99), is formed by combining the symbol of the base a with the following series of ordinal symbols,...3θ, 2θ, lθ, 0, 1, 2, 3, «fee. (103)We may also conceive this last series of signs as equivalent, not to ordinal names, such as the numeral word first, but to cardinal names, such as the numeral word owe; or more fully, 
positive cardinals, contra-positive cardinals, and the null cardinal (or number wowe); namely, the system of all possible answers to the following complex question: t Have any effective steps (equivalent or opposite to the given base a) been made (from the standard moment A), and if any, then How many, and In which direction ? ’ In this view, 3 θ is a written sign of the 
cardinal name or number contra-positive three, as a possible answer to the foregoing general question; and it implies, when prefixed to the sign of the base a, in the complex written sign 3 θ a of the corresponding multiple step, that this multiple step has been formed, (as already shown in the equations (102),) by making three steps equal to the base a in length, but in the direction opposite thereto. Again, the mark 1 may be regarded as a written sign of the cardinal number positive one, and 1 a denotes (in this view) the step formed by making one such step as a, and in the same direction, that is, (as before,) the original step a itself; and 0 denotes the cardinal number wowe, so that 0a is (as before) a symbol for the null step from A to A, which step we have also marked before by the simple symbol 0, and which is here considered as formed by making wo effective step like a. In general, this view of the numeral signs (103), as denoting cardinal numbers, conducts to the same ultimate interpretations of the symbols (99), for the steps of the series (98), as the former view, which regarded those signs (103) as denoting 
ordinal numbers.If we adopt the latter view of those numeral signs (103), which we shall call by the common name of whole (or integer) numbers, (as distinguished from certain broken or fractional numbers to be considered afterwards,) we may conveniently continue to use the word multiple (occasionally) as a verb active, and may speak of the several multiple steps of the series (98), or (99), as formed from the base a, by multipling that base by the several whole (cardinal) numbers·. because every multiple step may be conceived as generated (in thought) from the base, by a certain mental act, of which the cardinal number is the mark. Thus we may describe the multiple step 3 θ a, (which is, in the ordinal view, the third c0ntra-p03itive multiple of a,) as
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28 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSformed from the base a by multipling it by contra-positive three. Some particular acts of multipling have familiar and special names, and we may speak (for instance) of doubling or 
tripling a step, instead of describing that step as being multipled by positive two, or by positive three. In general, to distinguish more clearly, in the written symbol of a multiple step, between the base and the determining number (ordinal or cardinal), and to indicate more fully the performance of that mental act (directed by the number) which generates the multiple from the base, the mark × may be inserted between the sign of the base, and the sign of the number; and thus we may denote the series of multiple steps (99) by the following fuller symbols,...3θ×a, 2θ×a, lθ×a, 0×a, 1 × a, 2 × a, 3 × a, &c., (104)and which 1 × a (for example) denotes the original step a itself, and 2 × a represents the double of that original step.It is manifest that in this notationwθxa= n ×θa = θ( n × a) = θ (η θ × θ a), I (105)and wxa = wθxθa=θ(nθxa) = θ( n ×θa), ∣if n denote any one of the positive numbers 1, 2, 3, &c. and if η θ denote the corresponding contra-positive number, 1 θ, 2 θ, 3 θ, &c.; for example, the equation 2θxa = 2xθais true, because it expresses that the second contra-positive multiple of the base a is the same step as the second positive multiple of the opposite base or step θ a, the latter multiple being derived from this opposite base by merely doubling its length without reversing its direction, while the former is derived from the original base a itself by both reversing it in direction and doubling it in length, so that both processes conduct to the one common compound step, θ a + θ a. In like manner the equation 2xa = 2θxθais true, because by first reversing the direction of the original step a, and then taking the reversed step θ a as a new base, and forming the second contra-positive multiple of it, which is done by reversing and doubling, and which is the process of generation expressed by the symbol 2 θ × θ a, we form in the end the same compound step, a + a, as if we had merely doubled a. We may also conveniently annex the mark of opposition θ, at the left hand, to the symbol of any whole number, n or 
η θ or 0, in order to form a symbol of its opposite number, η θ, n, or 0; and thus may write

θn = nθ, Q(nQ) = n, ΘΟ=Ο; (106)if we still denote by n any positive whole number, and if we call two whole numbers opposites of each other, when they are the determining or multipling numbers of two opposite multiple steps.14. Two or more multiples such as μ × a, v × a, ξ × a, of the same base a, may be compounded as successive steps with each other, and the resulting or compound step will manifestly be itself some multiple, such as ω × a, of the same common base a; the signs μ, v, ζ, denoting here any arbitrary whole numbers, whether positive, or contra-positive, or null, and ω denoting another whole number, namely the determining number of the compound multiple step, which must evidently depend on the determining numbers μvξ oi the component multiple steps, and on those alone, according to some general law of dependence. This law may conveniently be denoted, in writing, by the same mark of combination + which has been employed already to form the complex symbol of the compound step itself, considered as depending on the component steps; that is, we may agree to write
ω = v+μ, when ω × a = (r × a) + {μ × a), (107)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 29and ω = ξ+v+μ, when ω×a = (ξxa) + (p×a) + (∕ixa), (108)together with other similar expressions for the case of more component steps than three. In this notation, (pχa) + (∕i×a) = (p+∕i)xa,(ξ × a) + (p× a) + (μ × a) = (ξ+r + μ) × a, . (109)&c.whatever the whole numbers μvξ may be; equations which are to be regarded here as true by definition, and as only serving to explain the meaning attributed to such complex signs as 
v+μ, or ξ+v+μ, when μvξ are any symbols of whole numbers: although when we farther assert that the equations (109) are true independently of the base or unit-step a, so that symbols of the form v + μ or ξ+v + μ denote whole numbers independent of that base, we express in a new way a theorem which we had before assumed to be evidently true, as an axiom and not a definition, respecting the composition of multiple steps.In the particular case when the whole numbers denoted by μvζ are positive, the law of composition of those numbers expressed by the notation v + μ or ζ+v+μ, as explained by the equations (109), is easily seen to be the law called addition of numbers (that is of quotities) in elementary arithmetic; and the quotity of the compound or resulting whole number is the arithmetical sum of the quotities of the component numbers, this arithmetical sum being the answer to the question, How many things or thoughts does a total group contain, if it be composed of partial groups of which the quotities are given, namely the numbers to be arithmetically added. For example, since (3 × a) + (2 × a) is the symbol for the total or compound multiple step composed of the double and the triple of the base a, it must denote the quintuple or fifth positive multiple of that base, namely 5 × a; and since we have agreed to write(3 × a) + (2 × a) = (3 + 2) × a,we must interpret the complex symbol 3 + 2 as equivalent to the simple symbol 5; in seeking for which latter number five, we added, in the arithmetical sense, the given component numbers 
two and three together, that is, we formed their arithmetical sum, by considering how many steps are contained in a total group of steps, if the component or partial groups contain two steps and three steps respectively. In like manner, if we admit in arithmetic the idea of the cardinal number none, as one of the possible answers to the fundamental question How many, the rules of the arithmetical addition of this number to others, and of others to it, and the properties of the arithmetical sums thus composed, agree with the rules and properties of such combinations as 0 + μ, ξ + r + 0, explained by the equations (109), when the whole numbers, μ, v, ξ, are positive; we shall, therefore, not clash in our enlarged phraseology with the language of elementary arithmetic, respecting the addition of numbers regarded as answers to the question How many, if we now establish, as a definition, in the more extensive Science of Pure Time, that any combination of whole numbers μ ξ, of the form v + μ, or ζ+v+μ, interpreted so as to satisfy the equations (109), is the sum of those whole numbers, and is composed by adding them together, whether they be positive, or contra-positive, or null. But as a mark that these words 
sum and adding are used in Algebra (as the general Science of Pure Time), in a more extensive sense than that in which Arithmetic (as the science of counting) employs them, we may, more fully, call v+μ the algebraic sum of the whole numbers μ and v, and say that it is formed by the operation of algebraically adding them together, v to μ.In general, we may extend the arithmetical names of sum and addition to every algebraical
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30 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONScombination of the class marked by the sign + , and may give to that combining sign the arithmetical name of Plus·, although in Algebra the idea of more, (originally implied by plus,) is only occasionally and accidentally involved in the conception of such combinations. For example, the written symbol b + a, by which we have already denoted the compound step formed by compounding the step b as a successive step with the step a, may be expressed in words by the phrase ‘a plus b,, (such written algebraic expressions as these being read from right to left,) or ‘the algebraic sum of the steps a and b;’ and this algebraic sum or compound step b + a may be said to be formed by ‘algebraically adding b to a:’ although this compound step is only occasionally and accidentally greater in length than its components, being necessarily shorter than one of them, when they are both effective steps with directions opposite to each other. Even the application of a step a to a moment A, so as to generate another moment 
ά + A, may not improperly be called (by the same analogy of language) the algebraic addition of the step to the moment, and the moment generated thereby may be called their algebraic 
sum, or ‘the original moment plus the step;’ though in this sort of combination the moment and the step to be combined are not even homogeneous with each other.With respect to the process of calculation of an algebraic sum of whole numbers, the following rules are evident consequences of what has been already shown respecting the composition of steps. In the first place, the numbers to be added may be added in any arbitrary order; that is, μ+∕6=∕i + p, ∣ξ+p + ∕z = μ + ξ+r= &c., I (110)&c.; Jwe may therefore collect the positive numbers into one algebraical sum, and the contrapositive into another, and then add these two partial sums to find the total sum, omitting (if it anywhere occur) the number None or Zero, as not capable of altering the result. In the next place, positive numbers are algebraically added to each other, by arithmetically adding the corresponding arithmetical numbers or quotities, and considering the result as a positive number; thus positive two and positive three, when added, give positive five: and contrapositive numbers, in like manner, are algebraically added to each other, by arithmetically adding their quotities, and considering the result as a contra-positive number; thus, contrapositive two and contra-positive three have contra-positive five for their algebraic sum. In the third place, a positive number and a contra-positive, when the quotity of the positive exceeds that of the contra-positive, give a positive algebraic sum, in which the quotity is equal to that excess; thus positive five added to contra-positive three, gives positive two for the algebraic sum: and similarly, a positive number and a contra-positive number, if the quotity of the contra-positive exceed that of the positive, give a contra-positive algebraic sum, with a quotity equal to the excess; for example, if we add positive three to contrapositive five, we get contra-positive two for the result. Finally, a positive number and a contra-positive, with equal quotities, (such as positive three and contra-positive three,) destroy each other by addition; that is, they generate as their algebraic sum the number None or Zero.It is unnecessary to dwell on the algebraical operation of decomposition of multiple steps, and consequently of whole or multipling numbers, which corresponds to and includes the operation of arithmetical subtraction·, since it follows manifestly from the foregoing articles of this Essay, that the decomposition of numbers (like that of steps) can always be performed by 

compounding with the given compound number (that is, by algebraically adding thereto) the
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 31
opposite or opposites of the given component or components: the number or numbers proposed to be subtracted are therefore either to be neglected if they be null, since in that case they have no effect, or else to be changed from positive to contra-positive, or from contra-positive to positive, (their quotities being preserved,) and then added (algebraically) in this altered state. Thus, positive five is subtracted algebraically from positive two by adding contrapositive five, and the result is contra-positive three; that is, the given step 2 × a or 2a may be decomposed into two others, of which the given component step 5 × a is one, and the sought component step 3 Θ a is the other.15. Any multiple step μ a may be treated as a new base, or new unit-step ; and thus we may generate from it a new system of multiple steps. It is evident that these multiples of a multiple of a step are themselves also multiples of that step; that is, if we first multiple a given base or unit-step a by any whole number μ, and then again multiple the result μ × a by any other whole number v, the final result v × (μ × a) will necessarily be of the form ω × a, ω being another whole number. It is easy also to see that the new multipling number, such as ω, of the new or derived multiple, must depend on the old or given multipling numbers, such as μ and v, and on those alone; and the law of its dependence on them may be conveniently expressed by the same mark of combination × which we have already used to combine any multipling number with its base; so that we may agree to write

ω = v×μ, when ω × a = v × (μ × a). (Ill)With this definition of the effect of the combining sign × , when interposed between the signs of two whole numbers, we may write
v × (μ × a) = (p × μ) × a = v ×μ × a, (112)omitting the parentheses as unnecessary; because, although their absence permits us to interpret the complex symbol v×μ×a, either as pχ(ttxa) or as (v×μ)×a,, yet both the processes of combination thus denoted conduct to one common result, or ultimate multiple step. (Compare article 11.)When μ and v are positive numbers, the law of combination expressed by the notation 

v × μ, as above explained, is easily seen to be that which is called Multiplication in elementary Arithmetic, namely, the arithmetical addition of a given number v of equal quotities μ∙, and the resulting quotity v × μ is the arithmetical product of the numbers to be combined, or the product of μ multiplied by v: thus we must, by the definition (112), interpret 3 × 2 as denoting the positive number 6, because 3 × (2 × a) = 6 × a, the triple of the double of any step a being the sextuple of that step; and the quotity 6 is, for the same reason, the arithmetical product of 2 multiplied by 3, in the sense of being the answer to the question, How many things or thoughts (in this case, steps) are contained in a total group, if that total group be composed of 3 partial groups, and if 2 such things or thoughts be contained in each of these? From this analogy to arithmetic, we may in general call v × μ the product, or (more fully) the algebraic 
product, of the whole numbers μ and v, whether these, which we may call the factors of the product, be positive, or contra-positive, or null; and may speak of the process of combination of those numbers, as the multipling, or (more fully) the algebraic multipling of μ by v: reserving still the more familiar arithmetical word ‘ multiplying ’ to be used in algebra in a more general sense, which includes the operation of multipling, and which there will soon be occasion to explain.In like manner, three or more whole numbers, μ, v, ξ, may be used successively to multiple
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32 L ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSa given step or one another, and so to generate a new derived multiple of the original step or number; thus, we may writeξ× {v × (μ × a)} = ξ× {(r × μ) × a} = (ξ × v × μ) × a, (113)the symbol ξ × v × μ denoting here a new whole number, which may be called the algebraic 
product of the three whole numbers μ, v, ξ, those numbers themselves being called the factors of this product. With respect to the actual processes of such muïtipUng, or the rules for forming such algebraic products of whole numbers, (whether positive, or contra-positive, or null,) it is sufficient to observe that the product is evidently null if any one of the factors be null, but that otherwise the product is contra-positive or positive, according as there is or is not an odd number (such as one, or three, or five, &c.) of contra-positive factors, because the direction of a step is not changed, or is restored, when it is either not reversed at all, or reversed an even number of times; and that, in every case, the quotity of the algebraic product is the arithmetical product of the quotities of the factors. Hence, by the properties of arithmetical products, or by the principles of the present essay, we see that in forming an algebraical product the order of the factors may be altered in any manner without altering the result, so 

v×μ-μ×v, ξ×v × μ = μ× ξ×v = &c., &c.; (114)and that any one of the factors may be decomposed in any manner into algebraical parts or component whole numbers, according to the rules of algebraic addition and subtraction of whole numbers, and each part separately combined as a factor with the other factors to form a partial product, and then these partial products algebraically added together, and that the result will be the total product; that is,
(v' + v)×μ = (y ×μ) + (v×μ), ∣
v×(μ'+μ) = (γ×μ') + (v×μ), &c.JAgain, we saw that if a factor μ be null, the product is then null also,i>x0 = 0; (116)because the multiples of a null multiple step are all themselves null steps. But if, in a product of two whole numbers, v× μ, the first factor μ (with which by (114) the second factor v may be interchanged) be given, and effective, that is, if it be any given positive or contra-positive whole number, (μ ≠ 0,) then its several multiples, or the products of the form v× μ, form an indefinite series of whole numbers,...3θ×∕i, 2 θ × μ, 1 θ × μ, 0×μ, 1 × μ, 2×μ, 3×μ,... (H7)such that any proposed whole number ω, whatever, must be either a number of this series, or else included between two successive numbers of it, such as v + μ and ( 1 + r) × μ, being on the positive side of one of them, and on the contra-positive side of the other, in the complete series of whole numbers (103). In the one case, we can satisfy the equation

ω = v×μ, or, θ (y× μ) + ω = 0, (118)by a suitable choice of the whole number v, in the other case, we cannot indeed do this, but we can choose a whole number v, such that
ω=p + (y ×μ}, or, θ(r ×μ) + ω= p, (119)

p being a whole number which lies between 0 and μ in the general series of whole numbers (103), and which therefore has a quotity less than the quotity of that given first factor μ, and is
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 33positive or contra-positive according as μ is positive or contra-positive. In each case, we may be said (by analogy to arithmetical division) to have algebraically divided (or rather measured}, accurately or approximately, the whole number ω by the whole number μ, and to have found a whole number v which is either the accurate quotient (or measure}, as in the case (118), or else the next preceding integer, as in the other case (119); in which last case the whole number p may be called the remainder of the division (or of the measuring}. In this second case, namely, when it is impossible to perform the division, or the measuring, exactly, in whole numbers, because the proposed dividend, or mensurand, ω, is not contained among the series (117) of multiples of the proposed divisor, or measurer, μ, we may choose to consider as the approximate integer quotient, or measure, the next succeeding whole number 1 + p, instead of the next preceding whole number p; and then we shall have a different remainder, Θ μ+p, such that ω = (θ ∕i+∕>) + (l + P× μ}, (120)which new remainder θμ+p has still a quotity less than that ofμ, but lies between 0 and θμ, instead of lying (like p} between 0 and μ, in the general series of whole numbers (103), and is therefore contra-positive if μ be positive, or positive if μ be contra-positive. With respect to the actual process of calculation, for discovering whether a proposed algebraical division (or measuring), of one whole number by another, conducts to an accurate integer quotient, or only to two approximate integer quotients, a next preceding and a next succeeding, with positive and contra-positive remainders; and for actually finding the names of these several quotients and remainders, or their several special places in the general series of whole numbers : this algebraical process differs only by some slight and obvious modifications (on which it is unnecessary here to dwell,) from the elementary arithmetical operation of dividing one quotity by another; that is, the operation of determining what multiple the one is of the other, or between what two successive multiples it is contained. Thus, having decomposed by arithmetical division the quotity 8 into the arithmetical sum of 1 × 5 and 3, and having found that it falls short by 2 of the arithmetical product 2 × 5, we may easily infer from hence that the algebraic whole number contra-positive eight can be only approximately measured (in whole numbers), as a mensurand, by the measurer positive five·, the next succeeding integer quotient or measure being contra-positive one, with contra-positive three for remainder, and the next preceding integer quotient or measure being contra-positive two, with positive two as the remainder. It is easy also to see that this algebraic measuring of one whole number by another, corresponds to the accurate or approximate measuring of one step by another. And in like manner may all other arithmetical operations and reasonings upon quotities be generalised in Algebra, by the consideration of multiple steps, and of their connected positive and contrapositive and null whole numbers.
On the Sub-multiples and Fractions of any given Step in the Progression of Time; 

on the Algebraic Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division, of 
Reciprocal and Fractional Numbers, positive and contra-positive; and on the 
impossible or indeterminate act of sub-multipling or dividing by zero16. We have seen that from the thought of any one step a, as a base or unit-step, we can pass to the thought of a series or system of multiples of that base, namely, the series (98) or (99) or (104), having each a certain relation of its own to the base, as such or such a particular multiple thereof, or as mentally generated from that base by such or such a particular act of

3 H Λ I
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34 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSmultipling; and that every such particular relation, and every such particular act of multipling, may be distinguished from all such other relations, and from all such other acts, in the entire series or system of these relations, and in the entire system of these acts of multipling, by its own special or determining whole number, whether ordinal or cardinal, and whether positive, or contra-positive, or null. Now every such relation or act must be conceived to have a certain inverse or reciprocal, by which we may, in thought, connect the base with the multiple, and return to the former from the latter: and, generally, the conception of passing (in thought) from a base or unit-step to any one of its multiples, or of returning from the multiple to the base, is included in the more comprehensive conception of passing from any one such multiple to any other; that is, from any one step to any other step commensurable therewith, two steps being said to be commensurable with each other when they are multiples of one common base or unit-step, because they have then that common base or unit for the common measurer. The base, when thus compared with one of its own multiples, may be called a sub-multiple thereof; and, more particularly, we may call it the ‘second positive sub-multiple’ of its own second positive multiple, the ‘first contra-positive sub-multiple’ of its own first contra-positive multiple, and so forth; retaining always, to distinguish any one sub-multiple, the determining ordinal of the multiple to which it corresponds : and the act of returning from a multiple to the base, may be called an act of sub-multipling or (more fully) of sub-multipling by the same determining cardinal number by which the base had been multipled before; for example, we may return to the base from its second contra-positive multiple, by an act of thought which may be called sub-multipling by contra-positive two. Some particular sub-multiples, and acts of sub-multipling, have particular and familiar names; thus, the second positive sub-multiple of any given step, and the act of sub-multipling a given step by positive two, may be more familiarly described as the half of that given step, and as the act of halving it. And the more comprehensive conception above mentioned, of the act of passing from any one step b to any other step c commensurable therewith, or from any one to any other multiple of one common measure, or base, or unit-step a, may evidently be resolved into the foregoing conceptions of the acts of multipling and sub-multipling; since we can always pass first by an act of sub- multipling from the given step b, considered as a multiple of the base a, to that base a itself, as an auxiliary or intermediate thought, and then proceed, by an act of multipling, from this auxiliary thought or step, to its other multiple c. Any one step c may therefore be considered as a multiple of a sub-multiple of any other step b, if those two steps be commensurable; and the act of passing from the one to the other is an act compounded of sub-multipling and multipling.Now, all acts thus compounded, besides the acts of multipling and sub-multipling themselves, (and other acts, to be considered afterwards, which may be regarded as of the same kind with these, being connected with them by certain intimate relations, and by one common character,) may be classed in algebra under the general name of multiplying acts, or acts of algebraic 
multiplication·, the object on which any such act operates being called the multiplicand, and the 
result being called the product·, while the distinctive thought or sign of such an act is called the 
algebraic multiplier, or multiplying number·, whatever this distinctive thought or sign may be, that is, whatever conceived, or spoken, or written specific rule it may involve, for specifying one particular act of multiplication, and for distinguishing it from every other. The relation of an algebraic product to its algebraic multiplicand may be called, in general, ratio, or 
algebraic ratio·, but the particular ratio of any one particular product to its own particular multiplicand, depends on the particular act of multiplication by which the one may be
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 35generated from the other: the number which specifies the act of multiplication, serves therefore also to specify the resulting ratio, and every number may be viewed either as the mark of 
a ratio, or as the mark of a multiplication, according as we conceive ourselves to be analytically 
examining a product already formed, or synthetically generating that product.We have already considered that series or system of algebraic integers, or whole numbers, (positive, contra-positive, or null,) which mark the several possible ratios of all multiple steps to their base, and the several acts of multiplication by which the former may be generated from the latter; namely all those several acts which we have included under the common head of multipling. The inverse or reciprocal acts of sub-multipling, which we must now consider, and which we have agreed to regard as comprehended under the more general head of 
multiplication, conduct to a new class of multiplying numbers, which we may call reciprocals 
of whole numbers, or, more concisely, reciprocal numbers; and to a corresponding class of ratios, which we may call reciprocals of integer ratios. And the more comprehensive conception of the act of passing from one to another of any two commensurable steps, conducts to a correspondingly extensive class of multiplying acts, and therefore also of multiplying numbers, and of ratios, which we may call acts of fractioning, and fractional numbers, or fractional ratios; while the product of any such act of fractioning, or of multiplying by any such fractional number, that is, the generated step which is any multiple of any sub-multiple of any proposed step or multiplicand, may be called a fraction of that step, or of that multiplicand. A fractional number may therefore always be determined, in thought and in expression, by two whole 
numbers, namely the sub-multipling number, called also the denominator, and the multipling number, called also the numerator, (of the fraction or fractional number,) which mark the two successive or component acts that make up the complex act of fractioning. Hence also the reciprocal number, or reciprocal of any proposed whole number, which marks the act of multiplication conceived to be equivalent to the act of sub-multipling by that whole number, coincides with the fractional number which has the same whole number for its denominator, and the number 1 for its numerator, because a step is not altered when it is multipled by positive one. And any whole number itself, considered as the mark of any special act of multipling, may be changed to a fractional number with positive one for its denominator, and with the proposed whole number for its numerator; since such a fractional number, considered as the mark of a special act of multiplication, is only the complex mark of a complex act of thought equivalent to the simpler act of multipling by the numerator of the fraction; because the other component act, of sub-multipling by positive one, produces no real alteration. Thus, the conceptions of whole numbers, and of reciprocal numbers, are included in the more comprehensive conception of fractional numbers; and a complete theory of the latter would contain all the properties of the former.17. To form now a notation of fractions, we may agree to denote a fractional number by writing the numerator over the denominator, with a bar between; that is, we may write

V Vc = -b, or more fully, c = -×b, (121)when we wish to express that two commensurable steps, b and c, (which we shall, for the present,suppose to be both effective steps,) may be severally formed from some one common base orunit-step a, by multipling that base by the two (positive or contra-positive) whole numbers
μ, and v, so that , παo,z ’ b=∕txa, c = v×a. (122)

3-2
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36 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS[We shall suppose throughout the whole of this and of the two next following articles, that all the steps are effective, and that all the numerators and denominators are positive or contra-positive, excluding for the present the consideration of null steps, and of null numerators or null denominators.]Under these conditions, the step c is a fraction of b, and bears to that step b the fractionalratio - , called also ‘ the ratio of v to μ∙,, and c may be deduced or generated as a product from b 
tlby a corresponding act of fractioning, namely, by the act of multiplying b as a multiplicandby the fractional number - as a multiplier, or finally by the complex act of first submultiplingb by the denominator μ, and then multipling the result a by the numerator v. Under the same conditions, it is evident that we may return from c to b by an inverse or reciprocal act of fractioning, namely, by that new complex act which is composed of submultipling instead of multipling by v, and then multipling instead of submultipling by μ; so thatb = -×c, when c = -×b., (123)

v μon which account we may writeb = Tx(i×b)> and 0 = √(pxc)' <124>
whatever (effective) steps may be denoted by b and c, and whatever (positive or contrapositive) whole numbers may be denoted by μ and v. The two acts of fractioning, marked bythe two fractional numbers - and -, are therefore opposite or reciprocal acts, of which each 

μ vdestroys or undoes the effect of the other; and the fractional numbers themselves may be called reciprocal fractional numbers, or, for shortness, reciprocal fractions : to mark which reciprocity we may use a new symbol π, (namely, the initial letter of the word Reciprocatio, distinguished from the other uses of the same letter by being written in an inverted position,) that is, we may write v μ μ v ,lo-,-=π-, -=π-, 125μ v v μwhatever positive or contra-positive whole numbers may be marked by μ and v. In thisnotation, , xππ--a (π-) ==a- = -; (126)
μ ∖ μj v μor, to express the same thing in words, the reciprocal of the reciprocal of any fractional numberis that fractional number itself. (Compare equation (57)).It is evident also, that 11 u>a = -×b, and b = j×a, if b=/ixa; (127)that is, the whole number μ, regarded as a multiplier, or as a ratio, may be put under the fractional form y, so that we may write (128)and the reciprocal of this whole number, or the connected reciprocal number a μ to multiply
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 37by which is equivalent to submultipling by μ, coincides with the reciprocal fractional number
f so that ιA -=hÇ=h/î: (129)A 1results which were indeed anticipated in the remarks made at the close of the foregoing article, respecting the extent of the conception of fractional numbers, as including whole numbers and their reciprocals. As an example of these results, the double of any step a may be denoted2by the symbol × a as well as by 2 × a, and the half of that step a may be denoted either bythe symbol x a, or by a 2 × a. The symbol n 1 is evidently equivalent to 1, the number positiveone being its own reciprocal; and the opposite number, contra-positive one, has the same property, because to reverse the direction of a step is an act which destroys itself by repetition, leaving the last resulting step the same as the original; we have therefore the equations,al = l, aθl = θl. (130)By the definition of a fraction, as a multiple of a submultiple, we may now express it asfollows: f ∕l ∖× b = v × bj = v × (nμ × b). (131)Besides, under the conditions (122), we have, by (112) and (114), that is, by the principle of the indifference of the order in which any two successive multiplings are performed,

μ×c=μ×(v×Α) = (μ×v)×a, = (v×μ)×Α = v×(μ×o,) = v×∖r, (132)so that a fractional product c = -×b may be derived from the multiplicand b, by firstmultipling by the numerator v and then submultipling by the denominator μ, instead of first submultipling by the latter and afterwards multipling by the former; that is, in any act of fractioning, we may change the order of the two successive and component acts of submultipling and multipling, without altering the final result, and may write- × b = - × (v × b)=nμ × (p × b). (133)μ μIn general it may easily be shown, by pursuing a reasoning of the same sort, that in any set of acts of multipling and submultipling, to be performed successively on any one original step, the order of succession of those acts may be altered in any arbitrary manner, without altering the final result. We may therefore compound any proposed set of successive acts of fractioning, by compounding first the several acts of submultipling by the several denominators into the one act of submultipling by the product of those denominators, and then the several acts of multipling by the several numerators into the one act of multipling by the product of those numerators, and finally the two acts thus derived into one last resultant act of fractioning; that is, we have the relations, ' ∕ ∖ '-x∣-xbj ≈ , ×b,μ ∖μ ∕ μ ×μ
v' lv' (v v∖l v"×v'×v l - (134)
μ ∖μ ∖μ ∕J μ ×μ ×μ&c.
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38 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSWe may also introduce or remove any positive or contra-positive whole number as a factor in both the numerator and the denominator of any fraction, without making any real alteration; that is, the following relation holds good:
μ ω× μwhatever positive or contra-positive whole numbers may be denoted by μpω∙, a theorem which may often enable us to put a proposed fraction under a form more simple in itself, or more convenient for comparison with others. As particular cases of this theorem, corresponding to the case when the common factor ω is contra-positive one, we haver Θf Θ±=JL. ,,3β)

μ Qμ' μ θ μ, ' 'that is, the denominator of any fraction may be changed from contra-positive to positive, or from positive to contra-positive, without making any real change, provided that the numerator is also changed to its own opposite whole number. Two fractional numbers, such as—- and - , may be said to be opposites, (though not reciprocals), when (though not themselves 
μ μ

Qp Pthe marks of opposite acts), they generate opposite steps, such as the steps — × b and - × b; and
jjj [Cto mark this opposition we may write - = θ-. (137)Hence every fractional number, with any positive or contra-positive whole numbers μ and v for its denominator and numerator, may be put under one or other of the two following forms:1st. —, or ∏nd. Θ —, (138)m m

(m and n denoting positive whole numbers,) according as the proposed whole numbers μ and p agree or differ in respect of being positive or contra-positive; and in the 1st case we may say that the fractional number itself is positive, but in the IInd case that it is contra-positive·. definitions which agree with and include the former conceptions of positive and contra-positive whole numbers, when we consider these as equivalent to fractional numbers in which the numerator is a multiple of the denominator; and lead us to regard the reciprocal of any positive or contra-positive whole number (and more generally the reciprocal of any positive or contrapositive fractional number) as positive or contra-positive like it; a fractional number being equivalent to the reciprocal of a whole number, when the denominator is a multiple of the numerator. A fraction of a late-making step b is itself a late-making or an early-making step, according as the multiplying fractional number is positive or contra-positive; and as we have agreed to write b > 0 when b is a late-making step, so we may now agree to write->0, when -×b>0 and b>0, (139)μ μ
pthat is, when - is a positive fractional number, and to write, on the contrary,A -<0, when -×b<0 and b>0, (140)μ μ
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 39that is, when - is a contra-positive fractional number. More generally, we shall write 
ν' v v, v— >-, if — ×b>-×b, b>0, (141)A A ∕zand -,<-f if -^×b<-×b, b>0; (142)

μ μ tl μand shall enunciate these two cases respectively, by saying that in the first case the fractionalp, ∙ ∙number — is on the positive side, and that in the second case it is on the contra-positive side, of
μthe other fractional number or that in the first case —. follows and that in the second it 

μ A
precedes -, in the general progression of numbers, from contra-positive to positive: definitions Awhich may easily be shown to be consistent with each other, and which extend to whole numbers and their reciprocals, as included in fractional numbers, and to the number zero itself as compared with any of these. Thus, every positive number is on the positive side of zero and of every contra-positive number; while zero is on the positive side of all contra-positive numbers, but on the contra-positive side of all positive numbers: for example,2>0, 2>Θ3, Θ3<O, Θ3<2, O>Θ3, 0<2. (143)Of two unequal positive whole numbers, the one which has the greater quotity is on the positive side, but among contra-positive numbers the reverse is the case; for example,3>2, Θ3<Θ2: (144)and in general a relation of subsequence or precedence between any two whole or fractional numbers is changed to the opposite relation of precedence or subsequence, by altering those numbers to their opposites, though a relation of equality or coincidence remains unaltered after such a change. Among reciprocals of positive whole numbers, the reciprocal of that which has the lesser quotity is on the positive side of the other, while reciprocals of contrapositive numbers are related by the opposite rule; thusthatis, h2>h3, aθ2<aθ3. (145)p' pIn general, to determine the ordinal relation of any one fractional number — to another — , assubsequent, or coincident, or precedent, in the general progression of numbers, it is sufficient to prepare them by the principle (135) so that their denominators may be equal and positive, and then to compare their numerators; for which reason it is always sufficient to compare the two whole numbers μ× μ× μ' ×v' and μ, × μ' ×μ×v, and we have—, according as μ×μ×μ' × v' ^μ' ×μ' ×μ× v: (146)μ μthe abridged notation § implying the same thing as if we had written more fully ‘ > or = or < .’ If it had been merely required to prepare two fractional numbers so as to make them have a common denominator, without obliging that denominator to be positive, we might have done so in a simpler manner by the formula (135), namely by multipling the numerator and
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40 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSdenominator of each fraction by the denominator of the other fraction, that is, by employing the following expressions, , , ,"=^,, - = ^A; (147)
μ μ× μ μ μ× μa process which may be still farther simplified when the original denominators have anywhole number (other than positive or contra-positive one) for a common factor, since it issufficient then to multiple by the factors which are not thus common, that is, to employ theexpressions, , , ,∕,×r „ (148)

ω× μ ω×μ×μ ω×μ ω× ∣ι×∣ιA similar process of preparation applies to more fractions than two.18. This reduction of different fractional numbers to a common denominator is chiefly useful in combining them by certain operations which may be called algebraical addition and 
subtraction of fractions, (from their analogy to the algebraical addition and subtraction of w*hole numbers, considered in the 14th article, and to the arithmetical operations of addition and subtraction of quotities,) and which present themselves in considering the composition and decomposition of fractional steps. For if we compound, as successive steps, any two or more fractions -×b, ∙^×b, &c., of any one effective step b, and generate thereby a neweffective step, this resultant step will evidently be itself a fraction of the step b, which we may agree to denote as follows: , , ∖ , ∖ , f ∖ >

6xbHH÷3xb∙⅛*b) i ' ,'ι ■ Cxb) ■ ⅛+⅞+3xb- s'χ(
and the resultant fractional number λζ + - or -- + —, + - &c. may be called the algebraical sum 

μ μ μ μ μof the proposed fractional numbers - , , ~, &c. and may be said to be formed by algebraically
adding them together; definitions which agree with those established in the 14th article, when the fractional numbers reduce themselves to whole numbers. If the denominators of the proposed fractions be the same, it is sufficient to add the numerators, because then the proposed fractional steps are all multiples of one common sub-multiple of the common unit-step b, namely of that sub-multiple which is determined by the common denominator; it is therefore sufficient, in other cases, to prepare the fractions so as to satisfy this condition of having a common denominator, and afterwards to add the numerators so prepared, and to combine their sum as the new or resulting numerator of the resulting fractional sum, with the common denominator of the added fractions as the denominator of the same fractional sum ; which may, however, be sometimes simplified by the omission of common factors, according to the principle (135). Thus

v' v (p' × μ) + {μ' × v) . 1 v' v v,μ + μ'v 0—+- =  ----- ——----------, or more concisely —, - = — ' &c. ; (150)
μ μ μ × μ μ μ μ μfor, as a general rule of algebraic notation, we may omit at pleasure the mark of multiplication between any two simple symbols of factors, (except the arithmetical signs 1, 2, 3, &c.,) without causing any confusion; and when a product thus denoted, by the mere juxta-position of its
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 41factors, (without the mark × ,) is to be combined with other symbols in the λvay of addition, by the mark + , it is not necessary to enclose that symbol of a product in parentheses: although in this Elementary Essay we have often used, and shall often use again, these combining and enclosing marks, for greater clearness and fullness. It is evident that the addition of fractions may be performed in any arbitrary order, because the order of composition of the fractional steps is arbitrary. p'The algebraical subtraction of one given fractional number — from another unequal fractional number -, is an operation suggested by the decomposition of a given compound∕i
v v,fractional step - × b into a given component fractional step - x b and a sought component∕i μ
vnfractional step — × b, (these three steps being here supposed to be all effective:) and it may be Ziperformed by compounding the opposite of the given component step with the given com-

p' β β v9pound step, or by algebraically adding the opposite θ —, of the given fractional number , Λ ∕χ
pto the other given fractional number -, according to the rule (150). When we thus subtract Ztone fractional number from another with which it does not coincide, the result is positive or contra-positive according as the fraction from which we subtract is on the positive or contrapositive side of the other; and thus we have another general method, besides the rule (146), for examining the ordinal relation of any two unequal fractions, in the general progression of numbers. This ordinal relation between any two fractional (or whole) numbers α and β, is not altered by adding any fractional (or whole) number γ to both, nor by subtracting it from both, so that γ + + and θγ + /?$θγ + α, according as /?$a. (151)19. Again, the composition and decomposition of successive acts of fractioning (instead of successive fractional steps) conduct to algebraical operations of multiplication and division of fractional numbers, which are analogous to the arithmetical operations of multiplication and

pdivision of quotities. For if we first multiply a given step b by a given fractional number -, Athat is, if we first perform on b the act of fractioning denoted by this number, and so form thefractional step - × b, we may then perform on the result another act of fractioning denoted by ∕*
v' v' ∕ V ∖another fractional number —, and so deduce another fractional step — × I - × b), which will
μ μ ∖!l ∕evidently be itself a fraction of the original step b, and might therefore have been deduced from b by one compound act of fractioning; and thus we may proceed to other and other fractions of that step, and to other compound acts of fractioning, which may be thus denoted,

ζx(-×b) = (∙ζx-)xb, I' b ∕ ?! (152)iix⅛xGxb))=(j'Vxλ)xb' λc∙J

v' v v" v' Vand the resultant fractional numbers —, × -, -= × —, × -, &c., which thus express the resultant μ μ μ μ μ
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42 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSacts of fractioning, derived from the proposed component acts marked by the fractionalnumbers -, —, -i, &c., may be called the algebraic products of those proposed fractional 
JÂ/ j-l∙numbers, and may be said to be formed by algebraically multiplying them as fractional factors together; definitions which agree with the definitions of product and multiplication already established for whole numbers. The same definitions shew that every fraction may be regarded as the product of the numerator (as one factor) and the reciprocal of the denominator (as another); and give, in general, by (134), the following rule for the calculation of a fractional product ∣ t ff t μ t

r V V V × V V V V V × V × V 0 ∕,,~ox-×- = ------, -,×-×-=------ 7---- , &c. (153)μ μ μ × μ μ μ μ μ × μ × μThe properties (114) and (115) of algebraic products of whole numbers extend to products of fractional numbers also; that is, we may change in any manner the order of the fractional factors; and if we resolve any one of those factors into two or more algebraic parts by the rules of algebraic addition and subtraction, we may combine each part separately as a partial factor with the other factors proposed, so as to form by algebraic multiplication a partial fractional product, and then add together those partial products algebraically to obtain the total product: or, in written symbols,
v' v v v'— ×-=-×-, &c., (154)μ μ μ μand M^ + ^‰(-×2Q + (-×2ζ), &c., (155)Λ ∖Λ ∕z ∕ ∖μ μ ) ∖μ Æ ∕because × (b" + b') = × b"j + × b'^ , (156)pwhatever steps may be denoted by b, and b" and whatever fractional (or whole) number by —.∕iWe may also remark thatyx∕i = yxα, according as if y>0, (157)but that γ×β^γ×a,, according as ∕7=α, if γ<0, (158)

ccβy denoting any three fractional (or whole) numbers.The deduction of one of two fractional factors from the other and from the product, maybe called (by analogy to arithmetic) the algebraic division of the given fractional product as a dividend, by the given fractional factor as a divisor·, and the result, which may be called the 
quotient, may always be found by algebraically multiplying the proposed dividend by the reciprocal of the proposed divisor. This more general conception of quotient, agrees with the process of the 15th article, for the division of one whole number by another, when that process gives an accurate quotient in whole numbers; and when no such integral and accurate quotient can be found, we may still, by our present extended definitions, conceive the numerator of any fraction to be divided by the denominator, and the quotient of this division will be the fractional number itself. In this last case, the fractional number is not exactly equal to any whole number, but lies between two successive whole numbers, a next preceding and a next succeeding, in the general progression of numbers ; and these may be discovered by the process of approximate division above mentioned, while each of the two remainders of that approximate division is the numerator of a new fraction, which retains the proposed denominator, and
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 43must be added algebraically as a correction to the corresponding approximate integer quotient, in order to express, by the help of it, the quotient of the accurate division. For example,8 3 1 Θ2 n j Θ8 2 .o 03 λi5--+1=- + 2j and —=- + θ2----- 5 + θl.In general, a fractional number may be called a mixed number, when it is thus expressed as the algebraic sum of a whole number and a proper fraction, this last name being given to a fractional number which lies between zero and positive or contra-positive one. We may remark that an ordinal relation between two fractional numbers is not altered by dividing them both by one common positive divisor; but if the divisor be contra-positive, it changes a relation of subsequence to one of precedence, and conversely, without disturbing a relation of coincidence.20. In all the formulae of the three last articles, we have supposed that all the numerators and all the denominators of those formulae are positive or contra-positive whole numbers, excluding the number zero. However, the general conception of a fraction as a multiple of 
a sub-multiple, permits us to suppose that the multipling number or numerator is zero, and shows us that then the fractional step itself is null, if the denominator be different from zero; that is, n— ×b = 0 if μ=⅛0. (159)AThus, although we supposed, in the composition (149) of successive fractional steps, (with positive or contra-positive numerators and denominators,) that the resultant step was effective, yet we might have removed this limitation, and have presented the formulae (150) for fractional sums as extending even to the case when the resultant step is null, if we had observed that in every such case the resultant numerator of the formula is zero, while the resultant denominator is different from zero and therefore that the formula rightly expresses that the resultant fraction or sum is null. For example, the addition of any two oppositefractional numbers, such as - and —-, in which μ and v are different from zero, conducts to A ti θ r + ra null sum, under the form-------- , in which the numerator Θ v-j- v is zero, while the denomi-Anator is different from zero.But it is not so immediately clear what ought to be regarded as the meaning of a fractional sign, in the case when the denominator is null, and when therefore the act of fractioning prescribed by the notation involves a sub-multipling by zero. To discuss this case, we must remember that to sub-multiple a step b by a whole number μ, is, by its definition, to find another step a, which, when multipled by that whole number μ, shall produce the proposed step b; but, whatever step a may be, the theory of multiple steps (explained in the 13th article) shows that it necessarily produces the null step 0, when it is multipled by the null number zero; that is, the equation 0×a = 0 (160)is true independently of a, and consequently we have always0xa≠b, if b + 0. (161)It is, therefore, impossible to find any step a, in the whole progression of time, which shall satisfy the equation -xb = a, or 0xa-b, (162)
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44 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSif the given step b be effective; or, in other words, it is impossible to sub-multiple an effective step by zero. The fractional sign denotes therefore an impossible act, if it be applied to aneffective step : and the zero-submultiple of an effective step is a phrase which involves a contradiction. On the other hand, if the given step b be null, it is not only possible to choose some one step a which shall satisfy the equations (162), but every conceivable step possesses the same proposed property; in this case, therefore, the proposed conditions lay no restriction on the result, but at the same time, and for the same reason, they fail to give any information respecting it: and the act of sub-multipling a null step by zero, is indeed a possible, but it is also an indeterminate act, or an act with an indeterminate result; so that the zero-submultiple 
of a null step, and the written symbol × 0, are spoken or written signs which do not specifyany thing, although they do not involve a contradiction. We see then that while a fractional number is in general the sign of a possible and determinate act of fractioning, it loses one or other of those two essential characters whenever its denominator is zero; for which reason it becomes comparatively unfit, or at least inconvenient, in this case, for the purposes of mathematical reasoning. And to prevent the confusion which might arise from the mixture of such cases with others, it is convenient to lay down this general rule, to which we shall henceforth adhere : that all denominators and divisors are to be supposed different from zero unless the contrary be mentioned expressly; or that we shall never sub-multiple nor divide by 
a null number without expressly recording that we do so.
On the Comparison of any one effective Step with any other, in the way of Ratio, 

and the Generation of any one such step from any other, in the way of Multipli
cation; and on the Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division of 
Algebraic Numbers in general, considered thus as Ratios or as Multipliers of Steps21. The foregoing remarks upon fractions lead naturally to the more general conception of 

algebraic ratio, as a complex relation of any one effective step to any other, determined by their 
relative largeness and relative direction·, and to a similarly extended conception of algebraic 
multiplication, as an act (of thought) which enlarges, or preserves, or diminishes the magnitude, while it preserves or reverses the direction, of any effective step proposed. In conformity with these conceptions, and by analogy to our former notations, if we denote by a and b any two effective steps, of which a may be called the antecedent or the multiplicand, and b the consequentor the product, we may employ the symbol - to denote the ratio of the consequent b to the 

3antecedent a, or the algebraic number or multiplier by which we are to multiply a as a multi
plicand in order to generate b as a product: and if we still employ the mark of multiplication × , we may now write, in general, b = -xa: (163)
or, more concisely, b = α×a, if - = α, (164)

3that is, if we employ, for abridgement, a simple symbol, such as the italic letter a, to denote bthe same ratio or multiplier which is more fully denoted by the complex symbol -.
3
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 45It is an immediate consequence of these conceptions and definitions, that the following relation holds good, = (165)
μ × a μa denoting any effective step, and μ and v denoting any positive or contra-positive whole

p unumbers; since the fractional ratio denoted by the symbol - is the ratio of the multiple step
v × a to the multiple step μ×Α. In like manner it follows, from the same conceptions and definitions, that ×b h'— = -, and reciprocally b' = - x b if , =-; (166)b μ i j μ b μb- × c .<x oand more generally, that ------= -, ( 167)C clι ι ιand reciprocally, d = -×c if (168)

ci ch»
pwhatever effective steps may be denoted by a, b, c, d, and whatever fraction by -.AWe may also conceive combinations of ratios with each other, by operations which we may call Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division of Ratios, or of general algebraic 

numbers, from the analogy of these operations to those which we have already called by the same names, in the theories of whole numbers and of fractions.. And as we wrote, in treatingof whole numbers, , , . λ 1 , x ∕1nr7∖ω = r+∕Λ when ω × a = (v × a) + (μ × a), (107)and ω = v×μ when ω × a = v × {μ × a); (HI)and, in the theory of fractions,-ζ = ≤ + - when -ζxb=(‰b∣ + i-×bk (149)
μn μ μ μ ∖μ ∕ ∖μ ∕

v" v' v v" l>' ( V ∖and -Ιf = ~∕×- when —s×b = -, ×l-×b), (152)
μ μ μ μ μ ∖μ J,with other similar expressions; so we shall now write, in the more general theory of ratios,b' b' b , b" Zb' ∖ Zb ∖ ∕lβ∏x— = —+ - when — × c = I—-. × c + I-× c , (169)a a a a ∖a ∕ ∖a ∕b' b' b , b" b' ∕b ∖ ,1πλ.and -i, = -, ×-, when -xc = -x-xc: (170)a a a a a ∖a ∕and shall suppose that similar definitions are established for the algebraical sums and products of more than two ratios, or general algebraic numbers. It follows thatb' ι b b' + b H» H» 3V b' b b" + b'÷b ► (171)a a a a ’&c.
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46 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSand that × - =—, Ibaa (172)b" b' b b" p k ,b b a a J

A ratio between any two effective steps may be said to be positive or contra-positive, according as those two steps are co-directional or contra-directional, that is, according as their directions agree or differ; and then the product of any two or more positive or contra-positive ratios will evidently be contra-positive or positive according as there are or are not an odd number of contra-positive ratios, as factors of this product; because the direction of a step is not altered or is restored, if it either be not reversed at all, or be reversed an even number of times.Again, we may say, as in the case of fractions, that we subtract a ratio when we add its 
opposite, and that we divide by a ratio when we multiply by its reciprocal, if we agree to say that two ratios or numbers are opposites when they generate opposite steps by multiplication from one common step as a multiplicand, and if we call them reciprocals when their corresponding acts of multiplication are opposite acts, which destroy, each, the effect of the other; and we may mark such opposites and reciprocals, by writing, as in the notation of fractions,b' ΛΛb K b' û/b ∖ ∕1,O)-7 = θ- when —×c = θ ∣-×c), (173)a a a ∖a ∕j b' b , b' ∕b ∖ ,ir_and —; = n-, when — ×l-×c =c: (174)a a a ∖a ∕definitions from which it follows that z-λ 1 ,βb=θb, (175)a aand that ^=a-. (176)

D 3And as, by our conceptions and notations respecting the ordinal relation of one fractional number to another, (as subsequent, or coincident, or precedent, in the general progression of such numbers from contra-positive to positive,) we had the relations,
v' -> v , v' v —∑ = -, when -×a∣-×a, a>0;
μ p μ pso we may now establish, by analogous conceptions and notations respecting ratios, therelations, ∣^zz ∣^z ∣^zz ∣^z

-7,=l —-., when — ×a∣ -, xa, a>0: (177)a ~ a a a 'that is, more fully, ,zz , χ χ-t>-, when × a) +A > I — × a) +A, (178)
3 3 ∖3 J ∖3 )b" b' 1 ∕b" ∖ Λ Zb' ∖ λ ziγtλka/ = a7’ whβn ∖a7'x a∕= ∖a7 x /+^, (179)

1 b" b' v ∕b" ∖ , Zb' ∖ X zltvnand , when I — × a + A < — × a + A; (180)a a ∖a y ya ythe symbol A denoting any moment of time, and a any late-making step. The relation (179) is indeed an immediate consequence of the first conceptions of steps and ratios; but it is inserted
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 47here along with the relations (178) and (180), to show more distinctly in what manner the comparison and arrangement of the moments^×aj+d, ^×aj+d, &c. (181)b' b"which are suggested and determined by the ratios or numbers —, &c., (in combination3 3with a standard moment A and with a late-making step a,) enable us to compare and arrange those ratios or numbers themselves, and to conceive an indefinite progression of ratio from contra-positive to positive, including the indefinite progression of whole numbers (103), and the more comprehensive progression of fractional numbers considered in the 17th article: for it will soon be shown, that though every fractional number is a ratio, yet there are many ratios which cannot be expressed under the form of fractional numbers. Meanwhile we may observe, that the theorems (151) (157) (158) respecting the ordinal relations of fractions in the general progression of number, are true, even when the symbols a,βy denote ratios which are not reducible to the fractional form; and that this indefinite progression of number, or of ratio, from contra-positive to positive, corresponds in all respects to the thought from which it was deduced, of the progression of time itself, from moments indefinitely early to moments indefinitely late.22. It is manifest, on a little attention, that the ratio of one effective step b to another a, is a relation which is entirely determined when those steps are given, but which is not altered by multiplying both those steps by any common multiplier, whether positive or contrapositive; for the relative largeness of the two steps is not altered by doubling or halving both, or by enlarging or diminishing the magnitudes of both in any other common ratio of magnitude, that is, by multiplying both by any common positive multiplier: nor is their relative direction altered, by reversing the directions of both. We have then, generally,b' κ— × b 1iH=â: <182>× a aand in particular, by changing a' to a, and b' to c,-×b ,- --- = -. (183)c aHence, by (167), the two steps-× band- × care related in one common ratio, namely the ratio-,3 3 3to the common step c, and therefore are equivalent to each other; that is, we have the equation,-×b = -×c, (184)a awhatever three effective steps may be denoted by a b c.In general, when any four effective steps abed are connected by the relation-=⅛, (185)C 3
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48 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSthat is, when the ratio of the step d to c is the same as the ratio of the step b to a, these two pairs of steps a, b and c, d may be said to be analogous or proportional pairs·, the steps a and c being called the antecedents of the analogy, (or of the proportion) and the steps b and d being called the consequents, while a and d are the extremes and b and c the means. And since the last of these four steps, or the second consequent d, may, by (168), be expressed by the symbol b c- × c, we see, by (184), that it bears to the first consequent b the ratio - of the second antecedent a ac to the first antecedent a; that is, 1 , ,M if (186)bacaa theorem which shows that we may transform the expression of an analogy (or proportion) between two pairs of effective steps in a manner which may be called alternation. (Compare the theorem (11).)It is still more easy to perceive that we may invert an analogy or proportion between any two pairs of effective steps; or that the following theorem is true,∏, if -=-. (187)d b c aCombining inversion with alternation, we see that∣ = a, if (188)d c c a(Compare the theorems (12) and (13).)In general, if any two pairs of effective steps a, b and c, d be analogous, we do not disturb this analogy by interchanging the extremes among themselves, or the means among themselves, or by substituting extremes for means and means for extremes; or by altering 
proportionally, that is, altering in one common ratio, or multiplying by one common multiplier, whether positive or contra-positive, the two consequents, or the two antecedents, or the two steps of either pair : or, finally, by altering in inverse proportion, that is, multiplying respectively by any two reciprocal multipliers, the two extremes, or the two means. The analogy (185) may therefore be expressed, not only in the ways (186), (187), (188), but also in the following:αxd αxb d _ b axd_b c a ’ αxc αxa, a×c a’πu×d b d _axb ∕1λλ∖c axa aαxc a
a denoting any ratio of one effective step to another, and ή a denoting the reciprocal ratio, of the latter step to the former.23. We may also consider it as evident that if any effective step c be compounded of any others a and b, this relation of compound and components will not be disturbed by altering the magnitudes of all in any common ratio of magnitude, that is by doubling or halving it, or multiplying all by any common positive multiplier; and we saw, in the 12th article, that the same relation of compound and components is not disturbed by reversing the directions of all : we may therefore multiply all by any common multiplier a, whether positive or contrapositive, and may establish the theorem,αxc=(αxb)÷(αxa), if c = b + a; (191)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 49which gives, by the definitions (169) (170) for the sum and product of two ratios, this other important relation, „ x (6'+ 6) = (α x δ') + (α × 6), (192)if b, b,, and b' + b, denote any three positive or contra-positive numbers, connected with each other by the definition (169), or by the following condition,(δ' + δ)×d=(δ'xd) + (δxd), (193)in which d denotes any arbitrary effective step. The definitions of the sum and product of two ratios, or algebraic numbers, give still more simply the theorem,(δ' + b)×a=(b, ×a) + (b×a). (194)The definition (169) of a sum of two ratios, when combined with the theorem (75) respectingthe arbitrary order of composition of two successive steps, gives the following similar theoremrespecting the addition of two ratios, l ι , ∕me∖r 6 ’ b + a = a + b. (195)And if the definition (170) of a product of two ratios or multipliers be combined with thetheorem (186) of alternation of an analogy between two pairs of steps, in the same way as thedefinition of a compound step was combined in the 12th article with the theorem of alternationof an analogy between two pairs of moments, it shows that as any two steps a,b, may beapplied to any moment, or compounded with each other, either in one or in the opposite order,(b + a = a + b,) so any two ratios a and b may be applied as multipliers to any step, or combinedas factors of a product with each other, in an equally arbitrary order; that is, we have therelation, , , ∕1∩β∖δ×α = α×δ. (196)It is easy to infer, from the theorems (195) (196), that the opposite of a sum of two ratios is the sum of the opposites of those ratios, and that the reciprocal of the product of two ratios is the product of their two reciprocals; that is,θ(δ + α) = θδ+ θα, (197)and a(δxα) = aδxπα. (198)And all the theorems of this article, respecting pairs of ratios or of steps, may easily be extended to the comparison and combination of more ratios or steps than two. In particular, when any number of ratios are to be added or multiplied together, we may arrange them in any arbitrary order; and in any multiplication of ratios, we may treat any one factor as the algebraic sum of any number of other ratios, or partial factors, and substitute each of these separately and successively for it, and the sum of the partial products thus obtained will be the total product sought. As an example of the multiplication of ratios, considered thus as sums, it is plain from the foregoing principles that
(d + c) × (δ + a) = {d × (δ + α)} + {c×(b + d)}

= (d × δ) ÷ (d × a) + (c × δ) + (c × a)
= db + da + cb + ca, (199)and that (δ + a) × (δ + a) = (δ × δ) + (2 × δ × a) + (α × a)
= bb + 2ba + aa, (200)whatever positive or contra-positive ratios may be denoted by abed.And though we have only considered effective steps, and positive or contra-positive ratios,(or algebraic numbers,) in the few last articles of this Essay, yet the results extend to null steps,

4 H4Î
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50 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSand to null ratios, also; provided that for the reasons given in the 20th article we treat all such null steps as consequents only and not as antecedents of ratios, admitting null ratios themselves but not their reciprocals into our formulae, or employing null numbers as multipliers only but not as divisors, in order to avoid the introduction of symbols which suggest either impossible or indeterminate operations.
On the insertion of a Mean Proportional between two steps; and on Impossible, 

Ambiguous, and Incommensurable Sguare-Roots of Ratios24. Three effective steps abb' may be said to form a continued analogy or continued 
proportion, when the ratio of b' to b is the same as that of b to a, that is, when⅛'4 <2θ1>
a and b' being then the extremes, and b the mean, or the mean proportional between a and b', in this continued analogy; in which b' is also the third proportional to a and b, and a is at the same time the third proportional to b' and b, because the analogy may be inverted thus,s4∙ <2θ2>When the condition (201) is satisfied, we may express b' as follows,b' = ⅛×aj (203)

∂bthat is, if we denote by a the ratio of b to a, we shall have the relationsb = αxa, W = a×b = a× a× (204)and reciprocally when these relations exist, we can conclude the existence of the continued analogy (201). It is clear that whatever effective steps may be denoted by a and b, we can always determine, (or conceive determined,) in this manner, one third proportional b' and only one; that is, we can complete the continued analogy (201) in one, but in only one way, when an extreme a and the mean b are given: and it is important to observe that whether the ratio a of the given mean b to the given extreme a be positive or contra-positive, that is, whether the two given steps a and b be co-directional or contra-directional steps, the product 
a × a will necessarily be a positive ratio, and therefore the deduced extreme step b' will necessarily be co-directional with the given extreme step a. In fact, without recurring to the theorem of the 21st article respecting the cases in which a product of contra-positive factors is positive, it is plain that the continued analogy requires, by its conception, that the step b' should be co-directional to b, if b be co-directional to a, and that b' should be contra-directional to b if b be contra-directional to a; so that in every possible case the extremes themselves are co-directional, as both agreeing with the mean or both differing from the mean in direction. 
It is, therefore, impossible to insert a mean proportional between two contra-directional steps·, but for the same reason we may insert either of two opposite steps as a mean proportional between 
two given co-directional steps·, namely, either a step which agrees with each, or a step which differs from each in direction, while the common magnitude of these two opposite steps is exactly intermediate in the way of ratio between the magnitudes of the two given extremes. (We here assume, as it seems reasonable to do, the conception of the general existence of such
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 51an exactly intermediate magnitude, although the nature and necessity of this conception will soon be more fully considered.) For example, it is impossible to insert a mean proportional between the two contra-directional (effective) steps a and θ 9 a, that is, it is impossible to find any step b which shall satisfy the conditions of the continued analogy= (205)1) 3or any number or ratio a which shall satisfy the equation
a × a= θ 9: (206)whereas it is possible to insert in two different ways a mean proportional b between the two co-directional (effective) steps a and 9 a, or to satisfy by two different steps b (namely, by the step 3 a, and also by the opposite step θ 3 a) the conditions of the continued analogyτ4 <2θ7>and it is possible to satisfy by two different ratios a the equationαxα = 9, (208)namely, either by the ratio 3 or by the opposite ratio θ 3. In general, we may agree to express the two opposite ratios a which satisfy the equation

a × a = b ( > 0), (209)by the two symbols *Jb ( > 0) and θλ∕δ(<0), (210)
b and v'δ being positive ratios, but θ √δ being contra-positive; for example,√9 = 3, Θ√9=Θ3. (211)With this notation we may represent the two opposite steps of which each is a mean proportional between two given co-directional (effective) steps a and b,, by the symbolsy|xa, and θj^xaj (212)and shall have for each the equation of a continued analogy,∕-xa , , θ ∕-xa-Ï_____ ^/.,.a—, L = Va , (213)∕b' a Ω ∕b' a/—×a w ∕-×aΛ∕ a V aWe may also call the numbers λ∕δ and Θ 5∕δ by the common name of roots, or (more fully) 
square-roots of the positive number δ; distinguishing them from each other by the separate names of the positive square-root and the contra-positive square-root of that number δ, which may be called their common square : though we may sometimes speak simply of the square-root of a (positive) number, meaning then the positive root, which is simpler and more important than the other.25. The idea of the continuity of the progression from moment to moment in time involves the idea of a similarly continuous progression in magnitude from any one effective step or interval between two different moments, to any other unequal effective step or other unequal interval ; and also the idea of a continuous progression in ratio, from any one degree of inequality, in the

4-2
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52 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSway of relative largeness or smallness, as a relation between two steps, to any other degree. Pursuing this train of thought, we find ourselves compelled to conceive the existence (assumed in the last article) of a determined magnitude b, exactly intermediate in the way of ratio between any two given unequal magnitudes a and b', that is, larger or smaller than the one, in exactly the same proportion in which it is smaller or larger than the other; and therefore also the existence of a determined number or ratio a which is the exact square-root of any proposed (positive) number or ratio b. To show this more fully, let A B D be any three given distinct moments, connected by the relationsfz3=⅛. ft>1- <214>
which require that the moment B should be situated between A and D; and let C be any fourth moment, lying between B and D, but capable of being chosen as near to B or as near to D as we may desire, in the continuous progression of time. Then the two ratios

C-A 1 D-A 
~B^A an Ć-Jwill both be positive ratios, and both will be ratios of largeness, (that is, each will be a relation of a larger to a smaller step,) which we may denote for abridgement as follows,Ci-√4 D — A , . .

β^α=χ’ (215)but by choosing the moment C sufficiently near to B we may make the ratio x approach as near as we desire to the ratio of equality denoted by 1, while the ratio y will tend to the given ratio of largeness denoted by δ; results which we may express by the following written sentence, if BC = B, then Læ=l and Ly = δ, (216)prefixing the symbol L, (namely the initial letter L of the Latin word Limes, distinguished by a bar drawn under it,) to the respective marks of the variable moment C and variable ratios 
x, y, in order to denote the respective limits to which those variables tend, while we vary the selection of one of them, and therefore also of the rest. Again, we may choose the moment C nearer and nearer to D, and then the ratio x will tend to the given ratio of largeness denoted by δ, while the ratio y will tend to the ratio of equality; that is,if 1jC = D, then Lx=b, Ly=l; (217)and if we conceive a continuous progression of moments C from B to D, we shall also have a continuous progression of ratios x, determining higher and higher degrees of relative largeness (of the increasing step C — A as compared with the fixed step B — A) from the ratio of equality 1 to the given ratio of largeness δ, together with another continuous but opposite progression of ratios y, determining lower and lower degrees of relative largeness (of the fixed step D — A as compared with the increasing step C — A) from the same given ratio of largeness δ down to the ratio of equality 1 ; so that we cannot avoid conceiving the existence of some one determined state of the progression of the moment C, for which the two progressions of ratio meet,and for which they give D-A C — A

nx×b = y = x, that is ∙7ς---- - = ———- (218)
i, C-A B — A v '
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 53having given at first y >x, and giving afterwards y <x. And since, in general,
D-A C-A D-A
(j∑Γa×B-Λ=1Γ^A' thatιs> ('s-x×b)×x = b, (219)we can and must by (218) and (214), conceive the existence of a positive ratio a which shall satisfy the condition (209), α×α = δ,ifδ>l, that is, we must conceive the existence of a positive square-root of b, if b denote any positive ratio of largeness. A reasoning of an entirely similar kind would prove that we must conceive the existence of a positive square-root of b, when 

b denotes any positive ratio of smallness, (δ < 1 ;) and if b denote the positive ratio of equality, (δ= 1,) then it evidently has that ratio of equality itself for a positive square-root. We see then by this more full examination what we before assumed to be true, that every positive number or ratio b has a positive (and therefore also a contra-positive) square-root.And hence we can easily prove another important property of ratios, which has been already mentioned without proof; namely that several ratios can and must be conceived to exist, which are incapable of being expressed under the form of whole or fractional numbers; or, in other words, that every effective step a has other steps incommensurable with it; and therefore that when any two distinct moments A and B are given, it is possible to assign (in various ways) a third moment C which shall not be uniserial with these two, in the sense of the 8th article, that is, shall not belong in common with them to any one equi-distant series of moments, comprising all the three. For example, the positive square-root of 2, which is evidently intermediate between 1 and 2 in the general progression of numbers, and which therefore is not a whole number, cannot be expressed as a fractional number either; since if it could be put under thefractional form —, so that m √2 = ^, (220)
mwe should then have 2 = — × — = ----- (221)m m m×mthat is, n×n = 2×m×m,, (222)but the arithmetical properties of quotities are sufficient to prove that this last equation isimpossible, whatever positive whole numbers may be denoted by m and n. And hence, if weimagine that z-b=∖2×a, a>0, (223)the step b which is a mean proportional between the two effective and co-directional steps a and 2 a (of which the latter is double the former) will be incommensurable with the step a (and therefore also with the double stęp 2 a); that is, we cannot find nor conceive any other step c which shall be a common measurer of the steps a and b, so as to satisfy the conditionsa = wιc, b = nc, (224)whatever positive or contra-positive whole numbers we may denote by m and n∙, because, if we could do this, we should then have the relations,b = —a, √2 = -, (225)

mm
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54 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSof which the latter has been shown to be impossible. Hence finally, if A and B be any two distinct moments, and if we choose a third moment C such that= √2. (226)the moment C will not be uniserial with A and B, that is, no one equi-distant series of moments can be imagined, comprising all the three. And all that has here been shown respecting the square-root of two, extends to the square-root of three, and may be illustrated and applied in an infinite variety of other examples. We must then admit the existence of pairs of steps which have no common measurer; and may call the ratio between any two such steps an 
incommensurable ratio, or incommensurable number.

More formal proof of the general existence of a determined positive square-root, com
mensurable or incommensurable, for every determined positive ratio: continuity 
of progression of the square, and principles connected with this continuity26. The existence of these incommensurables, (or the necessity of conceiving them to exist,) is so curious and remarkable a result, that it may be usefully confirmed by an additional proof of the general existence of square-roots of positive ratios, which will also offer an opportunity of considering some other important principles.The existence of a positive square-root a — y∕b, of any proposed ratio of largeness b > 1, was proved in the foregoing article, by the comparison of the two opposite progressions of the two ratios x and u x × b, from the states x=l, ux×b = b, for which a x × b > x, to the states x = b, a x × b = 1, for which a x × b < χ∙, for this comparison obliged us to conceive the existence of an intermediate state or ratio a between the limits 1 and b, as a common state or state of meeting of these two opposite progressions, corresponding to the conception of a moment at which the decreasing ratio a x × b becomes exactly equal to the increasing ratio x, having been previously 

a greater ratio (or a ratio of greater relative largeness between steps), and becoming afterwards 
a lesser ratio (or a ratio of less relative largeness). And it was remarked that an exactly similar comparison of two other inverse progressions would prove the existence of a positive square- root λ∕6 of any proposed positive ratio b of smallness, b< 1, b > 0. But instead of thus comparing, with the progression of the positive ratio x, the connected but opposite progression of the connected positive ratio a x × b, and showing that these progressions meet each other in a certain intermediate state or positive ratio a, we might have compared the two connected and not opposite progressions of the two connected positive ratios x and x × x, of which the latter is the square of the former; and might have shown that the square ( = x×x = xx) increases 
constantly and continuously with the root (=x), from the state zero, so as to pass successively 
through every state of positive ratio b. To develope this last conception, and to draw from it a more formal (if not a more convincing) proof than that already given, of the necessary existence of a conceivable positive square-root for every conceivable positive number, we shall here lay down a few Lemmas, or preliminary and auxiliary propositions.

Lemma I. jf χ'⅜χ, and z>0, x,>Q, then x'x'^xx; (227)that is, the square x'x' of any one positive number or ratio x', is greater than, or equal to, or less than the square xx of any other positive number or ratio x, according as the number x' itself is greater than, or equal to, or less than the number îc; one number x' being said to be
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 55
greater or less than another number x, when it is on the positive or on the contra-positive side of that other, in the general progression of numbers considered in the 21st article. This Lemma may be easily proved from the conceptions of ratios and of squares; it follows also without difficulty from the theorem of multiplication (200). And hence we may obviously deduce as a corollary of the foregoing Lemma, this converse proposition:if x'x'^^xx, and rr>0, x,>0, then x'^x; (228)that is, if any two proposed positive numbers have positive square-roots, the root of the one number is greater than, or equal to, or less than the root of the other number, according as the former proposed number itself is greater than, or equal to, or less than the latter proposed number.The foregoing Lemma shows that the square constantly increases with the root, from zero up to states indefinitely greater and greater. But to show that this increase is continuous as well as constant, and to make more distinct the conception of such continuous increase, these other Lemmas may be added.

Lemma II. If a' and a" be any two unequal ratios, we can and must conceive the existence of some intermediate ratio a∖ that is, we can always choose a or conceive it chosen so that
a>a,, a<a", if a">a,. (229)For then we have the following relation of subsequence between moments,α"(B-A)-f-A>α,(B-A) + A, if B>A, (230)by the very meaning of the relation of subsequence between ratios, a">a,, as defined in article 21; and between any two distinct moments it is manifestly possible to insert an intermediate moment, indeed as many such as we may desire: it is, therefore, possible to insert a moment C between the two non-coincident moments

a,(B-A) + A and a"(B-A) + A,such that C>a,(B-A) + A, C <a"(B-A) + A, if B>A, a">a'^, (231)and then if we put, for abridgement, C — A
a = B^A∙ <232>denoting by a the ratio of the step or interval C — A to the step or interval B — A, we shall have

C=a(B-A} + A, B>AΛ
a(B-A)+A>a'(B-A}+A,∖ (233)
a{B-A} + A<a"(B-A) + A,}and therefore finally, a > a', a< a",∖as was asserted in the Lemma. We see, too, that the ratio a is not determined by the conditions of that Lemma, but that an indefinite variety of ratios may be chosen, which shall all satisfy those conditions.

Corollary. It is possible to choose, or conceive chosen, a ratio a, which shall satisfy all the following conditions, , t, , ∖ (234)
a<an, a<bn, a<c",...}if the least (or hindmost) of the ratios a",b",c",... be greater (or farther advanced in the
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56 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSgeneral progression of ratio from contra-positive to positive) than the greatest (or foremost in that general progression) of the ratios a', b', c', &c.For if c" (for example) be the least or hindmost of the ratios a",b",c",... so that
c"≤a", c"≤b", c"≤d",... (235)and if b' (for example) be the greatest or foremost of the ratios a', b', c', ... so that
b,≥a', b'≥c', b'≥d',... (236)(the abridged sign ≤ denoting what might be more fully written thus, ‘ < or = and the other abridged sign ≥ denoting in like manner ‘ > or = ’,) then the conditions (234) of the Corollary will all be satisfied, if we can satisfy these two conditions,

a>b,, a<c"∖and this, by the Lemma, it is possible to do, if we have the relation
c">b,, (238)which relation the enunciation of the Corollary supposes to exist.

Remark.—If the ratios a'b' c'... a"b"c" ... be all actually given, and therefore limited in number; or if, more generally, the least of the ratios a"b" c"... and the greatest of the ratios 
a'b'c'... be actually given and determined, so that we have only to choose a ratio a intermediate between two given unequal ratios; we can then make this choice in an indefinite

pvariety of ways, even if it should be farther required that a should be a fractional number -, Asince we saw, in the 8th article, that between any two distinct moments, such as a∖B -A) + A
pand a"(B — A ) + A, it is possible to insert an indefinite variety of others, such as - (B — A ) + A, ∕i

uniserial with the two moments A and B, and giving therefore fractions such as - , intermediate(by the 21st article) between the ratios a' and a". But if, instead of actually knowing the ratios 
a' b'c'... a"b"c"... themselves, in (234), we only know a law by which we may assign such ratios without end, this law may lead us to conceive new conditions of the form (234), incompatible with some (and perhaps ultimately with all) of these selections of fractional ratios - , althoughthey can never exclude all ratios a whatever, unless they be incompatible with each other, that is, unless they fail to possess the relation mentioned in the Corollary. The force of this remark will soon be felt more fully.

Lemma III. If b denote any given positive ratio, whether it be or be not the square of any whole or of any fractional number, it is possible to find, or to conceive as found, one positive ratio a, and only one, which shall satisfy all the conditions of the following forms:
n' n"

a>-., a<-, (239)m m

m' n' m" n" denoting here any positive whole numbers whatever, which can be chosen so asto satisfy these relations, , , „ „nn,nn-i-,<b, -7r-7f>b. (240
mm m m
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 57For if the proposed ratio b be not the square of any whole or fractional number, then the existence of such a ratio a may be proved from the two preceding Lemmas, or from their Corollaries, by observing that the relations (240) give
n"n" n'n' , ,, _ n" n'

„ ~n>-r~,, and therefore — > —; (241)mm mm mmso that no two conditions of the forms (239) are incompatible with each other, and there must be at least one positive ratio a which satisfies them all. And to prove in the same case that there is only one such ratio, or that if any one positive ratio a satisfy all the conditions (239), no greater ratio c ( > a) can possibly satisfy all those conditions, we may observe that however little may be the excess Θ a + c of the ratio c over a, this excess may be multiplied by a positive whole number m, so large that the product shall be greater than unity, in such a manner that m'(θα + c)>l, (242)and therefore θα + c>-ζ, and c>—. + a; (243)
m mand that then another positive (or null) whole number n' can be so chosen that 

n'n' l + n' l+n,-r~,<b, ---- -×---- ,->b, 244mm m mwith which selection we shall have, by (239) (240) (243), 
n, l+n'a>-, c>---- — : (245)m m 1 “H w,'whereas, if c satisfied the conditions (239) it ought to be less than this fraction —, becausethe square of this positive fraction is greater by (244) than the proposed ratio b. In like mannerit may be proved that in the other case, when b is the square of a positive fractional or positive

ZZ∕ 72,whole number —, one positive ratio a and only one, namely the number — itself, will satisfyall the conditions (239); in both cases, therefore, the Lemma is true: and the consideration of the latter case shows, that, under the conditions (239),
n ... l nn na = — if b = ----- , — > 0. (246)m mm mIn no case do the conditions (239) exclude all ratios a whatever; but except in the case (246) they exclude all fractional ratios: for it will soon be shown that the one ratio a which they do not exclude has its square always = b, and must, therefore, be an incommensurable number when b is not the square of any integer or fraction. (Compare the Remark annexed to the Corollary of the IInd Lemma.)

Lemma IV. If b' and b" be any two unequal positive ratios, it is always possible to insert between them an intermediate fractional ratio which shall be itself the square of another fractional ratio — ; that is, we can always find, or conceive found, two positive whole numbers 
m and n which shall satisfy the two conditions,

72-/2» 7 . Υtfl> 7 .. ∙ i∙ Ί η Ί f Ί r r∖ ∕Γ⅛Jrr∖-÷—>b', — <b, if b">b', b>0. (247)mm mm
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58 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 1 -H f∏JFor, by the theorem of multiplication (200), the square of the fraction------ may be expressed
mas follows, , , , . 1 n , . .l+n l+n 1 2n η n iλδm-------×--------=------- 1------- 1------ ; (248)m m mm mm mmthat is, its excess over the square of the fraction — is —— + , which is less than — × - + —,

m mm mm m mand constantly increases with the positive whole number n' when the positive whole number m remains unaltered; so that the l+n' squares of fractions with the common denominator m, in the following series, 1 1 2 2 3 3 n' n' l+n' l×n'— x—, —X—, —x —×-, -------×-------- , (249)m m m m rn m mm m m2 1 -irn' 1increase by increasing differences which are each less than — × —----- , and therefore than -
m m kif we choose m and n' so as to satisfy the conditions

m = 2ik, l+n' = im, (250)
i and k being any two positive whole numbers assumed at pleasure: with this choice, therefore, of the numbers m and n', some one (at least) such as — among the squares of fractions (249), that is, some one at least among the following squares of fractions,1 1 2 2 3 3 2iik 2iik

2ik,x 2ik, 2ik% 2ik, 2ik× 2ik, 2ik X 2ik ’ (2'51)of which the last is = ii, must lie between any two proposed unequal positive ratios b' and b", of which the greater b" does not exceed that last square ii, and of which the difference θ b' + b" is not less than -; and positive whole numbers i and k can always be so chosen as to satisfythese last conditions, however great the proposed ratio b" may be, and however little may be its excess θ b' + b" over the other proposed ratio b'.27. With these preparations it is easy to prove, in a new and formal way, the existence of 
one determined positive square root <Jb for every proposed positive ratio b, whether that ratio b be or be not the square of any whole or of any fractional number; for we can now prove this 
Theorem:The square aa of the determined positive ratio a, of which ratio the existence was shown in the IIIrd. Lemma, is equal to the proposed positive ratio b in the same Lemma; that is,if a>^-7 whenever -n ,n ,<b,'

m mmand α<≤ whenever ^-it>b, (252)
m mmthen aa~b, a=yJb, J

m' n, m" n" being any positive whole numbers which satisfy the conditions here mentioned, and b being any determined positive ratio.For if the square aa of the positive ratio a, determined by these conditions, could be greater than the proposed positive ratio b, it would be possible, by the IVth Lemma, to insert between
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 59
TVthem some positive fraction which would be the square of another positive fraction — ; that is, mwe could choose m and n so that nn , nn i^ 4---- >δ, ----- <aa∙. (253)mm mmand then, by the Corollary to the 1st Lemma, and by the conditions (252), we should be conducted to the two following incompatible relations,

η n z^— <a, a<-. (2o4)mmA similar absurdity would result, if we were to suppose aa less than 6; aa must therefore be equal to b, that is, the theorem is true. It has, indeed, been here assumed as evident, that every determined positive ratio a has a determined positive square aa∖ which is included in this more general but equally evident principle, that any two determined positive ratios or numbers have a determined positive product.We find it, therefore, proved, by the most minute and rigorous examination, that if we conceive any positive ratio x or a to increase constantly and continuously from 0, we must conceive its square xx or aa to increase constantly and continuously with it, so as to pass successively but only once through every state of positive ratio b: and therefore that every determined positive ratio b has one determined positive square root λ∕δ, which will be commensurable or incommensurable, according as b can or cannot be expressed as the square of a fraction. When b cannot be so expressed, it is still possible to approximate infractions to the incommensurable square root λ∕δ, by choosing successively larger and larger positive denominators, and then seeking for every such denominator m' the corresponding positive numerator 
n' which satisfies the two conditions (244); for although every fraction thus found will be less than the sought root λ∕δ, yet the error, or the positive correction which must be added to it in order to produce the accurate root λ∕δ, is less than the reciprocal of the denominator m', and therefore may be made as little different as we please from 0, (though it can never be made exactly = 0), by choosing that denominator large enough. This process of approximation to an incommensurable root <]b is capable, therefore, of an indefinitely great, though never of a perfect accuracy; and using the notation already given for limits, we may write

. n' n'n' l+n, l+n'Jb = L-, if —-,<b, ---- — ×---- — >b, (255)v -m mm mmand may think of the incommensurable root as the limit of the varying fractional number.The only additional remark which need be made, at present, on the subject of the progressionof the square xx, or aa, as depending on the progression of the root x, or a, is that since (by the 24th article) the square remains positive and unchanged when the root is changed from positive to contra-positive, in suςh a manner thatθα× θα = α×α, (256)the square aa must be conceived as first constantly and continuously decreasing or retrograding towards 0, and afterwards constantly and continuously increasing or advancing from 0, if the root a be conceived as constantly and continuously increasing or advancing, in the general progression of ratio, from states indefinitely far from 0 on the contra-positive side, to other states indefinitely far from 0, but on the positive side in the progression.
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60 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS
On Continued Analogies, or Series of Proportional Steps; and on Powers, and 

Roots, and Logarithms of Ratios28. Four effective steps abb'b" may be said to form a continued analogy or continued proportion, a and b" being the extremes, and b and b' the means, when they are connected by one common ratio in the following manner :b" b' bt7=b=a^ <257>and if we denote for abridgement this common ratio by a, we may writeb = (ixa, b'=αxαxa, b" = αxaxaxa. (258)Reciprocally, when bb'b" can be thus expressed, the four steps abb'b" compose a continued 
analogy, and it is clear that if the first extreme step a and the common ratio a be given, the other steps can be deduced by the multiplications (258). It is easy also to perceive, that if the two extremes a and b" be given, the two means b and b' may be conceived to be determined (as necessarily connected with these) in one and in only one way; and thus that the insertion of two mean proportionals between two given effective steps, is never impossible nor ambiguous, like the insertion of a single mean proportional. In fact, it follows from the theorems of multiplication that the product a × a × a, which may be called the cube of the number or ratio a, is not obliged (like the square a × a) to be always a positive ratio, but is positive or contra-positive according as a itself (which may be called the cube-root of this product a × a × a) is positive or contra-positive; and on examining the law of its progression, (as we lately examined the law of the progression of the square,) we find that the cube a × a × a increases constantly and continuously with its cube-root a from states indefinitely far from zero, on the contra-positive side, to states indefinitely far advanced on the positive side of zero, in the general progression of ratio, so as to pass successively but only once through every state of contrapositive or positive ratio, instead of first decreasing or retrograding, and afterwards increasing or advancing, like the square. Thus every ratio has one and only one cube-root, (commensurable or incommensurable,) although a ratio has sometimes two square-roots and sometimes none, according as it is positive or contra-positive ; and when the two extreme effective steps a and b" of the continued analogy (257) are given, we can always conceive the cube-root a of their ratio b"— determined, and hence the two mean steps or mean proportionals of the analogy, b and b'. 3/ 29. In general, as we conceived a continued analogy or series of equi-distant moments, generated from a single standard moment A, by the repetition of a forward step a and of a backward step θ a; so we may now conceive, as another sort of continued analogy, a series of 
proportional steps, generated from a single standard (effective) step a, by the repetition of the 
act of multiplication which corresponds to and is determined by some one multiplier or ratio 
a ( Φ 0), and of the inverse or reciprocal act of multiplication determined by the reciprocal multiplier or ratio aa: namely, the following series of proportional steps,...aαxaaxaαxa, aαxaαxa, aaxa, a, αxa. αxaxa, axαxaxa,... (259) which may also be thus denoted,...a(aaα)xa, a(αα)xa, παxa, 1 × a, αxa, aa×a, aaa×a,... (260)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 61and in which we may consider the system or series of ratios or multipliers,...a(ααα), a(αα), a«, 1, a, aa, aaa,... (261)to be a system generated from the original ratio or multiplier a, by a system of acts of generation having all one common character: as we before considered the system of multiple steps (98), ...θa+θa+θa, θa+θa, θa, 0, a, a + a, a + a + a,...to be a system of steps generated from the original step a by a system of acts of generation to which we gave the common name of acts of multiplying.In conformity with this conception, we may call the original ratio a the base of the system of ratios (261) and may call those ratios by the common name of powers of that common base, and say that they are (or may be) formed by acts of powering it. And to distinguish any one such power, or one such act of powering, from all the other powers in the system, or from all the other acts of powering, we may employ the aid of determining numbers, ordinal or cardinal, in a manner analogous to that explained in the 13th article for a system of multiple steps. Thus, we may call the ratios a, aa, aaa,... by the common name of positive powers of the base a, and may distinguish them by the special ordinal names first, second, third, &c.; so that the ratio a is, in this view, its own first positive power; the second positive power is the square aa, and the third positive power is the cube. Again, we may call the ratio 1, which immediately precedes these positive powers in the series, the zero-power of the base a, by analogy to the zero-multiple in the series of multiple steps, which immediately preceded in that series the system of positive multiples; and the ratios a a, a (aa), ή (ααα),... which precede this zero- power 1 in the series of powers (261), may be called, by the same analogy, from their order of position, contra-positive powers of a, so that the reciprocal a a óf any ratio a is the first contra
positive power of that ratio, the reciprocal a (αα) of its square is its second contra-positive power, and so on. We may also distinguish the several corresponding acts of powering by the corresponding cardinal numbers, positive, or contra-positive, or null, and may say (for example) that the third positive power aaa is formed from the base a by the act of powering by positive 
three·, that the second contra-positive power a (aa) is formed from the same base a by powering 
by contra-positive two·, and that the zero-power I is (or may be) formed from a by powering that base by the null cardinal or number none. In written symbols, answering to these thoughts and names, we may denote the series of powers (261), and the series of proportional steps (260), as follows, ...aθ3, αθ2, αθ1, a0, a1, a2, a3,... (262)and ... αθ3 × a, αθ2 × a, αθ1 × a, a0× a, α1 × a, α2 × a, α3 × a,... (263)in which αθ=l, (264)and a1 = a, αθ1=aα,

a2 = aa, αθ2 = a(αα), > (265)
a3 = aaa, aθ3 = a (aaa),«fee. «fee.And we may give the name of exponents or logarithms to the determining numbers, ordinal or cardinal, ... θ 3, θ 2, θ 1, 0, 1, 2, 3,... (266)which answer the question ‘which in order is the Power?’ or this other question ‘Have any (effective) acts of multiplication, equivalent or reciprocal to the original act of multiplying by
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62 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSthe given ratio a, been combined to produce the act of multiplying by the Power; and if any, then How many, and In which direction, that is, whether are they similar or opposite in effect, (as enlarging or diminishing the step on which they are performed,) to that original act? ’ Thus 2 is the logarithm of the square or second power aa, when compared with the base a; 3 is the logarithm of the cube aaa, 1 is the logarithm of the base a itself, θ 1 is the logarithm of the reciprocal ή a, and 0 is the logarithm of the ratio 1 considered as the zero-power of a.With these conceptions and notations of powers and logarithms, we can easily prove the relation ανχαμ = 0y+μ, (267)for any integer logarithms μ and v, whether positive, or contra-positive, or null; and thisother connected relation . pva .r , .θ~o.bv-avχ∣l if b = a∕i∙, (268)which may be thus expressed in words : ‘Any two powers of any common base may be multiplied together by adding their logarithms,’ and ‘Any proposed power may be powered by any proposed whole number, by multiplying its logarithm by that number,’ if the sum of the two proposed logarithms in the first case, or the multiple of the proposed logarithm in the second case, be employed as a new logarithm, to form a new power of the original base or ratio; the logarithms here considered being all whole numbers.30. The act of passing from a base to a power, is connected with an inverse or reciprocal act of returning from the power to the base; and the conceptions of both these acts are included in the more comprehensive conception of the act of passing from any one to any other of the ratios of the series (261) or (262). This act of passing from any one power afl to any other power av of a common base a, may be still called in general an act of powering·, and more particularly, (keeping up the analogy to the language already employed in the theory of multiple steps,) it may be called the act of powering by the fractional number -. By the sameanalogy of definition, this fractional number may be called the logarithm of the resulting power, and the power itself may be denoted in written symbols as follows,
v_

(a∕*)μ = av, (269)or thus, c = bfl, if b = aft, c==av. (270)(The analogous formula (121) ought to have been printed c = -b, and not c = -a, when 
μ μb=∕<xa, c = v x a.)In the particular case when the numerator v is 1, and when, therefore, we have to power ιby the reciprocal of a whole number, we may call the result (afi)∕j-f that is α1, = a, a root or more fully the μ,th root of the power or ratio «■“; and we may call the corresponding act of powering, an extraction of the μ,th root, or a rooting by the (whole) number μ. Thus, to power any proposed ratio b by the reciprocal number or , is to extract the second or the third root, that is, (bywhat has been already shown,) the square-root or the cube-root, of b, or to root the proposed ratio b by the number 2 or 3; and in conformity with this last mode of expression, the following notation may be employed, 1

a = f∕b when b = a>l, a = bij". (271)so that a square-root λ∕δ may also be denoted by the symbol -yzδ, and the cube-root of b may
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 63be denoted by tfb. And whereas we saw, in considering square-roots that a contra-positive ratio b < 0 has no square-root, and that a positive ratio b > 0 has two square-roots, one positive 
= <Jb and the other contra-positive = θ √δ, of which each has its square = 6; we may consider the new sign δ⅜ or -∖∕'b as denoting indifferently either of these two roots, reserving the old sign 
yjb to denote specially that one of them which is positive, and the other old sign θ λ∕δ to denote specially that one of them which is contra-positive. Thus <Jb and θ λ∕δ shall still remain determinate signs, implying each a determinate ratio, (when b > 0,) while tyb and b⅛ shall be used as ambiguous signs, susceptible each of two different meanings. But %b is a determinate sign, because a ratio has only one cube-root. In general, an even root, such as the second, fourth, or sixth, of a proposed ratio b, is ambiguous if that ratio be positive, and impossible if b be contrapositive; because an even power, or a power with an even integer for its logarithm, is always a positive ratio, whether the base be positive or contra-positive: but an odd root, such as the third or fifth, is always possible and determinate.31. It may, however, be useful to show more distinctly, by a method analogous to that of the 26th and 27th articles, that for any proposed positive ratio b whatever, and for any positive whole number m, it is possible to determine, or conceive determined, one positive ratio a, and only one, which shall have its ra’th power =b; and for this purpose to show that the power am increases constantly and continuously from zero with a, so as to pass successively, but only once, through every state of positive ratio b. On examining the proof already given of this property, in the particular case of the power α2, we see that in order to extend that proof to the more general case of the power am, we have only to generalise, as follows, the 1st, Hid, and IVth Lemmas, and the Corollary of the 1st, with the Theorem resulting from all four, retaining the IInd Lemma.Vth Lemma·, (generalised from 1st.)If and x>0, y>0, then ym^xm. (272)When m = 1, this Lemma is evident, because the first powers y1 and x1 coincide with the ratios 
y and x. When m > 1, the Lemma may be easily deduced from the conceptions of ratios, and of powers with positive integer exponents; it may also be proved by observing that the difference Qxm + ym, between the powers xm and ym, in which the symbol θxm denotes the same thing as if we had written more fully Θ (xm), and which may be obtained in one way by the subtraction of xm from ym, may also be obtained in another way by multiplication from the difference θx + y as follows:

θxm + ym= ( θx + y) × (xθ 1+my0 + xθ 2+my1 + ... + x1yθ2+m + x0yθl-t-m), (273)and is, therefore, positive, or contra-positive, or null, according as the difference θx + y of the positive ratios x and y themselves is positive, or contra-positive, or null, because the other factor of the product (273) is positive. For example,
Qxi3 + y3 = (Qx + y)×(x2 + xy + y2)∙, (274)and, therefore, when x and y and consequently x2 + xy + y2 are positive, the difference Ox3 + y3 and the difference Qx + y are positive, or contra-positive, or null together.As a Corollary of this Lemma, we see that, conversely,if ym^^xmi and x>0, y>Q, then y⅜x. (275)Thus, the power xm and the root x increase constantly together, when both are positive ratios.
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64 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSThe logic of this last deduction, of the Corollary (275) from the Lemma (272), must not be confounded with that erroneous form of argument which infers the truth of the antecedent of a true hypothetical proposition from the truth of the consequent; that is, with the too common 
sophism : If A be true then B is true; but B is true, therefore A is true. The Lemma (272) asserts three hypothetical propositions, which are tacitly supposed to be each transformed, or logically converted, according to this valid principle, that the falsehood of the consequent of a true hypothetical proposition infers the falsehood of the antecedent; or according to this just formula: If A were true then B would be true; but B is false, therefore A is not true. Applying this just principle to each of the three hypothetical propositions of the Lemma, we are entitled to infer, by the general principles of Logic, these three converse hypothetical propositions:if ym>xm, then y>%',if ym⅛xm, then y≠xj ■ (276)if ym⅜xm, then y<x;,

x and y being here any positive ratios, and m any positive whole number, and the signs > < denoting respectively ‘not > ’ and ‘not < ’ as the sign ≠ denotes ‘not = ’. And if, to the propositions (276), we join this principle of intuition in Algebra, as the Science of Pure Time, that a variable moment B must either follow, or coincide with, or precede a given or variable moment A, but cannot do two of these three things at once, and therefore (by the 21st article) that a variable ratio y must also bear one but only one of these three ordinal relations to a given or variable ratio x, which shows thatwhen ym>xm, then ym⅜xm and ym<xm,'when ym = xm, then ym⅜xm and ym^⅛xm, - (277)when ym<xm, then ym>xm and ym⅛xm,and that when y⅜x and y<x, then y>x,when y<x and y>x, then y = x,' (278)when y>x and y Ax, then y<x,we find finally that the Corollary (275) is true. The same logic was tacitly employed in deducing the Corollary of the 1st Lemma, in the hope that it would be mentally supplied by the attentive reader. It has now been stated expressly, lest any should confound it with that dangerous and common fallacy, of inferring, in Pure Science, the necessary truth of a premiss in an argument, from the known truth of the conclusion.Resuming the more mathematical part of the research, we may next establish thisVIth Lemma (generalised from Hid): There exists one positive ratio a, and only one, which satisfies all the following conditions,
rc' 1 [n'∖m . 'ιa>—, whenever —. <o,m ∖m ∕n" ∕n"∖m f (27θ)

a<—7, whenever —„I >6;m ∖m ∕ J
b being any given positive ratio, and m any given positive whole number, while m' n' m" n" are also positive but variable whole numbers. The proof of this Lemma is so like that of the Hid, that it need not be written here; and it shows that in the particular case when the given ratio b
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 65is the wth power of a positive fraction , then a is that fraction itself. In general, it will soonbe shown that under the conditions of this Lemma the τnth power of a is b.VIIth Lemma (generalised from IVth). It is always possible to find, or to conceive as found,two positive whole numbers mt and nt, which shall satisfy the two conditionsθL)m<fc*, if b">b',b'>O, (280)
m being any given positive whole number; that is, we can insert between any two unequal positive ratios b' and b" an intermediate fractional ratio which is itself the wth power of a fraction.For, when m= 1, this Lemma reduces itself to the Ilnd; and when m > 1, the theorem (273)

Î1 ψ γΛ m ∕ n∖mover I — I may be expressed as follows:
= (28l)in which ∖ m, ' m.

in ∖θ1+m ∕ π ∖θ2+wι ∕l+n∖ ∕jra∖θ3+w* ∕l+n∖2

p~∖mJ ∖¾∕ ∖ mt ∕ ∖raj ∖ m, ∕+ +^VMθ3+w,+AMθ2+∖ZL^∖θ1+wι. (282)∖w√ ∖mt J ml∖ ml ∕ ∖ m, J

(1 ~∣" τz∖ 3 ∕ fγt ∖ θ
~m~^l over the cube 1 — 1 , isθ (~y+(—y=—× ((—y+——+(—vι ∙ (283)∖mj ∖ m, ∕ mι [∖ml∕ ml ml ∖ mt J JIn general, the number of the terms (or added parts) in the expression (282), is m, and they 

∕ n∖Ql+m ∕l+n∖θl+mare all unequal, the least being 1 — 1 , and the greatest being I 1 ; their sum,therefore, is less than the znth multiple of this greatest term, that is,
(1 +n∖θi+w>
~mΓ) , (284)and therefore the excess (281) is subject to the corresponding conditionθ∕∙p+∕ι±ψκ~∕∣+.p÷-. ,285)∖w√ ∖ ml ∕ m1∖ m, Jfor example, θQ, + (2li),<Λ^,. (286)However, this excess (281) increases constantly with n, when m, remains unaltered, because 

p so increases; so that the 1 + n fractions of the series∕ 1 ∖ m ∕ 2 ∖m ∕3∖m ∕ 1 + n∖ m(d ∙ U) ’ U) > - bd ’ <287>increase by increasing differences, (or advance by increasing intervals,) which are each less than ∕Zi /1 “I” 7l∕ ∖θi-f^wι 1— I------J , and therefore than -, if we choose mt and n so as to satisfy the conditions'ZZ2-z ∖ 7Z2'z χ ∙C
l∖T∩Ιrn'

Λ + n = imι, ml = km×iθl+m = —?—, (288)ι
5 H*I
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66 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS
i and k being any two positive whole numbers assumed at pleasure; with this choice, therefore,

(n ∖m~j , of the series of powers of fractions(287), of which the last is ==im, will fall between any two proposed unequal positive ratios 
b' and δ", if the greater b" does not exceed that last power im, and if the difference Qb' + b" is not less than ~; and these conditions can be always satisfied by a suitable choice of the wholenumbers i and k, however large may be the given greater positive ratio b", and however little may be its given excess over the lesser positive ratio b,.Hence, finally, this Theorem :

Tf n' J n"If a>~., and a<—7,, m mwhenever i≤f<6, (≤f>6, (289)∖m J ∖m ∕ythen am = b, a = n∖jb-bm',

b denoting any given positive ratio, and m any given positive whole number, while m, n' m" n" are any arbitrary positive whole numbers which satisfy these conditions, and a is another positive ratio which the VIth Lemma shows to be determined.For if am could be > b, we could, by the VIIth Lemma, insert between them a positive
(n ∖m— I , such that w√

(n∖m 1 ln.∖mk)>ft· k)<am· <29θ>and then by the Corollary of the Vth Lemma, and by the conditions (289), we should deduce the two incompatible relations n1 n,
~<a, a<~, (291)ml mi ' ,which would be absurd. A similar absurdity would follow from supposing that am could be less than δ; am must therefore be = b, that is, the Theorem is true. It has, indeed, been all along assumed as evident that every determined positive ratio a has a determined positive mth power am, when m is a positive whole number; which is included in this more general but also evident principle, that any m determined positive ratios or numbers have a determined positive product.Every positive ratio b has therefore one, and only one, positive ratio a for its mth root, which is commensurable or incommensurable, according as b can or cannot be put under the

(n ∖m ; but which, when incommensurable, may be theoretically conceived as the accurate limit of a variable fraction,α = ⅛δ = L≤, if (-≤Γ<δ, (A±≤Γ>δ, (292)
v —m ∖m ∕ ∖ m J

γ^,and may be practically approached to, by determining such fractions —7, with larger and rffblarger whole numbers w√ and n, for their denominators and numerators. And whether m be odd or even, we see that the power am increases continuously (as well as constantly) with its positive root or base a, from zero up to states indefinitely greater and greater. But if this root,
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 67or base, or ratio a be conceived to advance constantly and continuously from states indefinitely far from zero on the contra-positive side to states indefinitely far upon the positive side, then the power am will either advance constantly and continuously likewise, though not with the same quickness, from contra-positive to positive states, or else will first constantly and continuously retrograde to zero, and afterwards advance from zero, remaining always positive, according as the positive exponent or logarithm m is an odd or an even integer. It is understood that for any such positive exponent m, θrw _ θ (293)the powers of 0 with positive integer exponents being considered as all themselves equal to 0, because the repeated multiplication by this null ratio generates from any one effective step a the series of proportional steps,a, 0xa = 0, 0x0xa=0, ..., (294)which may be continued indefinitely in one direction, and in which all steps after the first are null ; although we were obliged to exclude the consideration of such null ratios in forming the series (259) because we wished to continue that series of steps indefinitely in two opposite directions.32. We are now prepared to discuss completely the meaning, or meanings, if any, which ought to be assigned to any proposed symbol of the class δ/', b denoting any proposed ratio,
Vand μ and v any proposed whole numbers. By the 30th article, the symbol δ<" denotes generally the p’th power of a ratio a of which b is the ∕√th power; or, in other words, the rth power of

Va ∕zth root of δ; so that the mental operation of passing from the ratio δ to the ratio b∣*, is compounded, (when it can be performed at all,) of the two operations of first rooting by the one whole number μ, and then powering by the other whole number v: and we may write,δ^ = (^δ)∙' = (δ^)*'. (295)The ratio δ, and the whole numbers μ and v, may each be either positive, or contra-positive, or null; and thus there arise many cases, which may be still farther subdivided, by distinguishing between odd and even values of the positive or contra-positive whole numbers. For, if we suppose that B denotes a positive ratio, and that m and n denote positive whole numbers,
we may then suppose 6 = B_ or 6 = θ 0r 6 = θ£

μ = m, or μ = 0, or μ=Qm, ∙ (296)
v = n, or p = 0, or v=θn,,and thus shall obtain the twenty-seven cases following, η o On '

Bm, Bm, Bm,∖ » O On ∙ ,nnn∖

Bo, Bo, Bo,; (2θ7)
η o On

Bθm, Bθm, Bθm,
η o θn

0m, Qm, 0 wι ,η o On ∕λλo∖0°, o% 0 o i ∙ (298)
n o_ On 

0θm j θθrn j θθm j

5-2
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68 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS2L £. θn ,
(QB)m, (ΘB)m, (QB)™,

n o Qn ∕λλλ∖(ΘB)0, (ΘB)°, (ΘB)^%} (299)
n o θn

(ΘB)θm, (ΘB)θm, (ΘB)θ∞,ιwhich we may still farther sub-divide by putting m and n under the forms
m = 2i, or m = 0 1 + 2i, Ίl· (30θ)n = 2k, or n=Q l + 2k,jin which i and k themselves denote positive whole numbers. But, various as these cases are, the only difficulty in discussing them arises from the occurrence, in some, of the ratio or number 0; and to remove this difficulty, we may lay down the following rules, deduced from the foregoing principles.To power the ratio 0 by any positive whole number m, gives, by (293), the ratio 0 as the result. This ratio 0 is, therefore, at least one τn,th root of 0; and since no positive or contrapositive ratio can thus give 0 when powered by any positive whole number, we see that the 

only ra’th root of 0 is 0 itself. Thus, 0m = 0, (301)and generally, 0w = 0. (302)To power any positive ratio a, whether positive, or contra-positive, or null, by the numberor logarithm 0, may be considered to give 1 as the result; because we can always construct atleast this series of proportional steps, beginning with any one effective step a, and proceedingindefinitely in one direction: 1 ,λλλvl×a, α×a, α×α×a, ...; (303)and we may still call the ratio 1 the zero-power, and the ratios a, a × a,... the positive powers of the ratio a, even when we cannot continue this series of proportional steps (303) backward, like the series (259), so as to determine any contra-positive powers of a; namely, in that particular case when a = 0. We may, therefore, consider the equation (264), ao — 1, as including even this particular case a = 0; and may write0o=l, (304)and, therefore, by (301) and (295) 00^=1: (305)we are also conducted to consider the symbols
θn

0θm, 0”» } (306)as absurd, the ratio 0 having no contra-positive powers.From the generality which we have been led to attribute to the equation a0 = 1, it follows that the symbol 1 v1°, and more generally 1°, (307)is indeterminate, or that it is equally fit to denote all ratios whatever; but that the symbol 1 v
b°, or b0, if δ≠l, (308)is absurd, or that it cannot properly denote any ratio. In particular, the symbols

oξ oś- <3θθ>
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 69are absurd, or denote no ratios whatever. In like manner the symbol-Ł JL0θm, and more generally 0θ"i, (310)is absurd, or denotes no ratio, because no ratio a can satisfy the equationαθm = 0. (311)We have thus discussed all the nine cases (298), of powers in which the base is 0, and have 72/ Ofound them all to be impossible, except the two first, in which the exponents are —, and —,and in which the resulting powers are respectively 0 and 1. We have also obtained sufficient elements for discussing all the other cases (297) and (299), with their sub-divisions (300), as follows. n1st. Bm is determined and positive, unless m is even, and n odd; in which case it becomesOl+2⅛of the form B 2i , and is ambiguous, being capable of denoting either of two opposite ratios, a positive or a contra-positive. To distinguish these among themselves, we may denote the positive one by the symbol oι+2fc
B~*~, (312)oand the contra-positive one by the symbol θ1+2⅛

ΘB 2i ; (313)
0for example, the two values of the square-root %JB or Bi, may be denoted for distinction by the two separate symbols Bi = JB, ΘBi = ΘJB. . (314)

o onThe other three cases of the notation Bm, namely, the symbolsθl + 2⅛ 2⅛ 2fc^θl+2tj £Ol + 2i, £2< , (315)denote determined positive ratios.2nd. The three cases ι+Q(2⅜) Q(2⅛) θ(2⅛)
B θι+2< , βθi+2ij B *i , (316)

On l + θ(2fc)of the notation Bm , are symbols of determined positive ratios; but the case B 2i is ambiguous, this symbol denoting either a determined positive ratio or a determined contrapositive ratio, which may be thus respectively marked, when we wish to distinguish themfrom each other, ι+θ(2⅛) ι+θ(2*)
B * , QB * . (317)
o o

θn nIn general, we may write, Bm =κ(Bm), (318)the latter of these two symbols having the same meaning or meanings as the former.3rd. The symbols θ1+2⅛ 2⅛ 2⅛£1+0(2«, £1+0(2«, £0(2« , (319)
n θl + 2fcincluded in the form Bθm, denote determined positive ratios; but the other symbol £«(2« ,

nincluded in the same form Bθm, is ambiguous, denoting either a determined positive or a determined contra-positive ratio, θ1+2⅛ θ1+2⅛
£0(2«, or θ£θ(2« . (320)
o o
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70 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS
η nIn general, we may write BQm = h (7>m)∙ (321)4th. In like manner, we may write, θ» n

B®™ = B™, (322)the former symbol having always the same meaning or meanings as the latter. The cases 
l + θ(2⅛) Q(2⅛) θ(2⅛)

£1+0(20 j £ΐ + Θ(2ί)) £θ(2ϊ) j (323)
l+θ(2fe)are symbols of determined positive ratios; but the case B o<2θ is ambiguous, and includes two opposite ratios, which may be thus respectively denoted,

l+θ(2fc) l+θ(2⅛)
B θ(2i) , QB Θ(2O . (324)
o oIn general, we shall denote by the symbol

L Ł

B~i*, or b∣i, if δ>0, μ≠0, p≠0, (325)
© othat positive ratio which is either the only value, or at least one of the values of the symbol

V V

B∣i or ά/ζ; and it is important to observe that this positive ratio is not changed, when the formof the fractional logarithm - is changed, as if it were a fractional multiplier, by the rule (135), μto the form------ , or (as it may be more concisely written) — ; that is,ω × μ ωμ
ωv v

Bω∣i=BΙj'∙. (326)
o oa theorem which is easily proved by means of the relation (268), combined with the determinateness (already proved) of that positive ratio which results from powering or rooting any proposed positive ratio by any positive or contra-positive whole number.5th. With respect to the five remaining notations of the group (297), namely, those inwhich 0 occurs, we have 0 0

B™=1; £θ»'=1; (327)
n θnalso the symbols Bo , B°, (328)are each indeterminate when B= 1, and absurd in the contrary case; and, finally, the symbol(329)is absurd when £ψ 1, but determined and = 1, when £= 1.6th. Proceeding to the group (299), the symbols

η o θn
(QB)°, (QB)°, (QB)oi (330)

O Oare absurd; the symbols (QB)m, (QB)θm, (331)are determined and each =1, if m be odd, but otherwise they are absurd; and the four remaining symbols η Θ» _» θn
(QB)™, (QB)™, (QB)®™, (QB)®™, (332)are absurd if m be even, but denote determined ratios when m is odd, which ratios are positive if n be even, but contra-positive if n be odd.
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 71It must be remembered that all the foregoing discussion of the cases of the general notation&/', for powers with fractional logarithms, is founded on the definition laid down in the 3Otharticle, that b∣l denotes the p’th power of a ∕√th root of b, or in other words, the p’th power of a ratio a of which b is the μ,th power. When no such ratio a can be found, consistently with
Vthe previous conception of powers with integer logarithms, the symbol b∣l is pronounced to be absurd, or to be incapable of denoting any ratio consistently with its general definition; and when two or more such ratios a can be found, each having its ∕√th power = δ, we have

Vpronounced that the fractional power btl is ambiguous or indeterminate, except in those cases in which the second component act of powering by the numerator v has happened to destroy the indeterminateness. And with respect to powers with integer exponents, it is to be remembered that we always define them by a reference to a series of proportional steps, of which at least the original step (corresponding to the zero-power) is supposed to be an effective step, and which can always be continued indefinitely, at least in the positive direction, that is, in the way of repeated multiplication by the ratio proposed as the base, although in the particular case of a null ratio, we cannot continue the series backward by division, so as to find any contra-positive powers. These definitions appear to be the most natural; but others might have been assumed, and then other results would have followed. In general, the definitions of mathematical science are not altogether arbitrary, but a certain discretion is allowed in the selection of them, although when once selected, they must then be consistently reasoned from.33. The foregoing article enables us to assign one determined positive ratio, and only one, as denoted by the symbol δα, when b is any determined positive ratio, and α any fractional
onumber with a numerator and a denominator each different from 0: it shows also that this ratio ba does not change when we transform the expression of the fractional logarithm α by

ointroducing or suppressing any whole number ω as a factor common to both numerator and denominator; and permits us to write ⅛o≈ (333)
o oθa being the opposite of the fraction α in the sense of the 17th article. More generally, by the meaning of the notation ba, and by the determinateness of those positive ratios which result

ofrom the powering or rooting of determined positive ratios by determined integer numbers, (setting aside the impossible or indeterminate case of rooting by the number 0,) we have the relatlθn = (334)
O O owhich is analogous to (267); and the relation

cβ=bP×a∙ if c = δα, (335)
o o oanalogous to (268) : α and β denoting here any two commensurable numbers. And it is easy to see that while the fractional exponent or logarithm α increases, advancing successively through all fractional states in the progression from contra-positive to positive, the positive ratio ba-

oincreases constantly if δ > 1, or else decreases constantly if b < 1, (δ > 0,) or remains constantly = 1 if b= 1. But to show that this increase or decrease of the power with the exponent is 
continuous as well as constant, we must establish principles for the interpretation of the symbol 
ba when α is not a fraction.
o
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72 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSWhen α is incommensurable, but b still positive, it may be proved that we shall still have these last relations (334) and (335), if we interpret the symbol ba∙ to denote that determined
opositive ratio c which satisfies the following conditions :

— n,c = δα > bm' whenever a > — -.,
o o m

aL n" f (336)
c-ba< bm'' whenever a < —7.,

o o Wif δ > 1 ;or else these other conditions,
c = ba < bm' whenever a > —., o o m

r. κ n" f <337)c = ba>bm whenever a < —7,,
00 mif δ<l, δ>0; jor finally this equation, c = δα=l, if δ = 1. (338)

oThe reader will soon perceive the reasonableness of these interpretations; but he may desire to see it proved that the conditions (336) or (337) can always be satisfied by one positive ratio c, and only one, whatever determined ratio may be denoted by α, and whatever positive ratio (different from 1) by δ. That at least one such positive ratio c = δα can be found, whatever
0incommensurable number the exponent α may be, is easily proved from the circumstance that none of the conditions (336) are incompatible with one another if δ > 1, and that none of the conditions (337) are incompatible with each other in the contrary case, by reason of the constant increase or constant decrease of the fractional power bm for constantly increasing

o'Z2'values of the fractional exponent —. And that only one such positive ratio c = δα can be found,or that no two different positive ratios c, ct, can both satisfy all these conditions may be proved for the case δ > 1 by the following process, which can without difficulty be adapted to the other case.The fractional powers of δ comprised in the series
12 3 im 1 + im

bmj ftm, ftm, _ δ™, δ m , (339)
o o o o oincrease (when δ > 1) by increasing differences, of which the last is

im l + imθδ"r + δ m =bi(θl+bm)∙, (340)
© o othis last difference, therefore, and by still stronger reason each of the others which precede it, will be less than -7, if

l>kbi (341)and θl+δ,ft <-∙. (342)
o Iand this last condition will be satisfied, ifw>Z(θl+δ), (343)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 73Z and m (like i and k) denoting any positive whole numbers; for then we shall have
l+y>⅛, <344)∕ l∖wι 1 Aand by still stronger reason 11 × γ I >6, l+y>δwι, (345)

(1∖ m m1+yl if m>l, (346)because, by the theorem of multiplication (273), or (281),θ1 + (1+l) =l{1 + (1 + l) + (1+l)+∙∙+(1+l) }∙ (347)
If then c cz be any two proposed unequal positive ratios, of which we may suppose that c' is the greater, c->c, c>0 (348)we may choose two positive whole numbers i, k, so large that

bi>c', ^<θc + c', (349)and two other positive whole numbers Z, m, large enough to satisfy the conditions (341) (343);πand then we shall be sure that some one at least, such as bm, of the fractional powers of b
ocomprised in the series (339) will fall between the two proposed unequal ratios cc', so that

c<bm, c'>bm. (350)
o oIf then the one ratio c satisfy all the conditions (336), the incommensurable number α mustbe < — and therefore, by the 2nd relation (350), the other ratio c' cannot also satisfy all the τn,

— nconditions of the same form, since it is > bm, although α < — . In like manner, if the greater
o Wratio c' satisfy all the conditions of the form (336) the lesser ratio c cannot also satisfy them all, 

Υibecause in this case the incommensurable number α will be > —. No two unequal positive mratios, therefore, can satisfy all those conditions: they are therefore satisfied by one positive ratio and only one, and the symbol δα (interpreted by them) denotes a determined positive ratio when b > 1. For a similar reason the same symbol δα, interpreted by the conditions (337),
odenotes a determined positive ratio when b < 1, b > 0; and for the remaining case of a positive base, δ= 1, the symbol ba denotesstill, by (338) a determined positive ratio, namely, the ratio 1.

oThe exponent or logarithm α has, in these late investigations, been supposed to be incommensurable; when that exponent α is commensurable, the base b being still positive, we saw that the symbol ba can be interpreted more easily, as a power of a root, and that it always denotes a determined positive ratio.Reciprocally, in the equation c-bx (351 )
oif the power c be any determined positive ratio, and if the exponent α be any determined
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74 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSratio, positive or contra-positive, we can deduce the positive base or ratio b, by calculating the inverse or reciprocal power & _ (352)
oas appears from the relation (335) which extends, as was above announced, together with the relation (334), even to the case of incommensurable exponents. The proof of the important extension last alluded to, will easily suggest itself to those who have studied the foregoing demonstrations; and they will perceive that with the foregoing rules for the interpretation of the symbol δα, for the case of an incommensurable exponent, the power δα increases (as was

o osaid above) continuously as well as constantly with the exponent α if the base b be > 1, or else decreases continuously and constantly if that positive base be < 1, but remains constantly = 1 if b = 1. It is therefore possible to find one determined exponent or logarithm α, and only one, which shall satisfy the equation (351), when the power c and the base b are any given positive ratios, except in the impossible or indeterminate case when this base b is the particular ratio 1; and the number α thus determined, whether positive or contra-positive or null, may be called ‘the logarithm of c to the base b,, and may be denoted by the symbolα=logft.c. (353)It is still more easy to perceive, finally, that when this logarithm α is given, (even if it be incommensurable,) the power c increases constantly and continuously from zero with the base b, if α > 0, or else decreases constantly and continuously towards zero if α < 0, or remains constant and = 1, if a, = 0.
Remarks on the Notation of this Essay, and on some modifications by which it may 

be made more like the Notation commonly employed34. In the foregoing articles we have constantly denoted moments, or indivisible points oftime, by italic capital letters, A, B, A', B', &c.; and steps, or transitions from one such momentto others, by Roman letters, a, b,a',b', &c. The mark — has been interposed between themarks of two moments, to express the ordinal relation of those two moments, or the step whichmust be made in order to pass from one to the other; and the mark + has been inserted betweenthe marks of a step and a moment, or between the marks of two steps, to denote the applicationof the step to the moment, or the composition of the two steps with each other. For thedecomposition of a step into others, we have used no special mark; but employed the theoremthat such decomposition can be performed by compounding with the given compound stepthe opposites of the given component steps, and a special notation for such opposite steps,namely, the mark θ prefixed; so that we have written Θ a to denote the step opposite to thestep a, and consequently θ a + b to denote the algebraical excess of the step b over the step a,because this excess may be conceived as a step compounded of b and θ a. However, we mighthave agreed to write .1 .. . ., 1δ (b + H)-(a + H) = b-a, (354)denoting the step from the moment a + A to the moment b + A, for conciseness by b — a; and then b — a would have been another symbol for the algebraical excess of the step b over the step a, and we should have had the equationb-a=θa + b. (355)We might thus have been led to interpose the mark — between the marks of a compound step b and a component step a, in order to denote the other component step, or the algebraical
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 75
remainder which results from the algebraical subtraction of the component from the compound.Again, we have used the Greek letters μvζpω, with or without accents, to denote integer 
numbers in general, and the italic letters i k I m n to denote positive whole numbers in particular; using also the earlier letters a,βγabcd to denote any ratios whatever, commensurable or incommensurable, and in one recent investigation the capital letter B to denote any positive ratio: and employed, in the combination of these symbols of numbers, or of ratios, the same marks of addition and of opposition, + and θ, which had been already employed for steps, and the mark of multiplication × , without any special mark for subtraction. We might, however, have agreed to write, in general,(6 × a) — (α × a) = {b- a) × a, (356)as we wrote (b × a) + (a × a) = (b + a) × a;and then the symbol b —a would have denoted the algebraical excess of the number b over the number a, or the remainder obtained by the algebraical subtraction of the latter number from the former; and we should have had the equation,

b-a= Qa + b, (357)which is, with respect to numbers, or ratios, what the equation (355) is, with respect to steps. And when such symbols of remainders, b — a or b — a, are to be combined with other symbols in the way of algebraical addition, it results, from principles already explained, that they need not be enclosed in parentheses; for example, we may write simply c + b —a instead of c + (b-a), because the sum denoted by this last notation is equivalent to the remainder (c + b) —a. But the parentheses (or some other combining mark) must be used, when a remainder is to be subtracted·, thus the symbol c — b — a is to be interpreted as (c — b) — a, and not as c —(b —a), which latter symbol is equivalent to (c —b) + a, or c —b + a.35. With this way of denoting the algebraical subtraction of steps, and that of numbers, we have the formulae, 0-a=θa, O-α=θα, (358)0 denoting in the one a null step, and in the other a null number. And if we farther agree to suppress (for abridgement) this symbol 0 when it occurs in such combinations as the following, 0 + a, 0 — a, 0 + a, 0 — a, writing, in the case of steps,0 + a=+a, 0 — a= — a, (359)and similarly, in the case of numbers,0 + α=+α, 0 — a= — a, (360)and, in like manner, 0 + a + 6=+a±b, 0 —a + b=-a + b,l
1 (361)

Q + a±b=+a±b, 0— a±b= -a±b,J
we shall then have the formula a _ a -α= θa, (362)and +a = a, ~a=θa, (363)of which the one set refers to steps and the other to numbers. With these conventions, the prefixing of the mark + to an isolated symbol of a step or of a number, does not change the meaning of the symbol; but the prefixing of the mark — converts that symbol into another, which denotes the opposite of the original step, or the opposite of the original number; so that the series of whole numbers (103) or (266) may be written as follows:...-3, -2, -1, 0, +1, + 2, + 3,... (364)
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76 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSAlso, in this notation, b + ( + a) = b + a, b + (-a) = b + a,Ιf (365)
b±(+a)≈b±a, b + (-a) = b + a.J36. Finally, as we wrote, for the case of commensurable steps,

v × a v 
μ×Α μ’

μ and v being here whole numbers, so we may agree to write, in general,0×a b ∕QAA∖------= -, (366)α×a awhatever ratios a and b may be; and then this symbol - will denote, in general, the algebraic aquotient obtained by dividing the number or ratio b by the number or ratio a; whereas we had before no general way of denoting such a quotient, except by the mark u prefixed to the symbol of the divisor a, so as to form a symbol of the reciprocal number π a, to multiply by which latter number is equivalent to dividing by the former. Comparing the two notations, we have the formula, ∣-=πα, (367)aand generally ^=nαx6 = δxHα. (368)These two marks θ and π have been the only new marks introduced in this Elementary Essay; although the notation employed for powers differs a little from the common notation : especially the symbol bct, suggested by those researches of Mr Graves respecting the general expression
oof powers and logarithms, which were the first occasion of the conception of that Theory of Conjugate Functions to which we now proceed.

THEORY OF CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS,
OR ALGEBRAIC COUPLES*

On Couples of Moments, and of Steps, in Time1. When we have imagined any one moment of time A1, which we may call a primary 
moment, we may again imagine a moment of time A2, and may call this a secondary moment, without regarding whether it follows, or coincides with, or precedes the primary, in the common progression of time; we may also speak of this primary and this secondary moment as forming a couple of moments, or a moment-couple, which may be denoted thus, (A1, A2). Again, we may imagine any other two moments, a primary and a secondary, B1 and B2, distinct from or coincident with each other, and forming another moment-couple, {B1, B2) ; and we may compare the latter couple of moments with the former, moment with moment, primary with primary, and secondary with secondary, examining how B1 is ordinally related to A1, and how B2 is ordinally related to A2, in the progression of time, as coincident, or subsequent, or precedent; and thus may obtain a couple of ordinal relations, which may be thus separately denoted 
B1- A1, B2-A2, or thus collectively, as a relation-couple,

(B1-A1, B2-A2).
* [Communicated 1 dime 1835; for contents see p. 8.]
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 77This couple of ordinal relations between moments may also be conceived as constituting a complex relation of one moment-couple to another; and in conformity with this conception it may be thus denoted,so that, comparing this with the former way of representing it, we may establish the written equation, (B1,B2)-(Al,As) = (B1-A1,B2-AJ. (1)Instead of conceiving thus a couple of ordinal relations between moments, or a relation between two couples of moments, discovered by the (analytic) comparison of one such couple of moments with another, we may conceive a couple of steps in the progression of time, from moment to moment respectively, or a single complex step which we may call a step-couple from one moment-couple to another, serving to generate (synthetically) one of these moment- couples from the other; and if we denote the two separate steps by a1,a2, (a1 being the step from √41 to B1, and a2 being the step from √f2 to B2,) so that in the notation of the Preliminary Essay, B1 = a1 + ^1, B2≈a2 + A2,
B1≈(B1-A1) + Av B2==(B2-A2) +A2, we may novz establish this analogous notation for couples,(-βj, B2) = (a1 + Aγ, a2 + A2)= (a1, a2)-l·-(∠41, A2) , (θ)= {(*ι, ^2)- (-41> -^2)} ÷ (∙^ι>the symbol (B1, B2) -(AvA2) corresponding now to the conception of the step-couple by which we may pass from the moment-couple (√41, A2) to the moment-couple {B1, B2), and the equivalent symbol (a1, a2) or (B1 — A1, B2 — A2) corresponding now to the conception of the couple of steps a1, a2, from the two moments ∠41, A2, to the two moments B1, B2, respectively. The step a1, or 

B1~∠41 may be called the primary step of the couple (a1,a2), and the step a2 or B2-^42 may be called the secondary step.A step-couple may be said to be effective when it actually changes the moment-couple to which it is applied; that is, when one at least of its two coupled steps is effective: and in the contrary case, that is, when both those coupled steps are separately null, the step-couple itself may be said to be null also. And effective step-couples may be distinguished into singly 
effective and doubly effective step-couples, according as they alter one or both of the two moments of the moment-couples to which they are applied. Finally, a singly effective step-couple may be called a pure primary or pure secondary step-couple, according as only its primary or only its secondary step is effective, that is, according as it alters only the primary or only the secondary moment. Thus (0,0) is a null step-couple, (a1, a2) is a doubly effective step-couple, and (a1,0) (0, a2) are singly effective step-couples, the former (a1,0) being a pure primary, and the latter (0, a2) being a pure secondary, if 0 denote a null step and a1, a2 effective steps.

On the Composition and Decomposition of Step-Couples2. Having stepped from one couple of moments (A1,A2) to another couple of moments 
{β1,B2) by one step-couple (a1,a2), we may afterwards step to a third couple of moments (C1,C2) by a second step-couple (b1, b2), so as to have(C,1,C2) = (b1,b2) + (B1,B2),Ι 

{B1, B2) = (a1, a2) + (A1, A2) ;J
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78 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSand then we may consider ourselves as having made upon the whole a compound couple of steps, or a compound step-couple, from the first moment-couple (∠41,√42) to the third moment- couple (C1, C2), and may agree to call this compound step-couple the sum of the two component step-couples (a1,a2), (b1,b2), or to say that it is formed by adding them, and to denote it as fθll°ws, (C1,C2)-(J1,J2) = (b1,b2) + (a1,a2)ι (4)as, in the language of the Preliminary Essay, the two separate compound steps, from A1 to C1 and from A2 to C2 are the sums of the component steps, and are denoted by the symbols b1 + a1 and b2 + a2 respectively. With these notations, we have evidently the equation(b1, b2) + (a1, a2) = (b1 + a1, b2 + a2) ; (5that is, the sum of two step-couples may be formed by coupling the two sum-steps. Hence, also,(bi, b2) + (a1, a2) = (a1, a2) + (b1, b2), (6)that is, the order of any two component step-couples may be changed without altering the result·, and(a1,a2) = (a1,0) + (0, a2), (7)that is, every doubly effective step-couple is the sum of a pure primary and a pure secondary. In like manner, we can conceive sums of more than two step-couples, and may establish, for such sums, relations analogous to those marked (5) and (6); thus,(c1,c2) + (b1,b2) + (a1,a2) = (c1 + b1 + a1,c2 + b2 + a2), I= (a1,a2) + (b1,b2) + (c1,c2) &cjWe may also consider the decomposition of a step-couple, or the subtraction of one such step-couple from another, and may write,(b1, b2) (a1, a2) = (b1 — a1, b2 — a2), (9)(b1,b2) - (a1,a2) being that sought step-couple which must be compounded with or added to the given component step-couple (a1, a2) in order to produce the given compound step-couple (b1, b2). And if we agree to suppress the symbol of a null step-couple, when it is combined with others or others with it in the way of addition or subtraction, we may write(a1, a2) = (0,0) + (a1, a2) = + (a1, a2),j ( ~ ai, — a2) = (0,0) — (a1, a2) = — (a1, a2),∕employing a notation analogous to that explained for single steps in the 35th article of the Preliminary Essay. Thus +(a1,a2) is another way of denoting the step-couple (a1,a2) itself; and — (a1,a2) is a way of denoting the opposite step-couple ( —a1, — a2).
On the Multiplication of a Step-Couple by a Number3. From any proposed moment-couple (A1,A2), and any proposed step-couple (a1, a2), we may generate a series of other moment-couples

...(E',E'2), (E1,E2), (A1,A2), (B1,B2), (B,1,B2)... (11)by repeatedly applying this step-couple (a1,a2), itself, and the opposite step-couple — (a1,a2),
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 79or ( — a1, — a2), in a way analogous to the process of the 13th article of the Preliminary Essay, as follows: (F1, ∕Γ2) = ( a1, a2) + ( a1, a2) + (-A1, ri2),(-Fi, E2) = ( — a1, — a2) + (ri1, ^2)>
(Al,A2) = (AltA2)t > (12)(-β1, B2) ≈ (a1, a2) + (A1, A2),(Bi, ^2)= (aι > a2) ^t (aι> a2) ^t (2^1> -^2)’................... >and a series of multiple step-couples, namely ∖(F1, E2) (ri1, √42) = ( — a1, — a2) + ( — a1, — a2),
(E1, E2) — (√41, ri2) = ( — a1, — a2),(A1,A2)-(A1,A2) = (0,0), (13)(-βχ, B2) — (√41, ∠42) = (a1, a2),(-βχ, B2) (-d1, A2) = (a1, a2) + (a∣, a2),

which may be thus more concisely denoted,
(Fχ, E2) = — 2(a1, a2) + (A1, A2),
(E1,E2) = — l(a1, a2) + (-d1, A2),
(A1,A2) = 0(a1, a2) + (-4χ> A2), ■ (1^)
{Ex,B^= + l(aχ,a2) + (^4χ,√42),(-Bχ, f^2) = + 2(a1, a2) + (A1, A2),and ,(-Fχ, E2) — (A1, A2) = — 2(a1, a2) = — 2 × (a1, a2),

(E1,E2) — (A1, A2) = — 1 (a1, a2) = — 1 × (a1, a2),M1>A2) — (A1,A2) = 0(a1, a2) = Ox(a1,a2),∙ (15)(-βχ, B2) — (A1, A2) = + l(a1, a2) = +1 x (a1, a2),(-Bχ, B2) — (A1, A2) = + 2(a1, a2) = + 2 x (a1, a2),&c. ∙ ,We may also conceive step-couples which shall be sub-multiples and fractions of a given step-couple, and may write (ci, c2)=y × (bi, b2)=y (bi, b2), (16)when the two step-couples (bi,b2) (c1, c2) are related as multiples to one common step-couple (aχ,a2) as follows. (b1,b8)=∕i× (a1,a2), (c1, c2) = v × (ai, a2), (17)
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80 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS
μ and v being any two proposed whole numbers. And if we suppose the fractional multiplier - 

μin (16) to tend to any incommensurable limit a, we may denote by a × (b1, b2) the correspondinglimit of the fractional product, and may consider this latter limit as the product obtained bymultiplying the step-couple (b1, b2) by the incommensurable multiplier or number a; so thatwe may write, , . ., κ . z, , x ,(c1,c2) = α × (b1,b2) = α(b1,b2),if (c1,c2)=L^(b1,b2)j and α = L^,using L as the mark of a limit, as in the notation of the Preliminary Essay. It follows from these conceptions of the multiplication of a step-couple by a number, that generally
a × (a1, a2) = (αa1, αa2), (19)whatever steps may be denoted by a1, a2, and whatever number (commensurable or incommensurable, and positive or contra-positive or null) may be denoted by a. Hence also we may write , x⅛½>=,, (20) (ai, a2)and may consider the number a as expressing the ratio of the step-couple (αa1, αa2) to the step-couple (a1, a2).

On the Multiplication of a Step-Couple by a Number-C'ouple ; and on the Ratio of 
one Step-Couple to another4. The formula (20) enables us, in an infinite variety of cases, to assign a single number a as the ratio of one proposed step-couple (b1,b2) to another (a1?a2); namely, in all those cases in which the primary and secondary steps of the one couple are proportional to those of the other: but it fails to assign such a ratio, in all those other cases in which this condition is not satisfied. The spirit of the present Theory of Couples leads us, however, to conceive that the ratio of any one effective step-couple to any other may perhaps be expressed in general by a number-couple, or couple of numbers, a primary and a secondary; and that with reference to this more general view of such ratio, the relation (20) might be more fully written thus,⅞1,*⅛<⅛0), <21> ja1, a2;and the relation (19) as follows,(βχ, 0) × (a1, a2) = (α1,0) (a1, a2) = (α1a1, u1a2), (22)the single number a1 being changed to the couple (α1,0), which may be called a pure primary 

number-couple. The spirit of this theory of primaries and secondaries leads us also to conceive that the ratio of any step-couple (b1,b2) to any pure primary step-couple (a1,0), may be expressed by coupling the two ratios —, —, which the two steps b1, b2 bear to the effective primary step a1j so that we may write(h1,b2) _ ∕b1 b2∖ (α1a1,α2a1) _
(a1,0) ∖a1,a1∕, (a1,0) ^1,α2h (23)and in like manner, by the general connexion of multiplication with ratio,

(u1, u2) × (a1,0) = (<z1, u2) (a1,0) = (u1a1, u2a1). (24)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 81From the relations (22) (24), it follows by (5) that(δ1 + α1,0) (a1, a2) = (δ1,0) (a1, a2) + (α1,0) (a1,a2), (25)and that (α1,α2) (b1 + a1,0) = (α1,α2)(b1,0) + (α1,α2)(a1,0)j (26)and the spirit of the present extension of reasonings and operations on single moments, steps, and numbers, to moment-couples, step-couples, and number-couples, leads us to determine (if we can) what remains yet undetermined in the conception of a number-couple, as a multiplier or as a ratio, so as to satisfy the two following more general conditions,(δ1 + α1, b2 + α2) (a1, a2) = (61, δ2) (a1, a2) + (α1, α2) (a1, a2), (27)and (α1,α2)(b1 + a1,b2 + a2) = (α1,α2)(b1,b2) + (α1,α2)(a1, a2), (28)whatever numbers may be denoted by al a2 b1 b2, and whatever steps by a1 a2 b1 b2. With theseconditions we have . .. x . λ. . . l .λ ∖ ∕ ∖ ,onλ(α1, α2) (a1, a2) = (α1,0) (a1, a2) + (0, α2) (a1, a2), (29)(0, α2) (a1, a2) = (0, α2) (a1,0) + (0, α2) (0, a2), (30)and, therefore, by (22) and (24), and by the formula for sums,(α1, α2) (a1, a2) = (α1 a1, α1 a2) + (0, a2 a1) + (0, α2) (0, a2)= (α1 a1, a1 a2 + a2 a1) + (0, α2) (0, a2), (31)in which the product (0, α2) (0, a2) remains still undetermined. It must, however, by the spirit of the present theory, be supposed to be some step-couple,(0, α2) (0,a2) = (c1,c2)j (32)and these two steps c1 c2 must each vary proportionally to the product a2 a2, since otherwise it could be proved that the foregoing conditions, (27) and (28), would not be satisfied; we are,therefore, to suppose ....Cj — y1α2a2, c2 — y2u2a2, (33)that is, (0,α2)(0,a2) = (γ1σ2a2, γ2α2a2), (34)
γ1,γ2, being some two constant numbers, independent of a2 and a2, but otherwise capable of being chosen at pleasure. Thus, the general formula for the product of a step-couple (a1, a2) multiplied by a number-couple (σ1,α2), is, by (31) (34) and by the theorem for sums,(<z1, u2) (a1, a2) = (α1 a1, α1 a2 + a2 a1) + (y1 α2, a2, γ2 a2 a2)

= (λ1 a1 + y1 a2 a2, <z1 a2 + a2 a1 + y2 a2 a2) : (35)and accordingly this formula satisfies the conditions (27) and (28), and includes the relations (22) and (24), whatever arbitrary numbers we choose for y1, and γ2, provided that after once choosing these numbers, which we may call the constants of multiplication, we retain them thenceforth unaltered, and treat them as independent of both the multiplier and the multiplicand. It is clear, howevèr, that the simplicity and elegance of our future operations and results must mainly depend on our making a simple and suitable choice of these two constants of multiplication; and that in making this choice, we ought to take care to satisfy, if possible, the essential condition that there shall be always one determined number-couple to 
express the ratio of any one determined step-couple to any other, at lea,st when the latter is not null: since this was the very object, to accomplish which we were led to introduce the conception of these number-couples. It is easy to show that no choice simpler than the following,7ι=~1, 72 = θ, (36)

6 Hil
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82 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSwould satisfy this essential condition: and for that reason we shall now select these two numbers, contra-positive one and zero, for the two constants of multiplication, and shall establish finally this formula for the multiplication of any step-couple (a1, a2) by any number- couple (α1, α2), (a1, = a*_ a^ a^ + a^ (37)5. In fact, whatever constants of multiplication γ1, γ2 we may select, if we denote by (b1, b2) the product of the step-couple (a1, a2) by the number-couple (α1, α2), so that(b1,b2) = (α1,α2) × (a1,a2), (38)we have by (35) the following expressions for the two coupled steps b1, b2, of the product,b1 = α1a1 + y1α2a2, Ίb2 = α1 a2 + α2 a1 + γ2 α2 a2 ,∫ and therefore β1 = a1 α1 + γ 1 a2 a2, Ί
β2 = a1 a2 + a2 a1 + γ2 a2 <x2,Jif a1a2∕∕1∕72 denote respectively the ratios of the four steps a1a2b1b2 to one effective step c,so that ,. 1,a1 = α1c, a2 = a2c, (41)and b1 = ytf1c, b2 = /?2c; (42)from which it follows thatα1{αi(α1 + γ2 α2) - γ1 a2}=β1(<x1 + γ2 a2) - β2 γ1 a2,] a2{aι(aι + y2 a2) - γ1 a∣}=β2oc1-β1a2, Jin order therefore that the numbers a1, a2 should always be determined by the equation (38), when a1 and a2 are not both null steps, it is necessary and sufficient that the factorαι(αι + γ2 α2) - γ1 α2 = (α1 + ⅜γ2 a2)2 - (γ1 + ∣y2) a2 (44)should never become null, when a1 and a2 are not both null numbers; and this condition will be satisfied if we so choose the constants of multiplication γ1, γ2 as to make7ι+⅛7∣<θ> (45)but not otherwise. Whatever constants γ1, γ2 we choose, we have, by the foregoing principles,

(θ>θ) /1 ΛX. (0>c) ∕A n. (θ>c) /1 m.(Μ)=(1>θ)> (Mj=tθ,υ, (46)and finally ζλ’θί = (~~> ~)» (47)(0,c) ∖ γ1,γj,because, when we make, in (43),αι = θ, α2=l, β1=l, /?2 = 0, (48)we find aι=— — , <⅞ = -; (49)7ι a 7ιso that although the ratio of the pure primary step-couple (c, 0) to the pure secondary step- couple (0, c) can never be expressed as a pure primary number-couple, it may be expressed as a pure secondary number-coτιple, namely ^0, , if we choose 0, as in (36), for the value of thesecondary constant γ2, but not otherwise: this choice y2 = 0 is therefore required by simplicity. And since by the condition (45), the primary constant γ1 must be contra-positive, the simplest
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 83way of determining it is to make it contra-positive one, γ1= — 1, as announced in (36). We have therefore justified that selection (36) of the two constants of multiplication; and find, with that selection, .‰Hθ-→ (50)and generally, for the ratio of any one step-couple to any other, the formula(bi, b2) = (Ą c, β2 c) = {β1 oc1+fl8α2 Λ¾-A⅞∖ (51)(a1, a2) (α1c,α2c) ' a^ + a^ ’ a^ + af /’
On the Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division, of Number-Couples, 

as combined with each other6. Proceeding to operations upon number-couples, considered in combination with each other, it is easy now to see the reasonableness of the following definitions, and even their necessity, if we would preserve in the simplest way, the analogy of the theory of couples to the theory of singles: (⅛1Λ) + (α1,<⅞>-(δ1 + θlΛ+<⅛>! (52)(δ1, ^2) (®1> fl⅛) = (^l — c⅛) > (63)(61» δ2) (u1, n2) = (&j, b2) × (®i> a2) = (δ1 n1 — b2 a2, b2a1 + δ1 <z2); (64)
(bl, b2) = ∕δ1 a1 + b2a2 b2a1-b1 a2∖
(a1,a2) ∖ al + al ’ al + a% ΓWere these definitions even altogether arbitrary, they would at least not contradict each other, nor the earlier principles of Algebra, and it would be possible to draw legitimate conclusions, by rigorous mathematical reasoning, from premises thus arbitrarily assumed: but the persons who have read with attention the foregoing remarks of this theory, and have compared them with the Preliminary Essay, will see that these definitions are really not arbitrarily chosen, and that though others might have been assumed, no others would be equally proper.With these definitions, addition and subtraction of number-couples are mutually inverse operations, and so are multiplication and division ; and we have the relations,(δi, b2) + (α1, α2) = (α1, a2) + (δ1, δ2), (56)(δ1, δ2) × (a1, a2) ≈ (a1, a2) × (δ1, b2), (57)

(b1, b2) {(«i, a2) + (a1, a2)} = (δ1, b2) (a1,a2) + (δ1, b2) (a1, a2) : (68)we may, therefore, extend to number-couples all those results respecting numbers, whichhave been deduced from principles corresponding to these last relations. For example,{(δ1, b2) + (α1, α2)} × {(6r b2) + (α1, a2)} = (b1, b2) (b1, b2) + 2(δ1, δ2) (α1, α2) + (α1, a2) (α1, α2), (59)in which 2(δ1, b2) (a1, a2) = (2,0) (b1, b2) (σ1, a2) = (δ1, b2) (α1, α2) + (δ1, b2) (α1, a2); (60)for, in general, we may mix the signs of numbers with those of number-couples, if we consider every single number a as equivalent to a pure primary number-couple,α=(α,0). (61)When the pure primary couple (1,0) is thus considered as equivalent to the number 1, it may
6-2
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84 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSbe called, for shortness, the primary unit- and the pure secondary couple (0,1) may be called in like manner the secondary unit.We may also agree to write, by analogy to notations already explained,(0,0) + (α1, α2) = + (α1, α2),]
i (62)(0,0)-(α1,α2)= -(α1,α2)Jand then +(α1,α2) will be another symbol for the number-couple (α1,α2) itself, and — (α1,α2) will be a symbol for the opposite number-couple (-a1, — a2). The reciprocal of a number-couple (α1,u2) is this other number-couple,1 = (l>θ) = Z «1 ~⅜ ∖ = («ο ~¾) (θ3)(α1, α2) (α1, α2) ∖α∣ + α∣ ’ af + a%∕ αf + α∣ 'It need scarcely be mentioned that the insertion of the sign of coincidence = between any two number-couples implies that those two couples coincide, number with number, primary with primary, and secondary with secondary; so that an equation between number-couples is 

equivalent to a couple of equations between numbers.

On the Powering of a Number-Couple by a Single Whole Number7. Any number-couple (α1, α2) may be used as a base to generate a series of powers, with integer exponents, or logarithms, namely, the series... (α1,α2)~2, (α1,α2)"1, (α1,α2)θ, (αx,α2)1, (αi,α2)2,... (64)in which the first positive power (a1, a2)1 is the base itself, and all the others are formed from itby repeated multiplication or division by that base, according as they follow or precede it inthe series; thus, . 0 .. .βκ.(u1,α2)0= (1,0), (65)and (a1,a2)1 = (a1,a2), (¾, ⅝)^1 =-⅛⅛,

(a1,a2)z=(a1,a2)(a1,a2), (α1,α2)~a= - - ., (θθ)
(,tzl> a2) ∖ai, a2)&C. &C.To power the couple (α1,α2) by any positive whole number m, is, therefore, to multiply, 

m times successively, the primary unit, or the couple (1,0), by the proposed couple (α1,α2)j and to power (α1,u2) by any contra-positive whole number — m, is to divide (1,0) by the same couple (α1, α2), m times successively : but to power by 0 produces always (1,0). Hence, generally, for any whole numbers ∕r, r, (<h, «,),<«,, α2χ = (<h,⅛)~, J((α1,α2)^)p = (α1,α2)^. J8. In the theory of single numbers,
(a + b)m _ am am~1_______  δ1 ___ am~2___________ b2

l×2×3...×m I × 2 × 3... × τn+1 × 2 × 3 × ...(m-1) 1 ~*^ 1 × 2 × 3 × ...{m-2) 1 × 2+ "'
a1_________ bm~1________ bm+ 1 1 × 2 × 3 × ...(m- 1) + 1 × 2 × 3 × ...m,
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 85and similarly in the theory of number-couples,{(a1,a2) + (⅛1, 62)}to^____(aι,⅜)wι +_____ (a1,α2)wt~1 (⅛1A)1l×2×3×...m Ix2x3x...m 1 × 2 × 3 × ...(ra-1) 1____ (a1,a2)m~2 AA)21 ×2×3× ...(w-2) 1×2(α1,α2)1 (b1,b2)m~1 (bvb2)m .1 Ix2x3x ...(m-l) Ix2x3x...m,
m being in both these formulae a positive whole number, but a b a1 a2 δ1 b2 being any numbers whatever. The latter formula, which includes the former, may easily be proved by considering the product of m unequal factor sums,A,⅜) + (¾υ,⅞υ), (M2) + (W), ... (α1,α2) + (¾">,⅛">)j (70)for, in this product, when developed by the rules of multiplication, the power (α1, a2)m~n is multiplied by the sum of all the products of n factor couples such as (b^∖b^) (b^,b^)...(b^,b^)', and the number of such products is the number of combinations of m things, taken n by n, that is, Ix2x3x...xwιIx2x3x ...(m-w)x Ix2x3x...n,while these products themselves become each = (δ1, b2)n, when we return to the case of equal factors.The formula (69) enables us to determine separately the primary and secondary numbers of the power or couple (α1, a2)m, by treating the base (α1, α2) as the sum of a pure primary couple (α1,0) and a pure secondary (0, α2), and by observing that the powering of these latter number- couples may be performed by multiplying the powers of the numbers a1 a2 by the powers of the primary and secondary units, (1,0) and (0,1); for, whatever whole number i may be,(α1,0)'-<4(l,0)<,∣(0,<⅛)<=<4(0,i)√We have also the following expressions for the powers of these two units,(l,0)i= (1,0), ’(0,l)**-3 = (0,l),(0,l)"'-2=(-l,0), . (73)(0, l)4fc-1 = (0, — 1),(0, l)4* = (l,0)j ithat is, the powers of the primary unit are all themselves equal to that primary unit; but the first, second, third, and fourth powers of the secondary unit are respectively(0,1), (-1,0), (0,-l), (1,0),and the higher powers are formed by merely repeating this period. In like manner we find that the equation (®i, α2)τn = (δ1, δ2)> (74)
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86 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSis equivalent to the two following, ft<≈∙∣
δ2 = mα∞-iα2 - ^(^-ζΗ^-2) + &c

JFor example, the square and cube of a couple, that is, the second and third positive powers of it, may be developed thus,(α1, α2)2 = {(α1,0) + (0, α2)}2 = (α2 - α∣, 2α1 α2), (76)and (α1,α2)3 = {(α1,0) + (0,α2)}3=(α3-3α1α2, 3αfα2-α2). (77)9. In general, if (α1,α2) (⅛<⅛)≈ (⅛≤), (78)then, by the theorem or rule of multiplication (54)
a2 = dj Uj (Z2 U2, U2 χ≈ fZ2 Uj -f- u2, ( ∣, 9 )and therefore α'{2 + α22 = (α2 + α2) (α'2 + α'2); (80)and in like manner it may be proved thatif (α1,α2)(αj,α2)(≤,α2) = (<,α'"), ^∣then «2 + a2 2) = (αf + α∣) (a'12 + α22) (α''2 + a⅛2),Jand so on, for any number m of factors. Hence, in particular, when all these m factors areequal, so that the product becomes a power, and the equation (74) is satisfied, the two numbersδ1δ2 of the power-couple must be connected with the two numbers α1 α2 of the base-couple bythe relation ,<> ,β , 1> 1∏ - -b∖ + δ∣ = (α2 + α∣)wι. (82)For example, in the cases of the square and cube, this relation holds good under the forms(α∣ - α2)2 + (2σ1 α2)2 = (α2 + α∣)2, (83)and (α3-3α1α∣)2+(3αf α2- u2)2 = (α∣ + u∣)3. (84)The relation (82) is true even for powers with contra-positive exponents — m, that is,δ2 + δ∣ = (α2 + α∣)~wι if (δ1,δ2) = (α1,α2)~n*5 (85)for in general (α1,α2) (⅛a2) (⅛α")... λ(l52) (cι,c2)(cl,c')(ci,^)... [then (t2 l V∖ .W + ≈I)W2 + ⅜2)M2 + ⅞8)-l (88)( i 2' M+W÷4W+il∙∙J

On a particular Class of Exponential and Logarithmic Function-Couples, connected 
with a particular Series of Integer Powers of Number-Couples10. The theorem (69) shows, that if we employ the symbols ⅛1,α2) and F,n(δ1,δ2) to denote concisely two number-couples, which depend in the following way on the couples (α1,α2) and (δ1,δ2),p „ ι ∩ ω l (flι>β2)1 . K,α2)2 l (α1,α2)w⅛5α2)- (!, 0) + -y- +"]—γ + - + 1x2x3×...w5 (87>

p (l·, δ 1 —il 0) I i - i ∕θo∖⅛(*1.⅛-(l.θ) + -r-+ TVΓ + - + Γx2×3×...m' (88)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 87and if we denote in like manner by the symbol⅞((α1, α2) + (δχ. δa)) = Fm(ai + bι> a2 + δ2) (8θ)the couple which depends in the same way on the sum (α1,α2) + (δ1,δ2), or on the couple 
(a1 + bl,a2 + b2), and develop by the rule (69) the powers of this latter sum, we shall have the relation {⅞(αi, α2) × Fm(b1, δ2)} - Fw((α1, α2) + (δ1, b2))= (flι,g2)wι i(U¾)1, (W + + AA)m )Ix2x3x...nη 1 1x2 Ix2x3x. ..m∣, (α1,q2)wt~1 i (b1,b2)2 (¾xA)wι IIx2x3x...(wι-l)l 1×2 *” l×2×3×...m∣+.........(a1,a2)1 (b1,b2)m+ 1 Ix2x3x...m ( ’This expression may be farther developed, by the rule for the multiplication of a sum, into the sum of several terms or couples, (c1, c2), of which the number is1 + 2 + 3+...+m=⅛+i>, (91)and which are of the form ,c cl- (gl-¾) χ (⅜ι.⅛)t (92)' 1, 2' Ix2x3x...i Ix2x3×...⅛, l' 1
i and k being positive integers, such that

i>m, k>m, i + k>nrt (93)and if we put for abridgment ______∖⅛ + αi = α, ∖∣bl + b%≈β, (94)
aiβkand y Iχ2x3x ixlx2x3x k, (θ,^)we shall have, by principles lately explained,Λ^f+c∣=γ, (96)and therefore c1> +γ, c1<-γ, c2> +γ, c2<-γ: . (97)if then the entire sum (90) of all these couples (c1, c2) be put under the form∑(c1,c2) = (∑c1,∑c2), (98)the letter Σ being used as a mark of summation, we shall have the corresponding limitations, ∑c1>∑γ, ∑c1t-∑γ,∣∑c2 > ∑γ, ∑c2 < - ∑γ,∫∑γ being the positive sum of the mA+ *) s∏ch terms as that marked (95). This latter sumdepends on the positive whole number m, and on the positive numbers a,,β∙, but whatever these two latter numbers may be, it is easy to show that by taking the former number sufficiently great, we can make the positive sum ∑γ become smaller, that is nearer to 0, than any positive number δ previously assigned, however small that number δ may be. For if we use
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88 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSthe symbols Fm(oc), Fm(β), Fm(oc+β), to denote positive numbers connected with the positive numbers α, β,a,+β, by relations analogous to those marked (87) and (88), so that
nr ΩLm⅛(α)=l + ι+τ72 + ...+iχ2χ3χ jw, (100)it is easy to prove, by (68), that the product Fm(a,) × Fm(β) exceeds the number Fm(ct+β) by ∑γ, but falls short of the number F2m(a,+β), that is of the following number

p , a∖ 1∣ + l (α + ^)2 , l (a + β)2m . ,ιnn⅛∙(≈+Λ-l+-^-+π^2- + ∙∙∙+γ^273i7^2s. (101)so that ∑γ= (Fwi(α) × Fm(β))-Fm(a+β), (102)and Σγ<F2m(a,+β)-Fm(<x,+β)∙. (103)if then we choose a positive integer n, so as to satisfy the conditionn+l>2(α + ∕∕), that is + ∣, (104)and take m > n, we shall have
- iα +/)OT...< ^ι1n 7 o* +/)n ’ and therefore <δ, (105)however small the positive number δ may be, and however large a+β may be, if we take m large enough; but also

-‰(<¾+β)~ Fm(oc+β)≈ 1∙∙∙χ^+^χ∙ and therefore <tf×9∕, (106)
, . , a+β 1 (a+/?)2 (a+∕7)m ,iλ-.

, m+l (ra+l)(m + 2) (τn+ 1) (m + 2) × ...(2m)and, therefore, ?/<l, , (108)
because ⅛±A<1 <α+l>2 ι 1 ______ (*±βT________ <±. ∏09>u.Gd,ubB to + i∙l2, (m+l)(m + 2) 22∙ '" (ro+l)(m + 2) × ...(2m) 2”·’ ' 'therefore, combining the inequalities (103) (106) (108), we find finallyΣy<J. (110)And hence, by (99), the two sums ∑c1, ∑c2, may both be made to approach as near as we desire to 0, by taking m sufficiently large; so that, in the notation of limits already employed,LΣy = 0, LΣc1 = 0, LΣc2 = 0, (111)and, therefore, L⅛(α)Fm(^)-Fm(α+∕7)} = 0, (112)L {Fm(a1, a2) Fm(b1, b2) - Fm((a1, a2) + (61, δ2))} = (0,0). (113)In the foregoing investigation, α and β denoted positive numbers; but the theorem (113) shows that the formula (112) holds good, whatever numbers may be denoted by α and β, if we still interpret the symbol Fm(α) by the rule (100).11. If α still retain the signification (94), it results, from the foregoing reasonings, that the primary and secondary numbers of the couple¾) ¾) (Uil)are each >‰wι¼)-Fwι(α), and <Fm{a,) -Fm+m,(cc)∙, (115)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 89and, therefore, may each be made nearer to 0 (on the positive or on the contra-positive side) than any proposed positive number 8 by choosing m large enough, however large m, and α may be, and however small 8 may be: because in the expression
a,m I <x α2 ot,m' ∣^m+m'(α) -^m(α) l × 2 χ 3 x ...m [m+1 + (m+1) (m +2)+ "'+ (m+l)...(m + m∕)jαmthe positive factor -—-— -------  may be made < 8, that is, as near as we please to 0, and also

1X^j×O× ∙∙.TTLthe other factor, as being < - + Λ +... + —L, and therefore < —ι-, if m + 1 > na. Pursuing 
o n n2 rim n—1this train of reasoning, we find that as m becomes greater and greater without end, the couple J1m(α1,α2) tends to a determinate limit-couple, which depends on the couple (α1,α2), and may be denoted by the symbol F00(α1,α2), or simply F(a1,a2),

F(a1, a2) = F00(α1, α2) = L Fm(a1, a2); (117)and similarly, that for any determinate number α, whether positive or not, the number Fm(oc) tends to a determinate limit-number, which depends on the number α, and may be denoted thus,⅜)=fβ(α)=L⅛. (118)It is easy also to prove, by (112), that this function, or dependent number, F(oc), must always satisfy the conditions F(cc)×F(β)=F(a+∕l), (119)and that it increases constantly and continuously from positive states indefinitely near to 0 to positive states indefinitely far from 0, while α increases or advances constantly, and continuously, and indefinitely in the progression from contra-positive to positive; so that, for every positive number β, there is some determined number α which satisfies the condition∕J = F(α), (120)and which may be thus denoted, a, = F~1{β). (121)It may also be easily proved that we have always the relations,
F{a,) = e*, F~'(β)≈∖ogeβ, (122)

oif we put, for abridgment, F(l) = e, (123)and employ the notation of powers and logarithms explained in the Preliminary Essay. A power ba, when considered as depending on its exponent, is called an exponential function
othereof; its most general and essential properties are those expressed by the formulae,

bcι×b0≈ba+P, b1 = b, (124)
o o o o

of which the first is independent of the base b, while the second specifies that base; and since, by (113), the function-couple F(α1,α2) satisfies the analogous condition,
F(a1, a2) × F(b1, b2) = F((a1, a2) + (δ1, b2)) = F(a1 + δ1, a2 + b2), (125)(whatever numbers α1α2δ1δ2 may be,) we may say by analogy that this function-couple 

F(a1,a2) is an exponential function-couple, and that its base-couple isF(l,0) = (e,0): (126)and because the exponent α of a power δ3t, when considered as depending on that power, is
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90 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONScalled a logarithmic function thereof, we may say by analogy that the couple (α1, α2) is a 
logarithmic function, or function-couple, of the couple F(ax,af}, and may denote it thus,(βι,⅝) = F-1(δ1,δ2), if (61,δ2) = F(α1,α2). (127)In general, if we can discover any law of dependence of one couple Φ(α1,α2), upon another (α1,α2), such that for all values of the numbers α1α2δ1δ2 the conditionΦ(α1, α2) Φ(δ1, δ2) = Φ(α1 + α2, b1 + δ2) (128)is satisfied, then, whether this function-couple Φ(α1,α2) be or be not coincident with the particular function-couple F(α1,α2), we may call it (by the same analogy of definition) an 
exponential function-couple, calling the particular couple Φ(l,0) its base, or base-couple·, and may call the couple (α1, α2), when considered as depending inversely on Φ(α1, α2), a logarithmic 
function, or function-couple, which we may thus denote,(α1,α2) = φ-1(δ1,δ2), if (δ1,δ2) = Φ(α1,α2). (129)12. We have shown that the particular exponential function-couple (δ1, b2) = J,(α1,α2) is always possible and determinate, whatever the determinate couple (α1,<z2) may be; let us now consider whether, inversely, the particular logarithmic function-couple (α1,α2) = F-1(δ1, δ2) is always possible and determinate, for every determined couple (δ1, δ2). By the exponential properties of the function F, we have(δ1, δ2) = F(a1, a2) = F{a1,0) F(0, α2) = F(α1) F(0, α2)= (eαιcosα2, efflιsinα2), (130)

o oif we define the functions cos α and sin α, or more fully the cosine and sine of any number α, tobe the primary and secondary numbers of the couple F(0,α), or the numbers which satisfythe couple-equation, τ, .*r F(0,α) = (cosα, smα). (131)From this definition, or from these two others which it includes, namely from the following expressions of the functions cosine and sine as limits of the sums of series, which are already familiar to mathematicians, 1 α2 a4 λcos a=l- -—- + -—-—-—- — &c.1 × 2 1×2×3×4
3 5 f (132)a3 a5 osm a = a - -—-—- + -—-—-—- - &c.1×2×3 1×2×3×4×5 Jit is possible to deduce all the other known properties of these two functions; and especially that they are periodical functions, in such a manner that while the variable number α increases

7Tconstantly and continuously from 0 to a certain constant positive number -, (zr being a certainnumber between 3 and 4,) the function sinα increases with it (constantly and continuously) from 0 to 1, but cosα decreases (constantly and continuously) from 1 to 0; while α continues77,to increase from - to π, since α decreases from 1 to 0, and cos α from 0 to — 1 ; while α increases 37Γfrom π to — , sin α decreases from 0 to — 1, but cosα increases from — 1 to 0; while α still θ7Γincreases from — to 2ττ, sinα increases from — 1 to 0, and cosα from 0 to 1, the sum of the squares of the cosine and sine remaining always = 1 ; and that then the same changes recur in
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 91the same order, having also occurred before for contra-positive values of α, according to this
law of periodicity, that z ι . . . 1 n. .j cos (α + 2wr) = cos α, sin (a + 2ιπ) = sma, (133)
i denoting here (as elsewhere in the present paper) any positive whole number. But because the proof of these well known properties may be deduced from the equations (132), without any special reference to the theory of couples, it is not necessary, and it might not be proper, to dwell upon it here.It is, however, important to observe here, that by these properties we can always find (orconceive found) an indefinite variety of numbers α, differing from each other by multiples ofthe constant number 2π, and yet each having its cosine equal to any one proposed number β1,and its sine equal to any other proposed number β2, provided that the sum of the squares ofthese two proposed numbers β1, β2, is = 1; and reciprocally, that if two different numbers αboth satisfy the conditions o . o z 1 o ..j cosα = p1, sma = p2, (134)
βx and β<i being two given numbers, such that β∖ + β* = 1, then the difference of these two numbers α is necessarily a multiple of 2π. Among all these numbers α, there will always be one which will satisfy these other conditions

a > — π, a,>π, (135)and this particular number α may be called the principal solution of the equations (134), because it is always nearer to 0 than any other number α which satisfies the same equations, except in the particular case when β1 = — 1, β2 = 0; and because, in this particular case, though the two numbers π and — τt are equally near to 0, and both satisfy the equations (134), yet still the principal solution π, assigned by the conditions (135), is simpler than the other solution 
— ττ, which is rejected by those last conditions. It is therefore always possible to find not only one, but infinitely many number-couples (α1,α2), differing from each other by multiples of the constant couple (0,2π), but satisfying each the equation (130), and therefore each entitled to be represented by, or included in the meaning of, the general symbol F-1(δ1,δ2), whatever proposed effective couple (δ1, δ2) may be. For we have only to satisfy, by (130), the two separate equations eα*cosα2 = δ1, eαιsinα2 = δ2j (136)

o owhich are equivalent to the three following,eαι=≈√δf+Γl, (137)
oand cθ8≈-⅛∣∙ 8ina≈=⅛P∕ <138>

and if α be the principal solution of these two last equations, we shall have as their most generalsθlutiθn α2=α + 2ωπ. (139)
∖while the formula (137) gives a1 = loge √δ^ + δiz (140)the couple (a1, a2) admits therefore of all the following values, consistently with the conditions (130) or (136), (α1,αt) = F-1(δ1,δ2) = (loge √δξ+δ‰α+2ωπ), (141)in which ω is any whole number, and α is a number > — π, but not > π, which has its cosine and sine respectively equal to the proposed numbers δ1, δ2, divided each by the square-root of the sum of their squares. To specify any one value of (α1,α2), or F-1(δ1,δ2), corresponding to
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92 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSany one particular whole number ω, we may use the symbol F~1(b1, b2); and then the symbol
ω

F~1(b1, b2) will denote what may be called the principal value of the inverse or logarithmic
ofunction-couple F~1(b1, b2), because it corresponds to the principal value of the number a2, as determined by the conditions (138).
On the Powering of any Number-Couple by any Single Number or Number-Couple13. Resuming now the problem of powering a number-couple by a number, we may employ this property of the exponential function F,

(F(a1,a2))t*=F(μa1,μa2), (142)
μ being any whole number whether positive or contra-positive or null; which easily follows from (125), and gives this expression for the ∕ι,th power, or power-couple, of any effective number-couple, φi,b2y = F(μF^b1,b2)). (143)Reciprocally if (α1, a2) be an with root, or root-couple, of a proposed couple (b1, b2), so that the equation (74) is satisfied, then(αι> a2) = (δ1, b2)m = F^- F 1(δ1,δ2)^ ∙ (144)This last expression admits of many values, when the positive whole number m is > 1, on account of the indeterminateness of the inverse or logarithmic function F~1∙, and to specify any one of these values of the root-couple, corresponding to any one value F~1 of that inverse

ωfunction, which value of the root we may call the ω,th value of that root, we may employ the notation 1 , .
(bι,b2)m = fI—F 1(δ1, ό2)|; (145)

ω ∖ιιl∕ ω Jwe may also call the particular value(δ1, δ2)⅛=J,β F~∖bx, δ2)) , (146)the principal value of the root-couple, or the principal m,th root of the couple (δ1, δ2). In this notation, 1 ,(l,O)*=j(θ,-), (147)
ω ∖ ∣∣b J

Φ1,bfr = {b1,b2>rO^γt', (148)
ω o ωso that generally, the ω,th value of the rrith root of any number-couple is equal to the principal 

value of that root multiplied by the ω,th value of the rrith root of the primary unit (1,0). The with root of any couple has therefore wι distinct values, and no more, because the with root of the primary unit (1,0) has wι distinct values, and no more, since it may be thus expressed, by (147) and (131), 2ωπ<1∙θ>m=(cos∙ΙT'sm-ir)> (U8)so that, by the law of periodicity (133), for any different whole number ω', i 1(1,0)™= (1,0)™, (150)
ω' ω
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 931 Iand therefore generally, (b1,b2)m = (b1,b2)m, (151)
ω' ωif ω, ≈ω±im, (152)but not otherwise. For example, the cube-root of the primary unit (1,0) has three distinct values, and no more, namely(l,0)S = (l,0)! 'hθ>H-δ∙ ~^)∙ <153)so that each of these three couples, but no other, has its cube = (l,0). Again the couple ( — 1,0) has two distinct square-roots, and no more, namely( - 1,0)∣ = (0,1 ) ; ( - 1,0)1 = (0, - 1 ). (154)o 1In general we may agree to denote the principal square-root of a couple (δ1, δ2) by the symbol

√OΓ) = (6i.¼Λ (165)
oand then we shall have the particular equation√(-l,0) = (0,l)i (186)which may, by the principle (61), be concisely denoted as follows,

√ςT=(0,1). (157)In the theory or single numbers, the symbol V— 1 is absurd, and denotes an impossible extraction, or a merely imaginary number; but in the theory of couples, the same symbol V— 1 is significant, and denotes a possible extraction, or a real couple, namely (as we have just now seen) the principal square-root of the couple ( — 1,0). In the latter theory, therefore, though not in the former, this sign V— 1 may properly be employed; and we may write, if we choose, for any couple (α1,α2) whatever,(α1,α2) = α1 + α2 √-1, (158)interpreting the symbols a1 and a2, in the expression a1 + a2 V— 1, as denoting the pure primary couples (α1,0) (α2,0), according to the law of mixture (61) of numbers with number-couples, and interpreting the symbol V— 1, in the same expression, as denoting the secondary unit or pure secondary couple (0,1), according to the formula (157). However, the notation (σ1,α2) appears to be sufficiently simple.14. In like manner, if we write, by analogy to the notation of fractional powers of numbers,
V(^ι, c2) = (δ1, bf)s∙, (159)whenever the two couples (b1, b2) and (c1, c2) are both related as integer powers to one common base couple (α1, α2) as follows, ,

(bvb2) = (a1,a2)∣l, (c1,c2) = (cr1,a2)l', (160)(∕z and v being any two whole numbers, of which μ at least is different from 0,) we can easily prove that this fractional power-couple (c1,c2), or this result of powering the couple (δ1,δ2) bypthe fractional number - , has in general many values, which are all expressed by the formula 
(cι> c2)= (*ι, = > (161)
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94 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSand of which any one may be distinguished from the others by the notation(^ι, δ2)^ = #ί—# 1(δι,δ2))∙ (^θ2)We may call the couple thus denoted the ω,th value of the fractional power, and in particular we may call v , × (lθ3)the principal value. The ω,th value may be formed from the principal value, by multiplying itby the ω,th value of the corresponding fractional power of the primary unit, that is, by thefollowing couple, , 2ωm 2 ,(l,0)^= cos—— ,sm_— ; (164)ω ∖ p p ]and therefore the number of distinct values of any fractional power of a couple, is equal to the number m of units which remain in the denominator, when the fraction - has been reduced to its simplest possible expression, by the rejection of common factors.15. Thus, the powering of any couple (b1, b2) by any commensurable number x may be effected by the formula, (δp fc2)*=jF(a.J-i(δ1, δ2)); (165)or by these more specific expressions,(δ1,δ2)* = E(xf1~1(δ1,δ2))
ω ω= (⅛,,δ2)≈(l,0)≈, (166)

o ωin which (1,0)*= (cos2ωaτr, sin2ωx7r)ι (167)
ωand it is natural to extend the same formulae by definition, for reasons of analogy and continuity, even to the case when the exponent or number x is incommensurable, in which latter case the variety of values of the power is infinite, though no confusion can arise, if each be 

distinguished from the others by its specific ordinal number, or determining integer ω.And since the spirit of the present theory leads us to extend all operations with single numbers to operations with number-couples, we shall further define (being authorised by this analogy to do so) that the powering of any one number-couple (δ1, δ2) by any other number-couple 
(x1, x2) is the calculation of a third number-couple (c1, c2) such that(c1, c2) = (δ1, b2fx^x^ = F((x1, x2) × F~1(b1, b2)) ; (168)or more specifically of any one of the infinitely many couples corresponding to the infinite variety of specific ordinals or determining integers ω, according to this formula,(δ1, δ2)<a⅛∙a⅛) =F((x1, x2) × F~1(b1, δ2))

ω ω= (¾, δ2)<*ι>a⅛> (1,0)<a⅛>a⅛>, (169)o ωin which the factor (δ1, δ2∕a⅛,a½> may be called the principal value of the general power-couple,0and in which the other factor may be calculated by the following expression,(1,0)<χι,a⅛> = F((x1, x2) × (0,2ωπ))
ω

=F(- 2ωπx2,2ωπx1)_ g—2ωzrx2(c0g 2ωπaq, sin 2ω7rx1).
o

(170)
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I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS 95For example, (1,0)<a⅛>a⅛> = (1,0), (171)
oand (e,0)iχι*a⅛, = J,(x1,x2)j (172)

oalso (e, 0Yχι<x^ = F((x1,xz) × (1,2ωzr)). (173)
ω

On Exponential and Logarithmic Function-Couples in general 16. It is easy now to discover this general expression for an exponential function-couple:Φ(x1, ar2) = F((x1, x2) × (α1, α2)) ; (174)in which (α1,α2) i® anY constant couple, independent of (x1,x2). This general exponential 
function Φ includes the particular function F, and satisfies (as it ought) the condition of the form (128), φ(x1,a⅛) Φ(2∕ι,2∕2) = φ(^ι + 2∕ι.¾ + 2∕2)i (175)its base, or base-couple, which may be denoted for conciseness by (δ1, δ2), is, by the 11th article, the couple (⅛1,⅛i) = Φ(l,0) = F(<⅛,<⅛)ι (176)and if we determine that integer number ω which satisfies the conditions

a2 — 2ωπ > — π, a2-2ωπ>π, (177)we shall have the general transformationΦ(x1,x2) = (6ι,δ2)<χι∙a⅛∖ (178)
ωAnd the general inverse exponential or logarithmic function-couple, which may, by (129), be thus denoted, (Xχ,aJ2) = Φ"‰y2), if 0∕ι>2∕2) = Φ(*ι,*2)> (179)may also, by (174) and (176), be thus expressed:= 080)it involves, therefore, two arbitrary integer numbers, when only the couple (y1, y2) and the base (δ1, δ2) are given, and it may be thus more fully written,

ω- ω' F~l(y1,y2)φ^1(*∕ι>yf} = ⅛ι∙⅛><2∕ι,2/2) = F~-iφ~fb y (181 )
ωFor example, the general expression for the logarithms of the primary unit (1,0) to the base(e’0),iS W 11 01 <0'2ω'πL <2ω'π-°> (1821log(e,o)(lιθ) (12ωπ) (2ωπ, -1), (182)

∖or, if we choose to introduce the symbol V— 1, as explained in the V&th article, that is, as denoting the couple (0,1) according to the law of mixture of numbers with number-couples, then,ω' . 2ω'π V—l 2ω'τr .,.λ.log 1 =----------- 7= =--------- 7=. 183ω°e l + 2ωτr√-l 2ωττ-√-lω- F-1(y1,y2) + (0,2ω,7τ)In general, logttl,⅛)(i⅛,y2) = ⅛=i,6 4 j + (0>2ωπ) ∙ <184>
* o
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96 I. ON CONJUGATE FUNCTIONSThe integer number ω may be called the first specific ordinal, or simple the order, and the other integer number ω' may be called the second specific ordinal, or simply the rank, of the particular logarithmic function, or logarithm-couple, which is determined by these two integer numbers. This existence of two arbitrary and independent integers in the general expression of 
a logarithm, was discovered in the year 1826, by Mr Graves, who published a Memoir* upon the subject in the Philosophical Transactions for 1829, and has since made another communication upon the same subject to the British Association for the Advancement of Science, during the meeting of that Association at Edinburgh, in 1834: and it was he who proposed these names of Orders and Ranks of Logarithms. But because Mr Graves employed, in his reasoning, the usual principles respecting Imaginary Quantities, and was content to prove the symbolical necessity without showing the interpretation, or inner meaning, of his formulae, the present 
Theory of Couples is published to make manifest that hidden meaning: and to show, by this remarkable instance, that expressions which seem according to common views to be merely symbolical, and quite incapable of being interpreted, may pass into the world of thoughts, and acquire reality and significance, if Algebra be viewed as not a mere Art or Language, but as the Science of Pure Time. The author hopes to publish hereafter many other applications of this view; especially to Equations and Integrals, and to a Theory of Triplets and Sets of Moments, Steps, and Numbers, which includes this Theory of Couples.* [John Thomas Graves, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. vol. 119 (1829), pp. 171-86; Brit. Assoc. Report (1834), pp. 523-31.]
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